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ABSTRACT

Today’s hardware is increasingly parallel, and modern programming languages must thus allow a programmer to use this parallelism effectively.
For languages that depend on a virtual machine (vm), it is the responsibility
of the vm to execute code efficiently and in parallel. In the case of Python, a
popular dynamic language, several vms exist, but none of them can deliver
high performance and parallel execution at the same time.
The reason for the lack of such a high-performance, parallel vm for Python lies with Python’s concurrency semantics, which is based on a strong
memory model and atomic operations on large entities. Such a concurrency
semantics does not map well to modern hardware architectures, which is
why parallel vms must emulate this semantics under parallel execution
through expensive synchronization.
This dissertation introduces a new approach to the design and construction of high-performance, parallel vms with a concurrency semantics such
as Python’s. The introduction of large-scale atomicity to the implementation language of a vm lets a vm developer specify the concurrency semantics
independently from the vm’s synchronization mechanism. Thereby, the
used synchronization mechanism becomes an exchangeable vm component.
For the high-performance execution of Python code, just-in-time compilation is an essential concern. Unfortunately, Python’s strong memory
model inhibits basic compiler optimizations under concurrency. Hence, to
allow a compiler to optimize effectively, the concept of Parallel Worlds is
introduced.
Parallel Worlds transparently isolate concurrent computations from each
other, and thereby allow for effective optimizations under the assumption of
no concurrency. The transparent isolation of Parallel Worlds is supported by
a special-purpose software transactional memory system (stm). Apart from
isolation, this stm is the key enabler for the efficient parallel execution
of Python code. Parallel execution builds on the speculative execution
capability of the stm.
The product of this dissertation is PyPy-stm, a high-performance, parallel
vm for Python. With PyPy-stm, multi-threaded Python programs can take
advantage of the parallelism in modern hardware. On a set of benchmark
programs, PyPy-stm outperforms established Python vms such as CPython,
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Jython, IronPython, and PyPy. Compared with PyPy, the current top-ofclass in program performance, PyPy-stm achieves speedups in the range
of 1.5 to 8.0× with 8 threads available. These results confirm the viability
of the approach and show that PyPy-stm deserves the designation as a
high-performance, parallel vm for Python.

Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Die heutigen Rechnerarchitekturen arbeiten zunehmend parallel, weshalb
es moderne Programmiersprachen den Programmiererinnen und Programmierern ermöglichen sollten, diese Parallelität effektiv zu nutzen. Bei Sprachen, die auf eine virtuelle Maschine (vm) setzen, ist es die Aufgabe dieser
vm, Programme effizient und parallel auszuführen. Im Falle von Python,
einer weit verbreiteten dynamischen Programmiersprache, gibt es zwar
bereits verschiedene vms, von diesen kann aber keine zugleich parallele
Ausführung und hohe Ausführungsgeschwindigkeit bieten.
Der Grund für das Fehlen einer solchen performanten, parallelen vm für
Python liegt in der Nebenläufigkeitssemantik von Python, welche auf einem
strikten Speichermodell und atomaren Operationen auf grossen Entitäten
basiert. Eine solche Nebenläufigkeitssemantik lässt sich nicht direkt auf
modernen Rechnerarchitekturen umsetzen, weshalb parallele vms diese
Semantik bei nebenläufiger Ausführung durch aufwändige Synchronisation
genau nachbilden müssen.
Diese Dissertation stellt einen neuen Ansatz für das Design und die
Konstruktion von performanten, parallelen vms mit einer Nebenläufigkeitssemantik wie der von Python vor. Die Einführung von flächendeckender
Atomizität in der Implementierungssprache einer vm ermöglicht es bei der
vm-Entwicklung die Semantik der Nebenläufigkeit unabhängig des Synchronisationsmechanismus der vm zu definieren. Der verwendete Mechanismus
wird dabei zu einer austauschbaren Komponente der vm.
Eine wesentliche Bedeutung für die hohe Ausführungsgeschwindigkeit
von Python-Programmen kommt der Just-in-Time-Kompilierung zu. Doch
das strikte Speichermodell von Python verhindert bei nebenläufiger Ausführung grundlegende Optimierungen des Kompilierers. Um Kompilierern
trotzdem das wirksame Optimieren unter diesen Bedingungen zu ermöglichen, wird das Konzept der Parallelwelten eingeführt.
Parallelwelten isolieren nebenläufige Berechnungen transparent voneinander. So bleiben Optimierungen wirksam, da sie unter der Annahme
arbeiten können, dass keine nebenläufige Ausführung stattfindet. Die transparente Isolierung von Parallelwelten wird durch einen softwarebasierten
transaktionalen Speicher (stm) unterstützt. Neben der Isolation ist dieser stm der Schlüssel zur effizienten parallelen Ausführung von Python-
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Programmen. Parallele Ausführung wird durch die Fähigkeit des stms zu
spekulativer Ausführung ermöglicht.
Das Ergebnis dieser Arbeit ist PyPy-stm, eine performante, parallele vm
für Python. Mit PyPy-stm können mehrfädige Python-Programme die Parallelität moderner Rechnerarchitekturen nutzen. In einer Reihe von Programmen übertrifft die Ausführungsgeschwindigkeit von PyPy-stm diejenige
von etablierten Python vms wie CPython, Jython, IronPython und PyPy.
Im Vergleich zu PyPy, der aktuellen Nummer eins in Bezug auf Ausführungsgeschwindigkeit, erreicht PyPy-stm mit 8 verfügbaren Fäden eine um
1.5 bis 8.0 mal schnellere Ausführung. Diese Ergebnisse untermauern die
Realisierbarkeit des Ansatzes und zeigen, dass PyPy-stm die Bezeichnung
als performante, parallele vm für Python verdient.

1
INTRODUCTION

Due to the stagnating single-core performance in new processors, applications must be able to use the increasing numbers of available processor
cores to gain more performance. Hence, programming languages must offer
capabilities for an application to exploit the available parallelism. To this
end, mainstream languages, such as Java, C#, or C++, provide access to
parallelism through concurrency under a concurrent execution model.
Concurrent execution models allow a programmer to define program
parts whose executions are unordered or only partially ordered. And with
a relaxed ordering, simultaneous execution of these parts, i.e., parallel
execution, can be supported on parallel hardware. However, even with
a concurrent execution model, the efficient use of parallel resources is
not guaranteed. A concurrent execution model must also map well to the
underlying hardware. An example of an execution model that is deficient
in this regard is used by the language Python.
Python is a general-purpose programming language with increasing popularity, and its applications are numerous: application and game development, scripting, scientific and numeric applications, network programming,
and several others. As a dynamically typed language, Python depends on a
high-level virtual machine (vm) for its implementation. This Python vm and
its instruction set are quasi-standardized by the reference implementation
CPython [1]. Hence, it is this particular vm that defines Python’s semantics
and its concurrent execution model.
CPython uses a single, vm-wide lock, the so called Global Interpreter
Lock (gil), to synchronize the vm under concurrent execution. The gil
protects the vm by serializing the execution of Python code across concurrently running threads. That is, Python threads take turns to execute,
no two threads can execute in parallel. Due to this lack of parallel execution, CPython is a serial vm. In contrast, a vm that is capable of parallel
execution is a parallel vm.
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introduction

In addition to ensuring a serialized concurrent execution, the gil facilitates the implementation of atomic operations. For a documented set of
operations on built-in data types, such as lists and sets, CPython guarantees atomic execution. Since CPython defines the language Python, both,
the atomicity of these operations and the serialization of concurrent execution, are not just an implementation detail, but an integral part of Python’s
execution model. In summary, the design of the language Python is not
intended for parallel execution.
Our goal, however, is to support parallel execution in a parallel Python vm.
To replicate Python’s concurrency semantics in a parallel execution model,
these semantics must first be detached from Python’s current execution
model: The serialization of concurrent execution makes any execution
sequentially consistent, and atomic operations require atomicity for operations on large entities. Hence, Python’s concurrency semantics is based
on a strong memory model and atomic operations on large entities. The
challenge to be addressed by this dissertation is to implement a compatible
execution model that supports efficient, parallel execution of Python code,
and thereby allows for the exploitation of modern hardware’s parallelism.
However, Python’s concurrency semantics does not map well onto today’s hardware. Prevalent cpu architectures do not offer sequential consistency, and even recent developments in the area of hardware transactional
memory are insufficient to support Python’s atomic operations. Hence, a
concurrent execution model with an implementation that is capable of parallel execution must emulate Python’s concurrency semantics. And emulation
under parallel execution requires potentially expensive synchronization.
Until today, no parallel Python vm exists that implements Python’s entire
concurrency semantics. And the parallel vms that exist suffer from low
efficiency due to expensive synchronization.
1.1

thesis statement

Python’s concurrency semantics, which is based on a strong memory model
and atomic operations on large entities, creates challenges for an efficient
vm for parallel programs. We show that such a vm can be built with a customized software transactional memory system, and that it can outperform
a current top-of-class vm on stock hardware.
With this dissertation, we show that an efficient, parallel Python vm for
today’s stock hardware is feasible. We evolve a state-of-the-art approach to
vm construction and introduce a new model that enables the creation of

1.2 overview and contributions

such high-performance vms capable of parallel execution. A custom software transactional memory system (stm), which is specialized for today’s
hardware, supports the implementation of high-level concurrency semantics such as Python’s. And through efficient, speculative parallel execution,
a Python vm allows parallel programs, i.e., programs that use Python’s
multi-threading capabilities, to utilize modern hardware effectively.
We show the feasibility of the approach with a case study on PyPy [2, 3, 4],
a state-of-the-art, top-of-class in performance Python vm, which is built
with the aforementioned approach to vm construction. With the serial PyPy
as a starting point, we report on designing a parallel vm with our new
approach. The resulting parallel vm outperforms the original PyPy on a set
of multi-threaded Python programs, hence supporting the thesis that our
approach produces a high-performance vm for today’s hardware.
1.2

overview and contributions

Chapter 2 presents the problem to be addressed by this dissertation in detail.
In particular, the chapter presents the challenges that must be addressed,
details the current situation, and provides an explanation as to why previous
work does not sufficiently address the problem.
After the problem statement, Chapter 3 introduces our approach. The
approach builds on RPython’s approach to vm construction [4] and evolves
the approach by introducing a new parallel execution model to RPython.
The new model adds a high-level semantics and a synchronization abstraction, which allow a vm developer to specify guest language semantics, e.g.,
Python’s concurrency semantics, independently of implementation aspects.
Following the high-level approach, Chapter 4 presents the realization of
the newly introduced parallel execution model. This realization is based on
the Parallel Worlds abstraction, which allows for the transparent separation
and isolation of concurrent computations in the vm. This separation is
supported by a custom software transactional memory implementation that
depends on a novel combination of software techniques and the capabilities
of modern hardware.
In Chapter 5, we report on a study of building a parallel Python vm
(PyPy-stm) that is based on the existing, serial PyPy. The report focuses
on qualitative findings, such as the changes required to build a fully compatible Python vm, and the changes to adapt to the different performance
characteristics of a parallel vm.

3
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A quantitative evaluation of PyPy-stm against various state-of-the-art
Python vms follows in Chapter 6. To compare the performance between
the vms, the execution time of a set of multi-threaded Python programs is
measured across a range of configurations.
Finally, Chapter 7 gives conclusions, implications, and closing remarks
for this dissertation.
The work presented in these chapters draws from, refines, and extends
upon our earlier, published work Meier et al. [5], Meier et al. [6], and Meier
and Gross [7].

2
P R O B L E M S T AT E M E N T

Implementing a concurrent execution model that follows Python’s concurrency semantics and supports parallel execution appears to be difficult.
State-of-the-art Python vms are either serializing, or their performance is
low because of the significant cost of emulating sequential consistency and
atomic operations on current hardware. To illustrate the current situation
of Python vms, we focus on four widely-used vms: CPython, PyPy, Jython,
and IronPython.
CPython [1] is the reference implementation, a serializing vm that depends purely on interpretation. In addition to interpretation, PyPy [2] depends on just-in-time (jit) compilation, resulting in significant speedups for
Python programs [8] and PyPy offering top-of-class sequential performance.
However, PyPy is still a serial vm and does not support parallel execution.
Both, PyPy and CPython internally depend on a gil for synchronization.
Jython [9] and IronPython [10] take a different approach: They both
support parallel execution by using fine-grained locking instead of a gil.
However, the emulation of Python’s concurrency semantics requires synchronization throughout the vm. This synchronization introduces a significant performance overhead, which puts the sequential performance
of Jython and IronPython on a similar level as CPython, even though
both vms support a form of jit compilation. In other words, no parallel
Python vm that delivers high performance currently exists.
To understand the challenges involved in the development of a Python vm,
and why the state-of-the-art fails to give the option of an efficient, parallel
vm, we need to discuss the semantics of Python’s concurrent execution
model and its implications for vms.

5
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problem statement

2.1

python’s concurrent execution model

Python’s concurrent execution model does not have a standardized, formal specification. Instead, the model is quasi-standardized through CPython, the reference implementation of Python. CPython acts as a correctness benchmark for alternative implementations of Python. This quasistandardization makes Python an implementation-defined language. Hence,
we describe Python’s concurrent execution model as it is currently implemented by CPython, and how alternative Python vms should reproduce
the model.
A concurrent execution model is made of several parts: the units, the
structure, and the semantics of concurrency in the language. The concurrent
units are the smallest units of execution. The concurrency structure describes the coarse-grained organization of these units, and defines a (partial)
ordering, as well as ways of interaction for these units. The concurrency
semantics finally defines the possible outcomes of a program under the
execution model.
Python allows programs to execute program parts concurrently by using
threads. Hence, the concurrency structure of Python’s execution model is
multithreading with shared memory. A thread is essentially an execution
stream of concurrent units, and these concurrent units can interact with
each other by accessing shared memory.
To define what Python’s concurrent unit is, we consult its reference
implementation. CPython executes a Python program by first compiling
the program down to a bytecode format, and then running a bytecode
interpreter. The simplified core loop of the bytecode interpreter is shown
here:
while True:
instr = fetch_instr()
execute_instr(instr)

The interpreter executes the program by repeatedly fetching and executing
instructions from the bytecode. Examples of bytecode instructions are
control flow instructions, loading and storing the value of a local variable or
an object attribute, and arithmetic operations [11]. We call these instructions
pyops, short for Python operation, and they are the concurrent units of
Python’s execution model.
To implement multi-threaded, concurrent execution, CPython runs
one interpreter per thread. Each interpreter executes pyops and thereby
creates the execution stream of concurrent units. Within these streams, the

2.1 python’s concurrent execution model

execution of individual pyops is partially ordered by the in-thread sequential
order, i.e., the program order. Hence, an interleaving of pyop executions
from multiple threads implements concurrency for multi-threaded Python
programs.
2.1.1

Serialization Semantics

To synchronize the vm under concurrency, CPython uses a vm-wide lock,
the Global Interpreter Lock (gil). The gil protects vm-internal data structures,
and more generally, the execution of vm code. vm code is the implementation of the vm, such as the interpreter and the code that implements the
behavior of pyops. To protect against concurrency bugs, CPython acquires
the gil whenever vm code is executing.
In CPython, the gil is acquired by the main thread at vm startup, and
released on vm shutdown. Once the core interpreter loop is entered, the
gil may be released and reacquired periodically. CPython’s instruction
dispatch loop with gil-handling is illustrated here:
while True:
instr = fetch_instr()
execute_instr(instr)
release_gil()
acquire_gil()

CPython releases and reacquires the gil at the end of the interpreter loop’s
body. Hence, both, fetch_instr() and execute_instr() are protected by
the gil. As a consequence, the entire execution of a pyop happens within a
critical section, and all vm code executed as part of the pyop benefits from
mutual exclusion. The gil is only released in-between pyop executions.
However, another consequence is that pyop executions are serialized across
concurrently executing threads.
Serialization and mutual exclusion means that pyop executions from
concurrent threads cannot overlap, which means that the state of a partially
executed pyop cannot be observed. In other words, pyops are executed atomically with respect to concurrently executing pyops. We call this property
of CPython’s execution model pyop atomicity.
However, pyop atomicity is not absolute: The atomicity does not hold if
the execution of a pyop itself contains the execution of more pyops. The
gil is not lexically scoped with regard to pyops or the Python program.
For example, the pyop for calling a function, i.e., the bytecode instruction
call_function, redirects execution to more pyops in the callee. The gil is

7
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Thread₁

release
gil

Thread₂

waiting

!

unbloc
k

8

acquire

Figure 2.1: Serialized execution of two threads with one thread executing a blocking
operation. The blocking operation ends at the point marked with a !.

not recursively acquired in this scenario, and hence it may be released (and
reacquired) within the callee between pyop executions. Thus, due to this
possibility of an atomicity break in the callee, the call_function pyop does
not necessarily execute atomically.
Another example where pyop atomicity does not hold is for blocking
operations. Blocking operations wait for a condition to become true before
the execution continues. If pyop atomicity would hold for such operations,
the gil would stay acquired while waiting. In that case, however, no other
thread can acquire the gil and execute. And if the blocking operation waits
for a change by another thread, the change will never happen and the
operation will block indefinitely.
Instead, the CPython developers ascertain that blocking operations
always release the gil while waiting for a condition. Figure 2.1 shows
such an interaction of two threads, with one thread executing a blocking
pyop. During normal execution, the gil is released periodically to let other
threads run. However, to avoid a deadlock situation, the gil is always
released before a thread enters a phase where it waits for a condition. In
the example, while Thread1 waits for the condition, Thread2 can execute
and change the condition to true, thereby unblocking Thread1 . However,
note that Thread1 still has to wait until Thread2 releases the gil before its
execution can continue. From the perspective of Thread1 , the condition
became true and the blocking operation ended only after the gil has been
reacquired. Thereby, the blocking pyop always appears to have happened
after the unblocking event, which ensures a serialization order for pyops
that is semantically consistent.
For CPython, the requirement that blocking pyops must release the gil
on their own enables an optimization: The core interpreter loop can merge
critical sections together by not releasing the gil after each loop iteration.
That is, the gil does not need to be released between pyop executions since
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the pyops for which the gil must be released do so on their own. Instead,
the overhead of releasing and reacquiring the gil can be amortized over
multiple (non-blocking) pyops.
Due to the merging of critical sections, concurrency is restricted to
some degree. Instead of interleaving the execution of individual pyops,
the interleaving becomes more coarse-grained with a granularity of entire
groups of consecutive pyop executions. This mechanism also gives the vm
increased flexibility since releasing the gil between pyop executions can
be considered a suggestion instead of a mandatory operation.
Ultimately, Python’s concurrency semantics is not dictated by pyop atomicity since the atomicity guarantee is not absolute. However, pyop atomicity
serves as a starting point to extract the semantics from CPython’s execution model. Two important consequences stem from CPython’s partial
pyop atomicity: sequential consistency and atomic operations.
2.1.2

Sequential Consistency

In the case where pyop atomicity does not hold for an entire pyop execution,
the individual parts of vm code that are involved in the execution are still
protected by the gil; and the gil still serializes the execution of these parts.
Hence, individual reads and writes in vm code are globally serialized, and
the existence of such a global serialization order makes any vm execution
sequentially consistent [12].
CPython passes this vm-level sequential consistency on to the Python
level by not breaking pyop atomicity in unexpected places. For example,
a write to a global variable is one atomic pyop. If, however, CPython
internally broke the atomicity and implemented the write as two atomic
operations, one updating a thread-local state with the new value, and one
updating the state in other threads, sequential consistency could be violated
on the Python level. Python-level writes could appear to have happened in
one thread, but not yet in another, and arbitrary reorderings with other reads
and writes are possible. Thereby, the total order requirement of sequential
consistency could be violated. Hence, CPython must ensure that pyop
atomicity holds for primitive reads and writes on the Python level.
With pyop atomicity, CPython can create a sequentially consistent execution model for Python. From the perspective of a Python programmer,
accesses to object attributes happen atomically, and writes propagate to
other threads instantly. That is, there is no observable time frame where
a write completed in one thread but is not yet visible in another, and due
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to serialization, there exists a total order. Hence, through pyop atomicity,
CPython passes on the sequential consistency guarantee to the Python
level. As a consequence, sequential consistency becomes an integral part of
Python’s concurrency semantics.
For the Python programmer, sequential consistency retains a simple
model for a program’s execution. Even under concurrency, Python instructions execute one after another under a total order. Additionally, transient
issues like out-of-thin-air values are absent. Hence, sequential consistency
is a strong guarantee, a guarantee that is rarely given unconditionally by
memory models for concurrent languages for reasons that we will discuss
in the following sections.
2.1.3

Atomic Operations

The atomicity of pyops holds if the entire execution of a pyop is implemented in vm code and no additional pyops are executed within. To a Python
programmer, it may not be evident for which operations this condition
holds, but some cases were deemed useful enough to document their atomicity [13]. In particular, pyops that operate on built-in data types are often
fully implemented in vm code, and therefore achieve atomicity regardless
of the size of the data structure involved. A selection of documented atomic
operations is shown here (l1 and l2 are lists of built-in numeric types, i
and j are integer values):
•

l1.extend(l2),

which appends all elements of the argument list to

the target list;
•

l1.sort(),

which sorts a list in place;

•

l1[i:j] = l2,

which overwrites part of a list with another list’s

contents.
A list can be sorted atomically even if the list has many elements and
sorting takes a significant amount of time. Atomic operations do not require additional synchronization from the programmer, but there are certain
conditions that must be met. In particular, all involved types in the above examples must be built-in Python types. If l1 is a list of user-defined objects
instead of a list of a built-in numeric type, atomicity is not guaranteed.
Hence, even if the simplicity of not requiring synchronization is tempting,
it is rarely recommendable to depend on the atomicity of these atomic
operations. Due to Python not requiring the declaration of the type for
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variables, there is no warning if the list l1 does not contain built-in types.
If l1 contains user-defined objects instead, the operation is not guaranteed
to happen atomically and additional synchronization is required. Code that
relies on these atomic operations is therefore fragile, and its correctness
is context-dependent. Regardless of these concerns, the atomicity of these
operations is part of Python’s concurrency semantics, and a vm design must
therefore support such large-scale atomic operations.
2.2

challenges for an efficient, parallel virtual machine

From CPython’s concurrent execution model, we extracted the concurrency semantics of Python as observable by a Python programmer. The
semantics includes atomic operations (ao) and a strong memory model
with sequential consistency (sc). To achieve compatibility with existing
Python programs, a parallel Python vm must therefore provide the same
guarantees within its execution model.
In this section, we present current approaches to vm construction and
the reasons for why they fail to deliver an efficient, concurrent execution
model that is capable of parallel execution, i.e., a parallel execution model
with sc and ao in particular.
2.2.1

Implementation Languages

Both, sc and ao, offer guarantees that do not map well to the prevalent host
hardware on which the vm is running. The x86 architecture, for example,
does not maintain sc. And for atomic operations, even the recent introduction of Transactional Synchronization Extensions1 in Intel processors is
limited by the size of the on-processor cache, which means that large-scale
atomic operations such as list.sort() are out of reach. Hence, any guarantees that go beyond what is offered by the host must be emulated with
additional synchronization mechanisms.
Emulated semantics are not directly understood and optimized by the
host hardware. However, vms are themselves written in languages, which
we refer to as implementation languages, and they may offer more guarantees than the host. With higher-level semantics and synchronization
mechanisms in the implementation language, the emulation of ao and sc
can be facilitated. And additional high-level optimizations can be applied
before ultimately using the hardware’s guarantees and synchronization
1

http://www.intel.com/software/tsx
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Figure 2.2: Different Python vms with their implementation language vms and highlevel architectures.

primitives. In this way, the implementation language serves as a reusable
and optimizing host abstraction layer; and this layer’s important role in the
efficient mapping of Python’s semantics to hardware will be discussed in
the following sections.
Figure 2.2 shows an architecture comparison of four different Python vms.
All four vms can ultimately run on an x86 host machine (among others),
but they do differ on the next layer, the layer of the implementation language. CPython is written in the language C and conceptually runs in the
C abstract machine; PyPy is written in RPython and runs in the RPython vm;
Jython is written in Java and runs in the Java vm (jvm); and IronPython
is written in C# and runs in the Common Language Runtime (clr).
Each implementation language comes with a concurrency semantics that
is part of the language’s concurrent execution model, which is implemented
by a virtual machine. Hence, the execution model of the guest language
(Python) is nested within the execution model of the implementation language, and the guest language vm (Python vm) can build upon the semantics
offered by the implementation language vm. The responsibility for an efficient realization of the implementation language’s semantics using the
host’s capabilities then lies with the implementation language vm.
To illustrate with an example: Java guarantees the absence of out-of-thinair values for int-values. Python likewise prohibits such spurious values
for primitive types. Hence, Jython can emulate this guarantee for Python
programs by relying on Java’s semantics. And the jvm provides an efficient
implementation of this guarantee on top of the host hardware.
Besides stronger guarantees, implementation languages also offer mechanisms to synchronize the execution under concurrency. Again, the synchronization mechanisms can be higher-level than the synchronization
primitives of the host, and they can therefore again be understood and optimized by the implementation language and its vm. For example, Java and
the jvm offer volatile fields, intrinsic locks, and the synchronized keyword for
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synchronization. These synchronization primitives can be used by Jython
to implement Python’s concurrency semantics.
The utility of an implementation language therefore depends on the
language’s guarantees, as well as the offered means of synchronization.
Unfortunately, while C, RPython, Java, and C# use different memory models, none of them offers unconditional sc or large-scale atomicity natively.
Hence, sc and ao must be emulated through explicit synchronization. And
while these languages provide different synchronization primitives, synchronization in these four Python vms is predominantly achieved with
various kinds of locks.
All four Python vms shown in Figure 2.2 use locking schemes to implement Python’s concurrency semantics: CPython and PyPy made the
choice to use a gil, and Jython and IronPython use fine-grained locking. Apparently, none of the implementation languages offers high-level
semantics or synchronization mechanisms that are clearly superior to using
locks. Current implementation languages are lacking capabilities that are
designed for the task of vm construction.
Using a locking scheme for implementing a parallel execution model
is not straightforward. With a single gil, Python’s semantics are easily
replicated, but parallel execution is prevented. For parallel execution, the
locking granularity must be finer. But as we will see, fine-grained locking has its own set of challenges, and the support from implementation
languages is limited.
2.2.2

Fine-Grained Locking

To support parallel execution of Python code, parts of the Python vm
itself must execute in parallel and must, thus, be synchronized correctly. A
common architecture for a parallel vm is to back each Python-level thread
by a vm-level thread, which is provided by the implementation language vm;
and each such vm-level thread runs an interpreter. Since Python threads run
in shared memory, these interpreters also run in the same shared memory
and must therefore synchronize their shared memory accesses.
Coarse grained synchronization with a gil entails that interpreters take
turns to run and access shared memory. But to let multiple interpreters
work in parallel, the locking granularity must be finer than the entire vm.
For this reason, fine-grained locking places locks on individual objects
and data structures. Thereby, multiple interpreters can lock and work on
different objects simultaneously.
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However, correct synchronization does not merely mean blocking concurrent accesses to the same object. Python’s sc additionally requires that
accesses must appear to happen in a total order that is consistent with
the program order. For example, reading an attribute of a Python object
must be synchronized and ordered globally with writing to an attribute in
a different thread. And all the threads must observe these operations in the
exact same order.
Jython, as a representative of a vm implemented with fine-grained locking, achieves sc for attribute accesses by using Java’s ConcurrentHashMap2
to store object attributes and their values. Each attribute-value pair of an
object is a key-value pair in the hash map that belongs to this object. Sequentially consistent behavior for updating and retrieving individual keys
is maintained by Java’s ConcurrentHashMap implementation.
Jython uses a ConcurrentHashMap in several places to make operations
on built-in data types follow sc; for example, in the implementations of
set and dict. And in other places, data types are made into monitors [14]
using Java’s synchronized keyword; for example, the list data type is
implemented as a monitor.
Using a monitor to implement sc for list also makes list-operations
atomic through mutual exclusion on method calls. This approach works
well for the single-object atomic operations listed in Section 2.1. However,
to ensure atomicity for operations involving multiple objects, multiple locks
must be acquired. Hence, making list into a monitor is not sufficient to
implement all documented aos.
An example of an ao where one monitor is not sufficient is l1.extend(l2).
Both lists, l1 and l2, must be locked to ascertain mutual exclusion with
respect to a concurrent (reverse) operation l2.extend(l1). And if multiple
locks are involved, the ordering of lock acquisition becomes significant.
If one thread attempts to lock first l1 and then l2, and another thread
attempts to lock l2 and then l1, both may succeed to lock their first list
but will then deadlock when attempting to lock their second list. Hence, a
more sophisticated locking scheme is required to avoid deadlocks for aos
that involve multiple objects.
As it happens, Jython does not implement the required locking scheme,
and, to avoid deadlocks, chooses to not guarantee atomic execution for
l1.extend(l2) (for a short discussion, see Appendix A.1). Jython, therefore, is not a fully compatible implementation of Python. The way in which
2

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/concurrent/
ConcurrentHashMap.html
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Jython deals with this issue exemplifies how challenging the fine-grained
locking approach can be for an implementation of a parallel execution
model with Python semantics.
IronPython improves upon Jython’s emulation of aos with the help
of an OrderedLocker. This OrderedLocker acquires the locks of the two
involved objects in the order defined by their identity hash codes (or an
assigned identity if the hash codes are the same). Thereby, deadlocks due
to lock acquisition order are prevented, and even multi-object aos execute
under mutual exclusion.
As a consequence, IronPython’s emulation of Python’s concurrency
semantics is more complete than Jython’s. A remaining incompatibility
in IronPython’s implementation of multi-object aos is l1[i:j] = l2. In
particular, the case of l1[:] = l2, where the entire list l1 is replaced with
the contents of l2, IronPython does not fully achieve atomicity. Instead,
if a concurrent l1[:] = l3 is executing, l1 may end up containing the
concatenation of l2 and l3. The concurrent, atomic executions of l1[:] =
l2|l3, however, should make l1 to be either l2 or l3, not a combination
thereof (for a short discussion, see Appendix A.2). We reported this issue
to the project3 and the issue was confirmed. At the time of writing, the
Python incompatibility was not yet resolved.
While correct synchronization can be challenging, we also saw an example of how high-level synchronization mechanisms of the implementation
language can facilitate the implementation of Python semantics. An important factor for the performance of a Python vm using the fine-grained
locking approach is the effective optimization of locking operations. Jython
depends on the synchronization mechanisms offered by Java and its vm:
an optimized ConcurrentHashMap with sc guarantees, and synchronized
methods for implementing ao with monitors. On modern Java vms, Jython
benefits from a set of sophisticated optimizations for lowering the overhead
of these synchronization mechanisms [15, 16]. Without such optimizations,
or when optimizations fail to apply, the performance cost of fine-grained
locking can be significantly higher [17]. The same applies to IronPython,
which benefits from effective optimizations of the underlying Common
Language Runtime.
Still, even though the vms underlying Jython and IronPython provide
powerful optimizations, the described approach to implement ao and sc
introduces inefficiencies. Using a hash map for implementing object attributes means that each attribute access involves a hash map lookup. For
3

https://github.com/IronLanguages/ironpython2/issues/621
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such a frequent operation, this indirection is expensive. Additionally, data
types that are made into monitors now acquire and release a lock around
each operation. While optimizations may successfully remove these locking
operations on objects that are proven to not escape a thread, in other cases,
the proof fails and locking operations must be present to ensure correctness.
To summarize, fine-grained locking can deliver a parallel Python vm, but
the approach requires carefully designed locking schemes to implement
Python’s concurrency semantics in its entirety. A missing lock can lead to
incorrect behavior, and thoughtless locking can lead to deadlocks. Even
Jython, first released in 2001, and IronPython, first released in 2006, do
not implement the complete semantics and still exhibit incorrect behavior.
The approach of fine-grained locking further has less potential for introducing parallelism in other vms, such as CPython. CPython’s implementation language vm, the C abstract machine, does not offer the same
high-level synchronization mechanisms and optimizations as the jvm or the
clr. And without optimizations, the overhead of frequent lock acquisition
may negate the performance benefit of parallel execution.
2.2.3

Just-in-Time Compilation and Concurrency

A parallel execution model for Python is also challenging because of the
dynamism that is characteristic of dynamic languages. Only few properties
about a program written in a dynamic language are statically known before
its execution, and during execution, properties can change unpredictably at
any point in time. A vm for such a language must constantly adapt even to a
guest program changing itself, which is one reason why dynamic languages
are usually interpreted. An interpreter, as opposed to a compiler, rarely
makes assumptions about a program and merely transforms the current
program state according to the program’s current instruction.
Still, even if a program is written in a dynamic language, program properties can remain constant for periods of time during the execution of the
program. Such temporary phases of constancy can be exploited by a justin-time compiler (jit). Based on the assumption that properties, such as
the program’s code and the types of observed values, remain constant, a
jit compiles parts of a guest program down to the native instruction set
of the host machine (or in the case of Jython, to the instruction set of the
implementation language vm, which may in turn use its own jit). During
compilation, the overhead from interpretation is removed and optimizations
are applied. Thereby, these compiled parts can boost the program’s perfor-
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mance close to the level of statically compiled programs. The jit, therefore,
is an essential component of any vm that aims for high performance.
However, assumptions that the jit makes about certain program properties can be violated at any point. Encapsulation is often not enforced in
dynamic languages, which means that any part of a program can modify the
state of another program part without restrictions. In dynamic languages,
both, changing data and changing the program code, can be part of the
language model. Even debuggers can be implemented as normal programs
that use the powerful introspection capabilities of such languages. Hence,
the jit has to assume that all assumptions may be violated after the execution of uncontrolled program parts. And concurrent execution additionally
introduces the possibility that assumptions can be violated at any point in
time by a concurrent thread. The jit, therefore, has to check the validity
of its assumptions diligently. When an assumption is not valid anymore,
execution may have to fall back to the interpreter since compiled code
cannot adapt easily to failed assumptions.
Coping with the possibility of change (of data or code) is what we refer to
as change management. As described, change management is a challenging
task for the jit, which is one reason why the jit is often one of the most
complex components of a dynamic language vm. Still, in particular jits for
the language JavaScript, as they can be found in all modern web browsers,
have proven that change management does not preclude high performance.
However, notably absent from JavaScript is a concurrent execution model
in which concurrent tasks can interact without restrictions through shared
memory. A concurrent execution model that is constrained in this way
simplifies change management for the jit considerably. In JavaScript, assumptions can only be violated at explicit synchronization points in a
program. In between synchronization points, a jit can insert a check for
an assumption in compiled code and let the subsequent code depend on it.
Defining a memory model that is suitable for concurrency is another
way to simplify change management. Memory models define the possible
outcomes of concurrent shared memory accesses. They describe when and
how memory modifications propagate and become visible to concurrent
computations, thereby consistency guarantees may be weakened. With
weaker consistency guarantees, a jit is not obliged to always check for
changed values and can instead reuse and rely on previously retrieved
values. The memory model may define synchronization points at which
changes must be observed and assumptions revalidated. Thereby, change
management is simplified and jits can optimize a program while assuming
less interference from concurrent computations.
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Restricting concurrency or defining suitable memory models is how
several dynamic languages contain their dynamism and allow jits to work
effectively. Examples are Erlang [18], Concurrent Scheme [19], Clojure [20],
and ECMAScript [21]. Unfortunately, Python is not among them. Python
has an execution model that does not restrict concurrency, and its memory
model is based on sc and ao, which do not ease change management for
the jit.
seqential consistency and compilers During the compilation process, a jit applies optimizations based on runtime information
and assumptions about program properties. Optimizations are semanticspreserving program transformations that aim to make the execution of
the optimized program faster. The semantics of a language decide what
transformations are valid, which means that the stronger the guarantees of
a language’s memory model, the less a valid transformation is allowed to do.
A strong memory model — and a sequentially consistent memory model is
among the strongest — makes a program more rigid. This rigidity because
of sc disallows several common compiler optimizations [22, 23, 24, 25].
sc requires that every read and every write must happen in in-thread
program order, and that all threads see the same order, i.e., a total order
exists. As a consequence, optimizations that depend on instruction reordering, e.g., loop invariant code motion, are restricted. Reorderings are only
safe if they cannot be observed by other threads.
The sc requirement additionally entails that reads and writes of shared
memory always go to actual memory, and that they are not being buffered
or cached in a thread. Otherwise, the propagation of writes may be delayed on individual threads by read buffering, which makes ensuring a total
order on the visibility of writes difficult. As a result, optimizations that
attempt to avoid recomputation, such as copy propagation and common
sub-expression elimination, may be invalid. Such optimizations eliminate
repeated reads and therefore delay the visibility of a changed value. Hence,
the application of these optimizations does not preserve the original program’s semantics under sc.
In a more abstract sense, the sc requirement demands that changes to
program state are propagated immediately to concurrent threads. As a
result, assumptions that a jit makes about the constancy of a program
property can be invalidated at any point in time by a concurrent thread.
For example, a jit in a Python vm may want to rely on the assumption that
the type of an object stays the same over the course of a method execution,
but a concurrent thread may change the object’s type at any time, which
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must be acknowledged by the jit without delay. These challenges make
the development of an effective jit for a memory model with sc difficult.
just-in-time compilation for python According to the above
reasoning, creating an effective jit for Python should be difficult due to
sc disabling basic compiler optimizations. However, PyPy has a jit that
speeds up the execution of Python programs significantly [8]. What makes
this jit possible is that PyPy internally restricts concurrency for Python;
and sc is only a challenge with unrestricted concurrency.
Indeed, Python’s programming model promises unrestricted concurrency; but within the vm, concurrency can be restricted without breaking
that promise. In Section 2.1.1, we discussed that releasing the gil in-between
pyop executions is not mandatory. The gil can remain acquired for the execution of several pyops. With this approach, PyPy can group several pyops
together and restrict concurrency by preventing a fine-grained interleaving
of pyops from concurrent threads.
PyPy merges the execution of several pyops and releases the gil only
at particular points in the program, e.g., at the end of loops. In between
such gil-yield points, the protection of the gil ensures that no concurrent
reads or writes need to be observed, and all reads and writes are published
atomically when the gil is released. Hence, between gil yields, PyPy’s jit
can optimize a piece of a program as if there were no concurrent execution,
and as if the program piece executed sequentially (which it actually does).
Preserving sc under sequential execution is a basic guarantee of most, if
not all, useful compiler optimizations.
The problem of sc under concurrency resurfaces when there is no gil that
serializes the execution. For example, in Jython and IronPython, where
concurrency is not restricted and parallel execution is possible, sc is in parts
enforced through fine-grained locking. Synchronizing lock operations are
responsible for propagating changes among threads, and they are usually
optimization barriers for compilers. Hence, locking can enforce sc and
prevent optimizations that are invalid under sc at the same time. As a
consequence, the jvm’s jit compiler, on which Jython depends, is impacted
by the inherent incompatibility of sc and certain compiler optimizations.
And the jit, thus, cannot optimize Jython effectively (the same applies to
IronPython and the clr’s jit compiler). In other words, it is not (only) the
numerous locks that prevent a compiler from doing its work, it is also the
sc semantics that is enforced through them.
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2.3

summary

The problem presented in this chapter can be split up into several parts,
and these parts can be addressed individually:
1. sc and ao do not map well to the hardware of common host platforms
for Python vms. Hence, this semantics requires emulation through
synchronization.
2. Current implementation languages do not facilitate this emulation.
Instead, the state of the art builds on sophisticated locking schemes.
3. Emulation through locking can be expensive and can thus reduce the
efficiency of a vm.
4. Python’s dynamism means that a vm cannot rely on the constancy of
program properties. A jit compiler must diligently validate assumptions and be ready to fall back to the interpreter if necessary.
5. The combination of concurrency and sc requires careful change
management from a jit. sc is further incompatible with basic compiler
optimizations and thereby reduces the efficiency of a parallel vm.
Parts 1 to 3 are concerns of the implementation language: Ideally, a specialpurpose language for implementing parallel vms would provide high-level
semantics and synchronization mechanisms that make the emulation straightforward. For example, an implementation language that integrates largescale atomic execution in its execution model could support pyop atomicity
in the interpreter directly. As a result, sophisticated locking schemes in the
interpreter would become unnecessary and new optimization opportunities
could arise.
This intermediate level between the Python vm and the host hardware
introduces an indirection in the mapping from Python semantics to the
hardware. The indirection enables high-level optimizations to be applied by
the implementation language vm, and these optimizations become reusable
across vms that use the same implementation language.
Part 4 and Part 5 can become concerns of the implementation language as
well. The synchronization mechanism of the implementation language must
be flexible enough to deal with a constantly changing environment. And the
synchronization must be available to the jit compiler and its generated code,
not just the interpreter. The goal is to relieve the jit from the task of change
management that is related to concurrency, thereby limiting the impact of
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Python’s dynamism in combination with concurrency. One approach is to
devise a synchronization mechanism that provides a transparent illusion
of serial execution to the jit and the code that it generates. Under such
isolation, the jit could work under the assumption that there are no changes
from concurrent threads, which also means that sc would not inhibit the
compiler’s ability to optimize.
The focus on the implementation language leads us to our approach to
the design of parallel vms for guest languages with high-level semantics
such as sc and ao:
1. We build upon RPython’s approach to vm construction [4], which separates language semantics specification from implementation aspects
on the level of the implementation language. In this language, we
introduce a new parallel execution model based on quantized atomicity [26]. Quantized atomicity is a dynamic synchronization mechanism that builds on large-scale atomicity. With large-scale atomicity,
the emulation of sc and ao in a Python vm becomes straightforward.
2. To relieve the jit from concurrent change management, quantized
atomicity provides transparent isolation from concurrent computations for the jit and the code that it generates. Hence, compiler
optimizations can be effective while not violating the sc emulation
for the guest language.
3. Parallel execution is achieved through speculation. To support speculative execution under isolation of concurrent computations, a software transactional memory system underlies the implementation
language’s execution model. This transactional memory system is
customized to work in the low-core environments that are typical
for Python applications.
2.4

related work

The presented challenges to creating a parallel vm are not unique to Python.
For example, Ruby is another dynamic language that depends on a gil and
is therefore in a similar situation. Here, we give an overview over related
research that addresses some of these challenges.
One approach to implement sc and ao in a vm is to depend on hardware
transactional memory (htm) as it can be found in recent cpus. Previous
work [27, 28, 29] focuses on directly implementing pyop atomicity with htm.
Fully hardware accelerated transactional memory promises low overhead.
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However, current htm implementations strictly limit the amount of memory
a transaction can access before overflowing a hardware buffer and having
to fall back to serial execution. This limit is a problem especially for the
implementation of aos, which can involve arbitrary amounts of memory.
Additionally, how htm interacts with a jit compiler is a question that none
of these works considers.
The approach of slow-path barricading [30] focuses on incrementally introducing parallel execution in a vm. Through the distinction between safe
and unsafe code, the approach allows for parallel execution for safe code,
which does not require synchronization, and reverts to serial execution as
soon as unsafe code is encountered. Python, however, may require synchronization for each pyop due to the total order requirement of sc. Hence, a
distinction between safe and unsafe operations is not apparent. Instead, we
focus on introducing the required synchronization automatically through
a high-level synchronization mechanism in the implementation language.
Thereby, all code becomes safe for parallel execution.
Daloze et al. follow the approach of devising new ways for making the
parts of a vm thread-safe in the context of Truffle [31, 32]. The threadsafe object model [33] for dynamic languages avoids certain thread-safety
issues, such as lost-field updates and out-of-thin-air values, with a low
cost to performance. An extension [34] to this approach enables gradually
increasing levels of synchronization for built-in collection types. With
this extension, vm developers can implement synchronization for singlecollection operations, again with low impact to performance.
Their approach has similarities to fine-grained locking, which also builds
on introducing localized synchronization in individual data structures. Our
approach to the problem of thread-safety in a parallel vm is more holistic.
From the start, we aim for the complete semantics with sc and ao. Daloze
et al. instead find solutions to individual thread-safety issues and incrementally approach Ruby’s semantics. Additionally, vm synchronization is
explicit in their approach, whereas we build on transparent synchronization
provided by the implementation language.
In summary, we focus on the complete concurrency semantics of Python,
on making the entire vm ready for parallel execution, and on the interaction
of concurrency with the jit compiler. The approach is different from others
in that we address the problem of emulating guest language semantics and
efficient, parallel execution on the level of the implementation language.
A transparent synchronization mechanism and parallel execution through
speculative transactional execution are the foundations of our approach.

3
APPROACH

Our first aim is to facilitate the implementation of guest language semantics
without preventing parallel execution. For now, the efficiency of parallel
execution is a secondary goal.
An approach to building a parallel vm should ideally combine the simplicity of the gil approach and the parallelism of the fine-grained locking
approach. Fine-grained locking is currently the only approach that produced a parallel vm with Python semantics, but the approach is brittle. In
contrast, implementing Python semantics with a gil is natural and the
conceptual simplicity of a single lock is persuasive.
Our approach is based on the conceptual simplicity of single global lock
semantics, but without the global lock. The gil, if used, should be an implementation detail and easily exchangeable for a parallel alternative. Hence,
we require an approach to vm construction that separates guest language
semantics from implementation aspects such as synchronization. An existing approach that achieves this separation in other areas is realized in the
RPython framework [4]. In this approach, however, the gil is omnipresent.
We will, thus, first detach RPython’s approach from the gil.
3.1

the rpython approach

PyPy, the high-performance, serial Python vm, is written in the implementation language RPython. However, RPython is not only a language, but
also a framework and a toolchain for developing vms for dynamic languages.
Given a guest language interpreter, the RPython toolchain creates an entire vm, which includes all necessary vm components such as a garbage
collector, a jit, and the interpreter. Henceforth, when we use RPython
in the text, we refer to the RPython approach. To refer specifically to the
language, we use RPythonL .
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The role of the interpreter is to encode the guest language’s semantics
and thereby serve as an executable guest language specification. With this
approach, the RPython toolchain separates language specification from
implementation aspects. The interpreter defines the semantics, without
concern for implementation aspects. And implementation aspects, such
as a specific garbage collector and a jit compiler, are either generated or
mixed-in to produce the final vm.
An additional benefit of this separation is that implementation aspects
can be reused among vms for different guest languages. Only the language
specification is specific to the guest language. Hence, the idea is to make vm
synchronization into an implementation aspect such that synchronization
can be reused by any guest language.
The interface that separates guest language semantics from implementation aspects is the implementation language RPythonL . RPythonL is
a high-level, managed language that is amenable to high-level program
transformations. RPythonL programs can undergo various radical transformations. For example, the language specification, e.g., a Python interpreter,
can be transformed into a meta-tracing jit for Python. Such transformations are instrumental in the RPython approach, and our evolution of this
approach will depend heavily on transformations as well.
As discussed in the previous chapter, RPythonL ’s capabilities are essential for the vm developer. To implement guest language semantics, the
interpreter can utilize RPythonL ’s semantics and synchronization mechanisms. Hence, we first establish what RPythonL offers to ease the task of
specifying guest language semantics, and where RPythonL ’s capabilities
are currently deficient.
3.1.1

Specifying Sequential Semantics

We first discuss how RPython manages the separation of language specification and implementation aspects for the sequential semantics of a guest
language. For illustration, we present a small Lisp-like language called
Duhton. Duhton has straightforward semantics and its interpreter can thus
be understood easily.
Duhton supports the special form while, which repeatedly checks a
condition and evaluates its arguments (the loop body) if that condition is
true. Listing 1 shows an example of using while to repeatedly increase the
counter n until it reaches 10.
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3

(setq n 0)
(while (< n 10)
(setq n (+ n 1)))

Listing 1: A while loop in Duhton that counts from 0 to 10.
1
2
3
4
5
6

def duhton_while(head, tail, frame):
while True:
jit_merge_point(...)
if not head.eval(frame).is_true():
break
duhton_progn(tail, frame)

Listing 2: The Duhton interpreter’s while implementation expressed with the language RPythonL .

Duhton is a language with automatic memory management. However,
Duhton’s semantics do not dictate how or when garbage collection reclaims
the memory of temporary values such as those created by the expression
(+ n 1). Duhton’s semantics also do not dictate that a jit is present and
how that jit should express the while construct in native code. RPythonL
abstracts such implementation aspects and lets the interpreter focus on the
pure semantics of the while construct.
Listing 2 shows the RPythonL function that implements while’s semantics in the Duhton interpreter. The function takes the head and tail of the
special form while and evaluates them in the current frame. The evaluation
is expressed with a loop that repeatedly evaluates the condition (stored
in head). If the evaluation yields true, the loop body (stored in tail) gets
evaluated by duhton_progn(), another interpreter function, and otherwise
the loop exits.
The interpreter function duhton_while defines the semantics of the special form while without managing intermediate values constructed by, e.g.,
head.eval(frame). The interpreter can assume that there is some form
of garbage collection that reclaims the memory. Additionally, RPythonL
transformations can be controlled by hints, such as jit_merge_point. This
hint communicates to the transformation that creates the jit where loops in
the guest language start. Such hints can be considered leaks in the abstraction that RPythonL provides, but correctness is not affected. The purpose
of such hints is to tune the performance of the final vm.
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The above examples illustrate only how an interpreter can specify the sequential semantics of Duhton in RPythonL without concern for implementation aspects, but a language with concurrency also needs a concurrency
semantics. To keep with the idea of abstracting implementation aspects,
we would therefore expect a form of transparent synchronization being
offered in RPythonL , or ways to declare consistency constraints. However,
RPythonL ’s capabilities with regard to concurrency and parallelism are
severely limited.
3.1.2

Specifying Concurrency Semantics

Since guest language semantics are specified through an interpreter, i.e.,
an executable specification, concurrency semantics are specified through
the concurrent execution of the interpreter. To guarantee correct results
under the guest language’s execution model, the interpreter must synchronize its execution with the semantics and synchronization mechanisms of
RPythonL ’s execution model.
RPythonL is conceived as a strict Python subset that can be statically
typed. As a result, RPythonL is supposed to inherit Python’s concurrent
execution model. However, ultimately, RPythonL is not formally defined.
In fact, the developers of RPython define it as “everything that our translation toolchain can accept :)” [35]. Like Python, RPythonL is therefore an
implementation-defined language.
By looking at the implementation, RPythonL ’s execution model is still
similar to Python’s at a high level. The execution model is structured with
threads that run in shared memory. However, there is no memory model
and no actual support for concurrency. In fact, RPythonL threads must
themselves ensure to not run at the same time due to RPythonL ’s garbage
collector and jit not being thread-safe. If RPythonL code were to run
in parallel, the result is undefined. The reason for this situation is that
RPythonL has been designed around the gil, similarly to CPython, and
the gil has thereby become a fundamental requirement.
concurrency in duhton To support concurrent execution in Duhton, the interpreter can use RPythonL ’s threads. However, to avoid threadsafety violations, the interpreter uses the gil to ensure that no two threads
run at the same time. Whenever a thread runs, it must have acquired the
gil. Hence, both, the execution of Duhton’s interpreter and the execution
of the Duhton program, get serialized.
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def duhton_while(head, tail, frame):
while True:
jit_merge_point(...)
if not head.eval(frame).is_true():
break
duhton_progn(tail, frame)
if should_yield():
yield_gil()

Listing 3: Concurrent Duhton’s while implementation expressed with the language
RPythonL

In addition to controlling which thread can run, the gil protects the
data structures of the Duhton interpreter from concurrent accesses. This
protection extends to the entire vm, including the garbage collector and the
jit, not just the interpreter. Hence, in a way, the interpreter synchronizes the
internals of its implementation language RPythonL . Duhton could attempt
to use fine-grained locking. However, in this case, Duhton would have to
ensure the thread-safety of all components in the RPython framework. For
example, since the garbage collector is not thread-safe, a lock would have
to ensure thread-safety whenever an object is allocated.
After running for a period of time, a thread should release (yield) the gil
to allow concurrent threads to run. Yielding should be done frequently to
simulate concurrency, and one suitable place in the interpreter for such a
gil yield point is in the implementation of Duhton’s while construct.
Listing 3 shows one possible implementation of concurrency for Duhton.
At the end of every iteration in Duhton’s while, a call to should_yield()
determines whether another thread is requesting to run. If should_yield()
returns true, the gil is released and reacquired (yield_gil()), giving another thread the chance to acquire the gil and run.
As implemented, Duhton programs can run while loops on multiple
threads, and the interpreter interleaves and serializes the iterations of the
loops. How the gil is used defines Duhton’s concurrent execution model,
and in this case, sequential consistency is guaranteed. But as a side-effect
of acquiring the gil for entire loop iterations, this execution model has a
disadvantage: Iterations that take a long time to execute will block all other
threads for the entire time. In such a case, the concurrency in Duhton is
observably restricted.
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while True:
instr = fetch_pyop()
execute_pyop(instr)
if should_yield():
yield_gil()

Listing 4: Simplified version of PyPy’s interpreter loop

concurrency in pypy PyPy implements Python’s concurrency semantics in a similar way to Duhton. PyPy’s interpreter is a bytecode interpreter
following CPython’s design (see Section 2.1). Hence, at the heart of every
executing thread, there is a bytecode instruction dispatch loop similar to
the one shown in Listing 4.
In PyPy, like in CPython, the gil is acquired at vm startup and released
at vm shutdown by the main thread. CPython’s pyop atomicity comes from
acquiring and releasing the gil around the execution of individual pyops.
Or in other words: the gil is yielded in-between the execution of pyops.
PyPy achieves the same behavior with a gil yield point at the end of the
dispatch loop. In Listing 4, this point is marked with the yield_gil() call,
which internally releases and reacquires the gil.
With this design, the PyPy interpreter ensures no interference by other
threads for lines 1 to 3 of Listing 4. Hence, individual pyops are executed
atomically (if they do not involve the execution of other pyops) and sequential consistency is guaranteed. In contrast to Duhton, PyPy’s atomicity does
not apply to entire guest language loop iterations. But in both, Duhton and
PyPy, yield_gil() marks the point in the interpreter where atomicity is
broken and interference from concurrent threads allowed.
3.1.3

Observations

Based on the above examples of specifying concurrency semantics for the
languages Duhton and Python, we make the following observations about
RPythonL ’s capabilities:
1. RPythonL requires explicit synchronization with a lock that must
extend its protection to the internals of RPythonL . Our goal, however,
is to make the mechanism of synchronization an implementation
aspect and therefore transparent to the interpreter (and RPythonL
programs in general).
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2. Synchronization with the gil is centralized. Centralized means that
code is synchronized by default, protected through the coarse grained
use of a central lock. Hence, only in the few places in the interpreter
where the concurrency semantics gets defined do we find gil-yield
points. With the gil, pervasive synchronization throughout the interpreter is unnecessary.
3. Synchronization with the gil is declarative. Declarative means that
yield_gil() serves as a marker in the interpreter for points that must
expect concurrency and interference. Instead of actively protecting a
resource, the way in which the gil is used rather marks places that
are not protected. Protection is the default.
For our approach, the above aspects should be considered. Generally, the
interpreter should not have to synchronize RPythonL ’s internals. The
synchronization mechanism should be made into an implementation aspect
and therefore transparent to the RPythonL program. And the centralized
and declarative nature of the gil approach seem desirable and should be
preserved as far as possible.
Centralization can be achieved by componentizing concurrency control
in the vm, i.e., making synchronization the responsibility of a single vm component. As a vm component, synchronization becomes an implementation
aspect that can be mixed-in with the vm through the RPython toolchain.
Ideally, different implementations for concurrency control exist such that
RPython-built vms can choose the implementation that is suitable for
the guest language. A serial implementation of concurrency control could
continue to depend on a gil, but a parallel implementation would require a
different synchronization mechanism.
Centralization should also mean that exchanging the component does not
require invasive changes throughout the interpreter. For example, if PyPy
decided to implement fine-grained locking, new locks would have to be
placed throughout the interpreter. Instead, in a centralized solution, switching the synchronization mechanism should limit any additional changes to
a small number of places.
The centralization property goes hand in hand with the desired transparency property for synchronization. If synchronization is handled transparently, exchanging the concurrency control component should not require changes to the interpreter. One way to achieve transparency and
centrality is through RPythonL transformations. RPythonL transformations can transform every line of code of the interpreter and can thereby
implement an otherwise invasive change transparently. Transformations
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can also be specific to the concurrency control component. For example, a
component could require a transformation that adds locks on every object,
or a transformation that inserts yield_gil() calls in the right places.
For specifying concurrency semantics, the writer of a guest language
interpreter should have a suitably abstract means to control concurrent
execution. Here, a synchronization abstraction that is detached from any
specific synchronization mechanism is needed. Such an abstraction should
enable the declarative specification of atomicity semantics in the guest
language, similar to the declarative use of the gil.
3.2

parallel rpython

Our approach targets the problem on the level of the implementation
language RPythonL . RPythonL currently lacks a concurrent execution
model with concurrency semantics. Hence, we introduce such a model to
RPythonL . With the new model comes a strong memory model and a new
synchronization abstraction, both with the aim of providing a better way
for implementing guest language concurrency semantics. We name this
evolution of the RPython approach to vm construction Parallel RPython
with the Parallel RPythonL language and the new execution model.
3.2.1

The Execution Model

Guest language interpreters are a kind of Parallel RPythonL program and
therefore consist of Parallel RPythonL code. During translation, Parallel
RPythonL code gets split up into individual operations that we call qops.
These qops are to Parallel RPythonL programs what pyops are to Python
programs. However, qops follow Parallel RPythonL ’s execution model,
which differs in some aspects from Python’s execution model.
Parallel RPythonL ’s model is also a threading model with shared
memory. And where Python threads are streams of executing pyops, Parallel RPythonL threads (vm threads), are streams of executing qops. In
both models, threads can execute concurrently. Hence, qops are Parallel
RPythonL ’s concurrent units, with unrestricted access to shared memory. However, in contrast to Python’s (partial) pyop atomicity, Parallel
RPythonL has quantized atomicity.
Parallel RPythonL ’s quantized atomicity is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Quantized atomicity [26] is a form of atomicity that divides a thread’s
sequence of qops into quantum regions (qi in Figure 3.1). All qops are part
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Figure 3.1: The concurrency model of Parallel RPythonL , which combines multithreading in shared memory with quantized atomicity.

of such a region, and each region contains at least one qop. We call these
quantum regions quanta.
Quantized atomicity ensures that each quantum executes atomically as
seen by other quanta, and that the state of a partially executed quantum is
never visible to other quanta. Therefore, within a quantum, qops execute
without interference from concurrent qops. Quanta are further partially
ordered by the in-thread sequential order in which they appear (program
order). And all quantum schedules must be serializable. That is, the outcome
of a (concurrent) execution of quanta must be equivalent to the outcome of
the same quanta executed in some serial schedule.
Serializability means that the conceptual way of executing quanta is a
serial execution. For example, the quanta shown in Figure 3.1 may execute
in parallel, as shown in Figure 3.3. However, due to quantized atomicity
and the serializability requirement, a serialized execution with the same
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Figure 3.2: Serialized execution of two
threads. Quanta get exclusive access to shared memory.

Figure 3.3: Overlapping, parallel execution of quanta. Parallel execution is possible if two
quanta access separate parts
of shared memory.

outcome and the same quanta must exist. Hence, the mental model for the
execution of quanta can remain serial, as shown in Figure 3.2.
There are no restrictions on the granularity of quantized atomicity.
Quanta can contain an arbitrary number of qops, and the exact number is
determined at runtime. In Parallel RPythonL code, quanta are delimited
with the qbreak() instruction, i.e., a quantum break. qbreak() instructions
serve as a marker for places where atomicity can be broken. Hence, a
qbreak() marks where the current quantum ends and a new one begins.
A different interpretation of qbreak()s is that they are points of communication. During a quantum’s execution, no interference from other quanta
is allowed. Hence, quanta cannot communicate with each other. But when a
quantum ends, its state gets published and communicated to all quanta that
appear later in the serialization order. Hence, qbreak() instructions mark
the points where state changes are published and where state changes of
preceding quanta are received.
With qbreak() instructions, the granularity of quantized atomicity can
be controlled. The synchronization with quantized atomicity is pervasive
and transparently applies to all Parallel RPythonL code. Hence, quanta
can be regarded as an abstract synchronization mechanism that supports
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large-scale atomicity. And with such a synchronization mechanism, guest
language interpreters have a means of specifying guest language concurrency semantics.
3.2.2

Specifying Concurrency Semantics with Parallel RPython

In Parallel RPython, calls to qbreak() are inserted by the writer of Parallel RPythonL code — in our case, the writer of a guest language interpreter.
Quantum breaks are markers similar to the gil yield points of the original
RPythonL . They offer a declarative way for the interpreter to define the
atomic units of the guest language. As a result, execution stays atomic unless declared otherwise. Atomicity is only broken at the designated points
of qbreak() instructions.
An important property of quanta is their dynamism. The division into
quanta is not static, but can depend on runtime information. That is, an
interpreter can break atomicity conditionally based on the interpreted
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while True:
instr = fetch_pyop()
execute_pyop(instr)
qbreak()

Listing 5: PyPy’s interpreter loop using quantized atomicity

program. This dynamism offers flexibility in implementing the semantics
of various guest languages and copes well with the dynamism of dynamic
languages. In particular, the atomic concurrent units of the guest language
can be mapped to Parallel RPython’s quanta.
For example, PyPy’s instruction dispatch loop, which previously used
yield_gil() in Listing 4, can be adapted to use quantized atomicity for the
specification of the concurrency semantics, as shown in Listing 5.
Without the qbreak() instruction, the entire loop with all its iterations
would execute within one quantum. But by placing a qbreak() at the end
of the loop body, the interpreter communicates to the Parallel RPython
toolchain that individual loop iterations execute in quanta, and that quantum breaks are allowed after each iteration. Thereby, a concurrent execution
of iterations from multiple threads is possible under the serializability constraint. That is, iterations from threads can be interleaved, but the outcome
must be the same as some serialized execution of the iterations. Hence,
as with the gil before, quantized atomicity ensures a serializable atomic
execution of lines 1 to 3, i.e., the execution of a pyop.
Note, however, that this implementation of pyop atomicity is again not absolute since quanta are defined dynamically at runtime. If execute_pyop()
involves the execution of more pyops, i.e., the execution is recursively directed to the same instruction dispatch loop again, a qbreak() can break the
outer loop’s quantum. Since this behavior matches Python’s partial pyop
atomicity, the above conversion from yield_gil() to qbreak() is correct
and preserves the semantics.
Another point of view is that Listing 5 creates a one-to-one mapping
from the execution of pyops to quanta. That is, we map the concurrent units
of Python’s execution model to quanta. This mapping is illustrated as example 1 in Figure 3.4: Each pyop’s semantics is implemented in the guest language interpreter and thus in Parallel RPythonL code (execute_pyop()).
Hence, several qops are executed as part of one pyop’s execution (a oneto-many mapping from pyops to qops). For pyop atomicity, all of these
qops are enclosed within a single quantum, which guarantees atomicity for
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while True:
instr = fetch_pyop()
execute_pyop(instr)
if not in_atomic_block():
qbreak()

Listing 6: PyPy’s interpreter loop with support for atomic blocks

their combined execution. Thereby, the one-to-one mapping from pyops to
quanta is achieved.
However, pyop atomicity is a strong guarantee and other languages may
favor different mappings. For example, a language such as Java, whose programs may consist of jops (Java operations), can have weaker guarantees.
Atomicity may not be required for entire jops. In this case, the mapping of
jops to quanta can be one-to-many (example 2 ). Each qop that is involved
in the interpretation of one jop may run in its own quantum.
A fine-grained quantization is essentially a weakening of the guest language’s consistency guarantees. With weaker guarantees, the program
becomes less rigid and compiler optimizations may become more effective
(see Section 2.2.3). Hence, fine-grained quantization may be beneficial for
the performance of a vm.
On the opposite side of the spectrum of quantum mapping granularity
are languages with prevalent atomicity, such as Parallel RPythonL itself
with its atomicity by default, or a Python with atomic blocks (example 3 ).
If atomic blocks were introduced in Python, atomicity would need to be
guaranteed for a block of Python code and all its pyops. Hence, a many-toone mapping from pyops to quanta is required.
Achieving a many-to-one mapping is straightforward since quanta are
defined dynamically. Instead of calling qbreak() unconditionally in every
iteration of the dispatch loop of the interpreter, it is only executed if the
current pyop is not within an atomic block (see Listing 6). Thus, as long as
the execution stays within an atomic block, pyops are executed within the
same growing quantum. Only after the complete execution of the atomic
block, qbreak() instructions are executed and can break the quantum.
Thereby, a mapping of entire atomic blocks to quanta is achieved.
Specifying concurrency semantics with Parallel RPython’s quantized
atomicity can be intuitive if thinking in terms of atomicity mappings. However, for languages that do not require atomicity at all, not even for single
qops, Parallel RPythonL ’s execution model offers unneeded guarantees.
In such cases, the performance of the final vm may be lower than expected
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since compiler optimizations are not as effective as possible (similar to the
situation with sequential consistency, see Section 2.2.3). Such languages
may benefit from a way to selectively weaken quantum atomicity in some
parts. In this dissertation, we do not explore this direction and instead focus
on guaranteeing quantum atomicity as efficiently as possible.
The takeaway of this section is that interpreters do not deal with the
implementation of quantized atomicity. Instead, they utilize the abstraction
of quanta to implement a guest language execution model and specify its
concurrency semantics. Where previously, the interpreter had to implement
its own synchronization using locks, synchronization is now transparent
and the implementation of quantized atomicity a concern of the Parallel
RPython framework. And this concern will now be addressed with the
discussion of possible designs for a concurrency control component for the
Parallel RPython framework.
3.3

the design of a concurrency control component

In Section 3.1.3, we formulated the goal of providing transparency and
centralization regarding synchronization. The synchronization mechanism
should be an implementation aspect and the responsibility of an exchangeable concurrency control component. We further highlighted the important
role that RPythonL transformations play in achieving this goal. Consequently, to achieve transparency of synchronization for Parallel RPython,
concurrency control components depend on Parallel RPythonL transformations that insert synchronizing instructions throughout the guest
language interpreter.
A concurrency control component is a component of the vm that controls
the execution of quanta at runtime. Controlling involves the scheduling
of quanta and ensuring quantized atomicity, i.e., the serializable atomic
execution of quanta. Scheduling alone is not sufficient to ensure quantized atomicity if multiple quanta execute simultaneously. Quanta and
their contained qops also require synchronization during their execution
to ensure that concurrent quanta do not interfere and thereby violate a
quantum’s atomicity. To enable the isolation and control of individual qop
executions by the concurrency control component, Parallel RPythonL
transformations are instrumental.
Parallel RPythonL transformations can insert and remove qops, or
even reshape the interpreter. To enable synchronization by the concurrency
control component, a transformation may add qops that call into the com-
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ponent throughout the interpreter. To enable scheduling by the component,
the qbreak() instruction may be transformed into a scheduling point that
lets the component decide when a new quantum should start.
Transformations are specific to a concurrency control component. Switching to a different component also changes the transformations to be applied
to the interpreter. These transformations can hide how the component
implements synchronization. Thereby, switching to a different component
becomes transparent, even if the component approaches synchronization
in an entirely different way.
As an example, a serializing design of a concurrency control component
is straightforward: For a component that internally uses a gil for synchronization, i.e., a gil component, the component’s transformations replace the
qbreak() instructions in the interpreter with a conditional yield_gil() call.
Essentially, the transformations reverse the manually performed transition
from gil to qbreak() of Section 3.2.2.
With the gil component, a series of qops executed between two qbreak()
instructions, i.e., a quantum, executes sequentially while no other thread
can progress. Quantum atomicity is achieved with mutual exclusion, disallowing concurrent quantum execution. Thus, there is no need for the
gil component’s Parallel RPythonL transformations to add any extra
synchronization throughout the interpreter. The serialization of the gil is
sufficient to ensure that concurrency issues are averted.
This serializing design of a concurrency control component and the
corresponding Parallel RPythonL transformations are straightforward.
In a parallel VM, however, the parallel execution of quanta is mandatory.
Hence, in the following sections, we discuss how and under what conditions
a concurrency control component can support parallel quantum execution.
3.3.1

Parallel Execution for Quanta

Quantum schedules must be serializable. Hence, a serial execution, as shown
on the left in Figure 3.5, is a valid way of executing quanta, and such an
execution can be synchronized using a gil. But for our goal, Parallel
RPythonL ’s execution model is only useful if the execution of quanta can
overlap in time, i.e., quanta can execute in parallel as shown on the right in
Figure 3.5. Thus, we require a way to achieve a parallel quantum execution
while preserving serializability.
Quantum atomicity requires that during the execution of a quantum, no
state changes from simultaneously executing quanta can be observed. This
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Figure 3.5: By synchronizing accesses to shared memory, the executions of quanta
can overlap while preserving serializability.

condition trivially holds for two quanta that are completely independent.
Two quanta are independent if the qops of a quantum access only parts of
shared memory that are disjoint from what the qops of the other quantum
access. Independent quanta cannot violate the atomicity of each other, and
any order of their execution is serializable.
In Figure 3.5, q 3 and q 5 are a case of independent quanta. The qops
of quantum q 3 all access different memory locations from the qops of
quantum q 5 , i.e., q 3 and q 5 cannot influence each other. Therefore, executing
q 3 and q 5 in any order produces the same outcome. Even if q 3 and q 5
execute in parallel, the outcome is the same and serializability therefore
preserved. Hence, independent quanta can execute in parallel without
additional synchronization.
Partially overlapping executions of quanta are also possible under certain
conditions. For example, q 1 updates a value in memory that q 4 reads at the
end of its execution, and the two quanta are otherwise independent. In
this case, q 1 can run to completion while q 4 executes the part that does not
depend on that value. This quantum schedule would then still be serializable
since the outcome is the same as q 1 executing entirely before q 4 .
For Parallel RPython, we need a concurrency control component that
can ensure a serializable quantum schedule and achieve parallel execution
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at the same time. As a candidate approach, fine-grained locking, as used in
Jython and IronPython, comes to mind.
We discussed fine-grained locking as an approach for implementing Python’s concurrency semantics, and Python does require a form of atomicity
for atomic operations. However, the implementations of atomic operations
in Jython and IronPython depend on static monitors. That is, these vms
know what resources to lock before the execution of an atomic operation.
In general, fine-grained locking depends on knowing about all involved
resources beforehand such that mutual exclusion can be ensured without
the possibility of deadlocks. However, in Parallel RPythonL , quanta are
defined dynamically through the qbreak() instruction. Hence, the precise
set of involved resources cannot be known beforehand.
One approach would be for Parallel RPythonL to require the writer
of the interpreter to specify all resources that may be involved in a quantum’s execution. However, for a language like Python, where a program
can modify even its own code, this task is difficult even for a human expert.
Manually specifying resources would also put the burden of guaranteeing
quantum atomicity on the programmer. If a required resource is not specified by the programmer, atomicity is threatened. Hence, depending on the
programmer is a disadvantage that outweighs many of the benefits of the
quantum abstraction. For this reason, we dismiss the approach of knowing
the set of resources a quantum needs beforehand and instead look for a
dynamic approach.
A dynamic approach has the advantage of having information that is only
available at runtime. Instead of exhaustively and conservatively determining
all resources that a dynamic quantum may need before its execution, a
dynamic approach can find the exact set of resources on the fly. The design
space of dynamic approaches includes speculative approaches that make
optimistic decisions at runtime, with the possibility of correcting overly
optimistic decisions as if they never happened. For the outlined reasons,
we explore transactional memory as a dynamic synchronization approach.
the case for transactional memory Transactional Memory (tm)
provides the abstraction of transactions for synchronizing concurrent accesses to shared memory. A transaction ensures that a group of operations
executes in isolation from other such groups, and that each group’s execution appears to happen atomically. For the execution of transactions, tm
guarantees that all possible transaction schedules are serializable, meaning
the outcome of a schedule is equal to the outcome of some serial execution
of its transactions.
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For parallel execution of transactions, tm supports optimistic concurrency control. Under the assumption that two concurrent transactions rarely
access the same memory locations, multiple transactions can be started
at the same time, attempting to execute them in parallel. If, however, two
transactions do access the same location, and at least one of the accesses
is a write, the two transactions encountered a conflict. In that case, one
transaction may be rolled back (aborted) to restore serializability. If the tm
system would ignore the conflict, the two transactions could not commit
their state to the shared memory without violating transaction schedule
serializability. Hence, tm aborts the transaction to make it disappear as if it
never happened.
Using tm for synchronizing parallel quantum execution brings the advantage of a dynamic synchronization mechanism: Detecting conflicts when
they happen means that quanta can execute in parallel as long as they
do not actually access a resource in a conflicting way. Compared to an
approach where the programmer conservatively locks all resources before
the execution of a quantum, the dynamic approach optimistically allows
access to the resources and detects conflicting uses only if they actually happen. The optimistic approach therefore collects the precise set of required
resources at runtime and does not have to be overly conservative.
Transactional memory, therefore, fulfills all the requirements of a dynamic synchronization mechanism for a parallel concurrency control component for Parallel RPython. Quantum schedule serializability and transaction schedule serializability are equivalent. Hence, mapping quanta to
transactions will ensure quantized atomicity. With optimistic concurrency
control, multiple quanta can speculatively run in parallel. If successful, this
speculative execution can reduce the overall execution time of multiple
quanta by overlapping their execution in time. With that, a Python vm
based on Parallel RPython gains the ability to utilize parallel hardware
through speculative parallel execution of Python code.
3.3.2

A Parallel Implementation

For the design of a parallel concurrency control component, we consult
again the example of PyPy’s core interpreter loop shown in Listing 7. With
a serializing component, i.e., the gil component, atomic execution for lines
1 to 3 is ensured through mutual exclusion. No additional synchronization
is required for the qops involved in the execution of those lines. However,
with transactional memory and speculative parallel execution, there is no
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1
2
3
4

while True:
instr = fetch_pyop()
execute_pyop(instr)
qbreak()

Listing 7: PyPy’s interpreter loop using quantized atomicity

mutual exclusion and quantized atomicity must be ensured for these lines
through other means.
A concurrency control component based on software transactional memory, an stm component, takes qbreak() instructions as markers to delimit
its transactions. The transformation for the stm component is similar to
the transformation for the gil component: Each qbreak() is translated to a
conditional transaction break. The goal is to create the mapping of quanta
to transactions such that the involved quanta inherit the transaction’s
atomicity guarantee.
Quantized atomicity further guarantees no interference from concurrent
quanta. Hence, the execution of qops that are part of a transaction must
be isolated from those running in other quanta. That is, no intermediate
state of a quantum can be observed in another quantum. This isolation
can either be achieved by confining the effects of qops to a quantum, or
letting a quantum see only consistent snapshots of the program state. The
stm component can achieve such isolation if it can manage and intercept
accesses to shared memory, something that can be realized with the help
of a Parallel RPythonL transformation.
The Parallel RPythonL transformation for the stm component not
only translates qbreak()s to transaction breaks, it also inserts read and
write barriers in front of every qop that accesses shared memory. With
these barriers throughout the interpreter, accesses to shared memory can
be intercepted by the stm component. The stm component can then control
what the access can do and what it returns. With this level of control, different views of the shared memory can be created, and each transaction can
see and modify its own version of an object. Modifications of a transaction
can thereby be buffered and quanta can execute without interference.
Barriers can also be used to detect conflicts, and the buffering of modifications allows undoing of transactions on conflict. Thereby, speculative
execution that yields serializable executions can be implemented. The challenges posed to a realization of an stm component are discussed in more
detail in Chapter 4.
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3.3.3

External Code

We discussed how a parallel implementation of a concurrency control
component can work. However, we left out an aspect of Python’s execution
model which turns out to be relevant for the implementation of such a
component. In Section 2.1.1, where Python’s execution model was first
introduced, we pointed out that waiting must always be done while the
gil is released. That is, blocking pyops would always release the gil while
waiting, which allows executing several pyops in sequence without releasing
the gil. Parallel RPython similarly treats the qbreak() instruction as
a hint, allowing several consecutive quanta to be merged into one. Both
are a glimpse at the larger topic of vm-external code and how such code
integrates with Parallel RPythonL ’s execution model.
So far, we did not discuss how calling code that is outside of the vm
interacts with the execution model. Dynamic language vms in particular
frequently interface with external code in libraries and the operating system.
Especially for performance critical functionality, it is often advantageous to
use a low-level language that is more amenable to aggressive optimizations.
Prominent examples of such functionality are numerical algorithms, system
calls, and functionality that is already present in existing libraries. We refer
to such code as external code.
External code is not under the control of the Parallel RPython toolchain
and its transformations. Hence, such code does not possess the required
barriers to isolate code with an stm component. Indeed, external code
is under no restrictions and can thus violate the isolation and atomicity
of concurrently executing quanta. As a countermeasure, we could try to
restrict what external code can be called from within a quantum. But such
a restriction is impractical and ignores the reality that external code is
prevalent and comes in many forms. Instead, we integrate external code
into Parallel RPythonL ’s execution model.
We model the invocation of external code as a special type of qop. And
since we do not restrict what qops can be part of a quantum, the concurrency
control component must be capable of ensuring quantum atomicity even
for qops that represent arbitrary external code.
qops categories qops can be categorized according to their effects
on concurrent quanta and quantum schedule serializability in general. This
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categorization is necessary for the modeling of external code as a kind of
qop. There are three fundamental categories:
i Fully managed qops
ii External-atomic qops
iii Arbitrary-effect qops
Category i are qops that are fully under the control of the Parallel
RPython toolchain. Hence, they are vm-internal qops originating from
Parallel RPythonL code. In particular, these qops access only managed
shared memory or operate on local data. In contrast to that, Categories ii
and iii contain non-managed qops, which can represent vm-external code.
In Category ii are only qops that invoke atomic external code. Atomic
means that the external code must execute atomically as seen by any other
code, regardless of the other code being vm-internal or -external. Hence,
the external code itself ensures that its execution does not influence any
vm-internal code or data. And external synchronization is in place to ensure
that the external code executes atomically as seen by other external code.
The requirements for external code represented by Category ii qops
may seem difficult to meet. However, this type of atomicity guarantee is
typical for exported functions of thread-safe libraries. For example, a library
that implements a thread-safe data structure will only modify its own data
and not affect vm-internal data. And since the library controls all access
to the data structure, library-internal synchronization can ensure atomic
execution for exported functions. Hence, calls to these library functions
belong into Category ii.
Finally, Category iii contains qops that represent code with unknown
effects and without any useful atomicity guarantees. These qops mainly
represent invocations of external code with unknown effects, such as calls
to non-thread-safe libraries. But a small set of these qops originate from
Parallel RPythonL code. Parallel RPythonL defines a few operations
for manipulating non-managed memory (raw memory); and by design, the
effects of raw memory operations cannot be controlled.
Note that Category iii qops could technically interfere with the atomicity
of Category ii qops. In practice, this scenario is uncommon and external
code of different categories does not interact. External code either presents
an interface that fully conforms to Category ii, or the interface is solely
based on Category iii. Henceforth, we assume no (hidden) interactions
between these two kinds of qops.
Based on the possible effects of qops in each category, they can be
integrated into the execution model of Parallel RPython in several ways.
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Figure 3.6: Three scenarios for integrating the categories of qops within Parallel
RPythonL ’s execution model. Scenario a and Scenario c work with vminternal quanta, and Scenario b shows the use of a vm-external quantum.

integration in parallel rpython Category i is fully covered
by the description of the execution model in Section 3.2.1. Quanta made
up of only Category i qops are vm-internal quanta, and therefore need no
special consideration. These quanta are delimited explicitly by qbreak()
instructions. In Figure 3.6, Scenario a shows the execution of two consecutive quanta that contain only managed qops, and a qbreak() instruction
that interrupts the quanta.
For qops in Category ii, which represent calls into atomic external
code, the picture changes. An execution of such a qop appears to happen
atomically in the view of other code and quanta. This atomicity guarantee
matches that of a quantum. Hence, the execution of a Category ii qop can
introduce a special kind of quantum that is not — and does not need to be —
under the control of the concurrency control component. We call this kind
of quantum a vm-external quantum.
Scenario b in Figure 3.6 shows the introduction of such a vm-external
quantum. Before and after the Category ii qop’s execution, an implicit
quantum break happens. These breaks are unconditional, which entails that
a single (never multiple) qop executes per vm-external quantum. Due to
the constraints on Category ii qops, vm-external quanta cannot interfere
with any vm-internal quanta. And among vm-external quanta, the external
code is responsible to ensure non-interference. Hence, vm-external quanta
can always execute in parallel to quanta from concurrent threads, without
requiring any support from the concurrency control component.
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The independence of vm-external quanta from all other quanta is useful
for dealing with blocking pyops. In Parallel RPython, a Python vm must
do all waiting in thread-safe external code, without exception. That is, the
execution of pyops never blocks, except if the pyop calls into external code
that waits for a condition. As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the non-blocking
property of pyops is a requirement for treating gil-yield points as hints
instead of mandatory operations. This requirement is still valid for qbreak()
instructions, since the vm may merge two consecutive quanta together
instead of breaking atomicity. If waiting for a condition was done within
a vm-internal quantum, the concurrency control component’s isolation
from interference would prevent the condition from ever becoming true
(in that quantum). What this means is that waiting has to be done outside
of vm-internal quanta, i.e., in vm-external quanta.
A common example are locks in Python, which are implemented by
calling operating system functions. When a thread’s execution must block
until a lock is released by another thread, the waiting is done in vm-external
code. Thereby, the other thread’s quanta can eventually release the lock,
and the waiting thread will then be able to acquire the lock and finish the
vm-external quantum. To preserve quantum serializability, the vm-external
quantum comes after the lock-releasing quantum in the serialization order.
Finally, Scenario c in Figure 3.6 embeds calls to external code and arbitraryeffect qops in a vm-internal quantum. In comparison to Scenario b, there
are no quantum breaks and no external quantum is created. Hence, the
embedded qops inherit the atomicity guarantee of the quantum; they do
not need to provide any guarantees themselves, which makes Scenario c a
safe default for calling external code. For the embedding of Category iii
qops, the concurrency control component must be able to encapsulate
all possible effects these qops might have on concurrent quanta, and/or
provide isolation from the effects of concurrent quanta.
Category ii qops can either execute in Scenario b or in Scenario c. The
choice of scenario is left to the developer of the vm. For blocking or longrunning qops, Scenario b is required or preferable since the vm-external
quantum can always run in parallel to concurrent threads. But for shortrunning qops, the overhead of breaking the vm-internal quantum may
cancel out the benefits of parallel execution, and thus, Scenario c may be
the better option.
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3.3.4

External Code and the Concurrency Control Component

External code can either inherit the isolation and atomicity that a quantum
provides, or, if not interfering with other quanta, external code can create
its own quantum. The concurrency control component has no direct control
over external code. Hence, Scenario c in particular can be challenging for
the component to ensure atomic execution for such code.
For the gil component, supporting the above scenarios is straightforward.
Scenario a is the standard scenario where the gil serializes quantum execution with periodic gil-yields through qbreak() instructions. In Scenario c,
the vm-wide mutual exclusion ensures atomic execution for the enclosed
Category ii and iii qops, regardless of the effects that these qops may have.
And in Scenario b, the gil is released for the execution of the vm-external
quantum, thereby allowing atomic external code to run in parallel to a
vm-internal quantum.
For the stm component, which speculatively executes quanta in parallel,
dealing with external code in the presented scenarios is more challenging. Scenario a only includes fully managed qops of Category i and no
external code. Hence, the stm component can manage the qops’ memory accesses and thereby synchronize a parallel execution. Scenario a is therefore
supported by the stm component.
The independence of vm-external quanta in Scenario b also applies
to the stm component. vm-external quanta synchronize their execution
themselves, without requiring help from the stm component. And because
qops of Category ii must not influence any vm-internal code, vm-external
quanta cannot break the isolation of transactions in the vm. vm-external
quanta are therefore independent of all transactions and can execute in
parallel to any other quantum.
Scenario c, however, requires more care from the stm component. Category ii qops, even if they themselves guarantee atomic execution, are
problematic in Scenario c. They can break the isolation of transactions, and
their effects on shared memory cannot be contained or undone easily. For
example, a thread safe library may provide a function get() to retrieve a
value from library internal state. The value can be changed through the
function set(). And both, get() and set(), are implemented as atomic
external code. Now, a quantum that calls get() twice in a row expects
the same result from both calls due to the isolation of quanta. However,
through speculative execution of another quantum, that other quantum
could call set() and change the value in-between the two get() calls.
Hence, producing an outcome that breaks serializability.
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Speculative execution causes yet another problem: Since the state of
the external library is not under the control of the stm, the effects of a
set() call cannot be undone in case a transaction must abort to restore
serializability. Without a way to revert the library’s state, the program’s
state is unrecoverably inconsistent.
In contrast to Scenario c, where Category ii qops may have non-serializable effects, executing the same qops under Scenario b is always correct. In
Scenario b, such qops always execute as the sole qop in an external quantum,
which is why the atomicity of individual calls is enough to maintain the
serializability of the quantum schedule. In contrast, the above example
shows that atomicity of individual library calls is not enough in Scenario c.
In the example, the two consecutive calls to get() would have required
atomic execution as a group, not individually.
To avoid this problem, Category ii qops could always execute as Scenario b with the stm component. But the overhead from frequently breaking
vm-internal quanta for short-running qops can be significant. For a subcategory of Category ii, however, Scenario c is always safe. qops in the
pure subcategory cannot break the isolation of transactions, and they never
require undoing of their effects.
Purity for qops requires that the result of the computation depends only
on the arguments of a qop, and that there are no observable side-effects.
The absence of side-effects means that the isolation of transactions cannot
be broken. And with the result depending only on the arguments, pure
qops do not depend on any external state. Hence, no effect (on external
state) must be undone in case of a transaction abort.
Pure qops are prevalent and their execution often short. An important
group of qops with these properties are common mathematical functions,
such as sqrt() or log(). For pure qops, which are in Category ii, the
stm component does not need to ensure isolation in Scenario c. Hence,
Scenario c is supported.
However, Scenario c is also required for Category iii qops, and for
performance reasons, it can be beneficial to run non-pure Category ii
qops in Scenario c. Hence, the stm component must have a method of
ensuring atomic execution for arbitrary external code if it is enclosed
within a transaction.
When the special case of pure Category ii qops does not apply, the
stm component can make use of inevitable transactions [36, 37] to support
Scenario c. Directly before executing a non-pure Category ii qop, or a
Category iii qop, the transaction turns inevitable. An inevitable transaction
is guaranteed to commit as the next transaction in the serialization order,
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i.e., the transaction will not abort. Hence, none of the effects of an inevitable
transaction ever need to be undone.
However, to guarantee that an inevitable transaction can always commit,
at any given time there can be at most one inevitable transaction, and the
inevitable transaction is the next to commit. Other transactions that try to
commit must wait until the inevitable transaction committed. Similarly, any
transaction that must become inevitable will be blocked until the currently
inevitable transaction commits. Hence, inevitable transactions can hurt
parallel performance.
A serialization of the execution can occur if many concurrent transactions
must turn inevitable. In the worst case, speculative parallel execution is
defeated and the execution of transactions reverts to a serial execution.
Similar to the gil, quanta would then be unable to run in parallel and utilize
parallel hardware. Hence, Scenario c may turn out to be costly even for
short-running qops.
3.4

summary

In this chapter, we addressed the problem of emulating a guest language’s
concurrency semantics on the level of the implementation language. We
introduced Parallel RPython with an execution model based on quantized
atomicity for the language Parallel RPythonL . The quantized atomicity
can be controlled in a way that allows the specification of the atomicity
semantics of a guest language.
Parallel RPython makes synchronization for quantized atomicity a
concern of a concurrency control component. With the help of Parallel
RPythonL transformations, the synchronization is transparent to the guest
language interpreter. And this transparency makes the synchronization
mechanism centralized and exchangeable.
We discussed two concurrency control components: The first component
supports serial quantum execution with a gil, and the second component supports parallel quantum execution with transactional memory. And
with the description of how external code is integrated within Parallel
RPythonL ’s execution model, and how the two concurrency control components handle the different scenarios, translating the same interpreter
into a vm with either a gil component or an stm component becomes
possible. Both components are equal based on functionality and uphold the
transparency of synchronization.

3.5 related work

The result is a powerful implementation language with a parallel execution model that is particularly suited to specifying concurrency semantics
such as Python’s sequential consistency and atomic operations. In the following chapter, we will address the questions that arise in the realization of
Parallel RPython. We will discuss the challenges to be addressed, how a
jit compiler can be accommodated, and how the realization can be efficient
on today’s hardware.
3.5

related work

In Section 2.4, we discussed previous work [27, 28, 29] that uses hardware
transactional memory (htm) to replace the gil. The Parallel RPython
approach, however, is not simply replacing the gil with transactional memory, the contribution of Parallel RPython is the introduction of a new
way for specifying guest language concurrency semantics to build a parallel
vm. The quantum abstraction allows for large-scale atomicity in language
interpreters, and since this atomicity is unbounded, the memory restrictions
make htm unsuitable for supporting a quantum execution.
Parallel RPython requires that at least one quantum fits in a transaction. However, in the case of PyPy, performance is favored over memory
consumption, and PyPy consequently produces quanta that access multiple megabytes of memory, which more often than not exceeds the limits
of current htm implementations. The htm approach, thus, requires better htm implementations that offer a software fallback mechanism when
buffers overflow. Until better implementations arrive, htm is not suitable
for Parallel RPython.
Taking a broader view, quantized atomicity is not only a suitable mechanism to specify atomicity semantics in guest language interpreters, such
large scale atomicity also introduces a new programming model in Parallel RPythonL . This model is similar to previously proposed models,
such as Transactions Everywhere [38], TCC [39, 40], Automatic Mutual
Exclusion [41, 42], Coqa [26] (from which we borrow the term quantized
atomicity), and Synchronized-by-Default Concurrency [43]. These models
served as inspiration; however, the contribution of this work is not a general
programming model, but the introduction of large-scale atomicity for the
purpose of implementing guest language concurrency semantics.
A project with many similarities to the RPython framework is Truffle [31,
32]. With Truffle, guest language interpreters are first specialized to the
running guest program, and then partially evaluated and jit compiled
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to native code. Hence, like RPython, Truffle uses interpreters to specify
guest language semantics, and thereby separates the specification from
implementation aspects.
For building a parallel vm, an important difference to the RPython framework is that Truffle itself does not depend on a gil. Instead, interpreters
execute in Java’s execution model and vm components such as the jit are
already thread-safe. In contrast to Parallel RPython, however, Truffle
does not provide a synchronization abstraction comparable to quanta for
mapping atomicity requirements of guest languages onto Java’s execution
model. Instead, for emulating Python’s concurrency semantics, an explicit
gil or manual fine-grained locking are required.
As discussed in Section 2.4, the Truffle project seeks techniques that
make a language interpreter gradually thread-safe [33, 34]. Due to the
two project’s similarities, an adapted Parallel RPython approach to vm
construction might also be a viable path to parallel vms for Truffle.

4
R E A L I Z AT I O N O F P A R A L L E L R P Y T H O N

In the previous chapter, we introduced Parallel RPython with quantized
atomicity as the foundation. Quantized atomicity enables the specification
of high-level concurrency semantics such as sequential consistency and
atomic operations. With quantized atomicity, the specification of concurrency semantics is separated from the synchronization mechanism of the vm.
Synchronization is transparent and the responsibility of the concurrency
control component.
Parallel execution is feasible with a concurrency control component
based on transactional memory. In this chapter, we present the realization
of Parallel RPython and the challenges that must be addressed by an
implementation. We describe the design of a software transactional memory
system (stm) that builds on the concept of Parallel Worlds. These Parallel
Worlds isolate concurrent computations and thereby allow a jit compiler
to work effectively. The efficiency of Parallel Worlds is enabled by a novel
combination of software techniques and existing hardware capabilities.
The result is an stm system that can serve as the foundation for a highperformance, parallel vm with Python’s concurrency semantics.
4.1

challenges for an stm component

Designing an stm as the synchronization mechanism in a concurrency
control component for Parallel RPython requires several considerations.
Since Parallel RPythonL is the implementation language of the entire
vm, all vm components, including the interpreter and the jit compiler, run
within Parallel RPythonL ’s execution model. Therefore, all computations
and all memory locations are protected by quantized atomicity, which
means that the entire vm’s memory is managed by the stm.
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Handling such a large memory space, not just isolated data structures,
requires a particular design for the stm. In our case, the stm is not used as a
synchronization mechanism within an application. Rather, the stm provides
the underlying implementation of quantized atomicity and thereby serves
as the foundation of a parallel vm. This task not only requires managing
all of the vm’s memory, it also requires addressing the needs of the vm
components.
In Section 2.2.3, we discussed that dynamic language vms require a justin-time compiler (jit) to reach high-performance. A vm that only depends
on interpretation does not exploit (temporarily) constant program properties to increase performance. A jit, however, assumes the constancy of
select properties and emits optimized native code under these assumptions,
thereby significantly speeding up program execution. But assumptions are
easily violated in dynamic languages, and concurrency additionally makes
violations unpredictable. Hence, how the jit deals with unpredictable concurrent state changes is a major concern for the design of an stm component
for Parallel RPythonL ’s execution model.
Section 2.2.3 further discussed the detrimental effects that strong memory
models have on the optimizations performed by a compiler. In particular, Python’s sequential consistency disables several basic compiler optimizations.
Interestingly, our approach of introducing high-level semantics in a vm’s
implementation language, i.e., quantized atomicity in Parallel RPython’s
execution model, makes even stronger guarantees than sequential consistency. Sequential consistency imposes a total order on individual reads and
writes. The serializability requirement for quantum schedules, however,
demands the existence of a total order on entire groups of reads and writes.
Hence, the question is if quantized atomicity prevents even more compiler
optimizations than the requirement for sequential consistency.
Quantum boundaries are indeed optimization barriers. Hence, they prevent basic compiler optimizations in Parallel RPythonL . The key to address this problem is the quantized atomicity under which the jit and its
generated code run. Quantized atomicity is provided by the concurrency
control component and does not need to be implemented by the jit. Within
a quantum, quantized atomicity guarantees no interference from concurrent quanta. Hence, sequential execution can be assumed by the compiler
and optimizations can work effectively.
To further increase optimization opportunities, the same approach that
PyPy uses to optimize code under sequential consistency works with quantized atomicity (see Section 2.2.3): Quanta will only be broken at certain
program points instead of after each pyop, e.g., only at the end of loop
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bodies in the Python program. Hence, with larger quanta, the range where
assumptions are valid is increased and optimizations become more effective.
To allow a jit to optimize under the assumption of sequential execution
for the generated code, the isolation between quanta must be complete, and
it must be transparent to the jit. If the stm component allowed concurrent
state changes to be seen, the jit-generated code would have to deal with
unexpected values. Even if the transaction is always aborted in such cases,
the generated code would require increased robustness against unexpected
values for it to never crash the vm. Hence, similarly to the transparency
in Parallel RPythonL code, the stm component provides transparent
synchronization to the jit and its generated code. Atomicity breakpoints
are explicitly marked with qbreak()s, and between those, no interference
from concurrent computations is possible.
Another design challenge for the stm component comes from vm-external
code (Section 3.3.3). Dynamic languages are often used for scripting. The
utility for scripting demands from a language embeddability, and thus a simple way to interface with native code. Such interfacing capabilities require
from otherwise fairly high-level languages a way to break all abstractions
and deal directly with low-level, sometimes foreign data. Python, for example, is often used for operating system scripting, which requires giving
programs direct access to operating system functions. With this level of
access, programs can break through the transparency of Python’s thread
abstraction and inspect their own process or the host system.
One consequence is that Python’s threads must be native kernel threads,
as defined by CPython, Python’s reference implementation. Threads cannot be virtualized as green threads (user-level threads). A Python program
could easily distinguish the two threading implementations by calling operating system functions to get the platform’s thread identifier. These thread
identifiers would always be different on different kernel threads, but could
be the same on different green threads.
This power given to programs in dynamic languages restricts what can be
virtual in virtual machines. Even though dynamic languages are high-level
languages, vms must still grant them low-level access and must not break
their expectations. As a direct consequence, our stm design must retain the
expected thread and process encapsulations.
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Figure 4.1: Architectural overview of a Python vm built with Parallel RPython

4.2

rpython’s jit

Above, we introduced the requirement for transparent isolation for the jit.
This isolation comes from quantized atomicity, which guarantees serializable atomic execution through the concurrency control component of
the vm. And transparent synchronization of Parallel RPythonL code is
achieved through Parallel RPythonL transformations (see Section 3.3.2).
However, the jit generates native code at runtime, and this code must
also benefit from quantized atomicity for jit optimizations to be valid. To
explain how to address this issue, we look at the high-level architecture of
a vm built with Parallel RPython.
The high-level architecture of a Python vm that is built with Parallel
RPython and that uses the stm component is shown in Figure 4.1. The
vm is split into a front-end and a back-end, separated by the implementation language layer’s quantized atomicity. The difference between the
front-end and the back-end is that the front-end executes with quantized
atomicity while the back-end requires its own synchronization. The backend is responsible for ensuring the front-end’s quantized atomicity. The
concurrency control component is, thus, situated in the back-end.

4.2 rpython’s jit

The front-end mainly consists of the following vm components: the
interpreter, the jit compiler, and a not-yet-introduced combination of an
interpreter and a tracer. The original Python interpreter, which is fed to
the Parallel RPython toolchain, is translated twice: The first translation
produces a Python interpreter. The second translation, however, produces
a version of the interpreter in a bytecode format that is based on qop
instructions. This bytecode version of the interpreter can be interpreted by
the tracer component. In other words, the tracer is an interpreter for the
Python interpreter.
The task of the tracer is to produce execution traces that can be compiled
to native code. Whenever the plain Python interpreter (from the first translation) identifies a piece of Python code that is executed often (the code is
hot), execution switches to the tracer. The tracer traces one execution of
the hot Python code by interpreting the bytecode version of the Python
interpreter, which in turn interprets the Python code. The result is a trace
of the Python interpreter’s qops1 that were recorded and hence represent
the execution of the Python code.
This trace is finally passed to the jit compiler, which translates the trace
into native code for the host platform. Afterwards, future executions of the
hot Python code switch directly from the interpreter to the native code.
And only if assumptions of the jit are invalidated, or if a new piece of
Python code becomes hot, the execution again switches to the tracer to
produce new traces.
For all components in the front-end, quantized atomicity must be ensured. The Python interpreter, the tracer, and the jit compiler are all written in Parallel RPythonL . Hence, they undergo the Parallel RPythonL
transformation, which inserts synchronization that allows the concurrency
control component to ensure quantized atomicity. In Figure 4.1, the components that undergo this transformation are marked with a star (?). Notable
exceptions are the bytecode version of the Python interpreter, and the native
code generated by the jit. Both do not undergo the stm transformation.
The bytecode version of the Python interpreter does not require the stm
transformation. Since the tracer already underwent the transformation, the
Python interpreter runs within the quanta of the tracer and inherits the
tracer’s synchronization. However, for the native code generated by the
jit, synchronization from the stm component is only possible if the native

1 The jit does not work with qops but with a slightly lower-level instruction format. For our
discussion, this difference is inconsequential.
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Figure 4.2: Transaction events

code contains the necessary barriers. The jit compiler, therefore, must also
insert these barriers in the code that it emits.
Indeed, the jit compiler includes a transformation for the stm component,
which works in the same way as the one for Parallel RPythonL code.
The transformation is applied to the trace of qops and inserts read and
write barriers for the stm component. Importantly, the transformation
that introduces the isolation is done after all optimization passes in the jit
compiler are finished. Hence, while optimizing, the jit can assume isolation
for the emitted code, i.e., the introduced synchronization is transparent
to the jit. Through the read and write barriers in the native code, the
stm component can ensure that the view of the shared memory is always
consistent, interference from concurrent code is not possible, and the jit is
relieved from concurrent state change management.
4.3

design of an stm system

In the previous chapter, we looked at the properties that make transactional
memory a suitable candidate for synchronizing a parallel implementation
of Parallel RPythonL ’s execution model. In this section, we discuss the
mechanisms that make a software transactional memory system work.
These mechanisms ensure atomicity for transactions, and consequently for
quanta. Afterwards, we highlight the key design decisions that make the
stm uniquely suitable for use as the backbone of a dynamic language vm.
4.3.1

Terminology

We first state the transactional memory terminology used throughout this
chapter. Figure 4.2 shows the events a transaction encounters during its
lifetime. Each transaction’s life begins with a start and ends with either a
successful commit or an abort.

4.3 design of an stm system

The commit is the atomic point where the effects of a transaction are
applied to the globally visible state. This global state can only be modified by
commits and is thereby always consistent (a transaction either “happened”
or it did not). During the lifetime of a transaction, the transaction-local
state may be modified, but local modifications are not globally visible.
An abort happens if a validation fails. The validation’s responsibility is
to check if the transaction’s state is still consistent with the globally visible,
committed state. Consistency is preserved if, after a transaction’s start,
there was no commit with conflicting modifications by another transaction.
Modifications are conflicting if they invalidate a transaction’s assumptions of the global state. For example, if transaction A reads the value of a
variable x right after its start, later computations in A may depend on that
value. If a transaction B changes variable x to hold another value and manages to successfully commit that change before A commits, then validation
of A will fail. Since A’s computations are based on an outdated value of x, A
cannot commit its changes to global state without violating serializability.2
Hence, A aborts, which entails undoing all of its local modifications and
restarting the transaction from where it originally started.
To support these events, the mechanisms of validating state, undoing
changes, and atomically committing changes to the global state are required.
In the following, we describe the high-level design of these mechanisms.
4.3.2

Validation

The stm algorithm works with object granularity. For validation, object
granularity means that conflicts are detected on a per-object level, not on
a per-field or per-word level. A conflict is detected if the first access to an
object was earlier than a modification recorded in a recent commit. In that
case, the values a transaction saw are now outdated and the transaction
will not successfully commit.
Hence, the transaction must keep track of objects that it has read from or
has written to. This recording of objects is done by read and write barriers.
Before every read, the read barrier marks an object as read. Before every
write, the write barrier, on first access, records the object in a set. That set is
also part of what will be appended to a global commit log during a commit.
A validation can then compare the set of written objects against any
entries that were appended to the commit log since the last validation. And
2 Some tm systems allow committing such transactions “in the past”, i.e., making A appear
before B in the serialization order. We do not follow this approach.
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entries in the commit log can be checked if they mention objects that the
transaction has marked as read. These checks are sufficient to determine if
a transaction’s state is consistent and may be committed. If these checks
fail, a conflict was detected and the transaction must abort.
4.3.3

Aborting

Aborting a transaction requires undoing its effects, i.e., reverting modifications to objects that happened during the transaction’s lifetime. For
that purpose, the write barrier makes a backup copy of each object on the
first write within a transaction. During an abort, these backup copies are
copied over the modified objects, thereby resetting all objects to the state
they were in when the transaction started. Any objects that were created
by the aborting transaction can be forgotten.3 The resulting state is again
consistent, albeit outdated.
Validation and aborting abilities are necessary for providing consistent
states to transactions. But for allowing multiple parallel transactions to
further the global state, the stm needs a way to commit changes to the global
state. These commits must happen atomically to ensure serializability, and
the changes must become visible in new and existing transactions through
frequent validation.
4.3.4

Atomic Commit and Parallel Worlds

The stm isolates transactions from each other such that no transaction can
observe the intermediate state of another transaction running in parallel.
With this level of isolation, the stm creates the illusion of no concurrency,
and transactions can access and modify objects without restrictions. To
achieve the isolation, the stm maintains a set of Parallel Worlds. Each World
contains a consistent copy of the entire global program state, and any
modifications in one World do not affect the copies in other Worlds.
To execute, a transaction first exclusively acquires a World, executes,
and then releases the World again on commit. Naturally, the modifications
by a transaction in one World must eventually propagate to all Worlds to
further the global state. This reconciliation of Worlds happens atomically in
each World, but asynchronously to other Worlds. Reconciliation is done as
part of validations, and independently of other Worlds. During validation,
the commit log supports checking for conflicts, and the log also contains
3 We depend on garbage collection to collect these objects eventually.
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the changes of previous commits. Hence, a validation can import and apply
the changes that happened since the previous validation in a World. To
get an up-to-date, consistent World, validations are done at the start of a
transaction, periodically during a transaction’s execution, and right before
an atomic commit.
A commit is the linearization point of a transaction. Atomicity for commits is achieved by repeatedly validating and attempting to atomically
attach a new entry to the global commit log. If multiple transactions attempt to commit at the same time, either validation or attaching a new
entry may fail. In the latter case, the commit is simply retried; but in the
former case, the only option is to abort the transaction since no future
validation can succeed anymore.
4.3.5

Key Design Decisions

The stm builds on a model where transactions exclusively acquire Worlds
to execute under complete isolation from other Parallel Worlds. World
reconciliation is supported by a central commit log that keeps track of
changes to the global state. Hence, to modify the global state, a transaction
must commit changes by appending them atomically to the commit log.
And to see those changes in Parallel Worlds, these Worlds must validate
and import new entries from the commit log.
Complete World isolation is a deliberate design choice to implement the
transparency required for the jit (Sections 4.1 and 4.2). Without this degree
of isolation, the jit and its generated code would have to handle any state
change that may happen in parallel. With complete World isolation, assumptions about program properties cannot suddenly become invalid. The
isolation can only be broken at the atomicity breakpoints, i.e., at quantum
breaks, which designate quantum boundaries.
However, the high-level description of the stm system does not address
all important issues. One such issue is that the isolation of Parallel Worlds
cannot be done naively. Each World contains the entire state of the program,
or more precisely, the state of the vm’s front-end. If we were to naively
create W Worlds by making W copies of that state, the memory requirements would be prohibitive. In the following section, we thus introduce our
approach for creating Parallel Worlds that do not suffer from such excessive
memory requirements.
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4.4

efficient parallel worlds

We use the term World to describe a copy of the whole program state that
is exclusively available to a transaction. This description is not merely an
illustration for the complete World isolation of the stm; our approach takes
the description literally and makes it efficient.
stm implementations often start with the assumption that there is a
single program state (or even just a single data structure) that is accessed by
transactions, and only those accesses need to be synchronized. In this dissertation, however, we start with the assumption that there are W program
states. Each state is directly and fully accessible by a single transaction
at a time, and the states must be reconciled continuously. This top-down
approach leads to a unique stm system design.
We start with the important insight that frequent reconciliation of Worlds
makes these Worlds largely identical. Only local modifications and not-yet
imported changes make Worlds different. Hence, program state that is
identical across all Parallel Worlds should be shared and only exist once. In
the following sections, we describe the difficulties attached to this idea and
an approach that overcomes them.
4.4.1

State-Sharing Worlds

A discussion on the level of program state is too abstract to identify a
concrete solution for state-sharing between Worlds. Essentially, at the
implementation level, program state is (process) memory. Hence, for sharing
identical program state between worlds, the underlying memory must be
identical as well.
With an object-based program state, program state not only consists
of data values, but also of the references between objects. A reference is
represented as the address of the referenced object, and this address is stored
in the memory of all objects that reference this object. Because identical
program state must be represented by identical memory, references pointing
to the same object must be represented by the same address in all Worlds.
Hence, each object must have a single address that uniquely identifies the
object across all Worlds.
To illustrate why this poses a challenge, consider the example as shown
in Figure 4.3: An object o A references object o B in one of its fields. Hence,
the memory of o A somewhere contains the address of o B . o A is identical in
both worlds, WX and WY , and its memory should thus be shared.

4.4 efficient parallel worlds

WX

oA

oB

WY

oA

oB

Address of oB
Figure 4.3: Two Worlds, WX and WY , with two objects o A and o B . o A holds a reference to o B , and o B exists in two different versions, one in WX and one
in WY .

Now, if in World WX object o B is modified by a transaction, that modification should not be visible in another World WY , i.e., there must now
exist two versions of o B : one with the modifications and one without them.
These two versions cannot share the same memory address. However, the
requirement for sharing the memory of o A across WX and WY demands that
the same address must be used to reference o B in both, WX and WY . Hence,
a unique address for o B must be found that resolves to different versions of
o B in different Worlds, one version for WX and one for WY .
Resolving an address differently in each World can be expensive. A simple implementation would require a lookup for the right object version
whenever a field is dereferenced. But the runtime overhead of such a solution can be significant. However, we found that modern x86-64 cpus offer a
low-overhead solution to this problem based on the general mechanism for
checking and translating addresses.
x86-64 cpus support the virtual memory management technique, which
offers each process its own 48 bits of (virtual) address space. Through address translation, the same virtual address can map to different (physical)
memory addresses if translated in different (virtual) address spaces. Mapping identical addresses to different addresses is what a solution to the
above problem must achieve. However, user space processes are prevented
from creating new address spaces; only by using multiple processes can we
create multiple address spaces.
Unfortunately, moving threads each into their own process to create
separate Worlds is not a solution. In Section 4.1, we established that a vm
must not change the expected thread and process encapsulations. Threads
cannot be virtualized, which means that each thread must be a kernel-level
thread and part of the same process. Otherwise, applications that expect
this encapsulation may stop working as intended.
While virtual memory cannot be used to resolve addresses differently in
different Worlds, it still offers a large virtual address space and, interestingly,
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WX

oB

WY

oB

Segment address
Segment offset
Linear address

Figure 4.4: Two segments WX and WY in the virtual address space. The object o B is
at the same segment offset in both, but at different linear addresses.

the opposite of what we need: User space processes are allowed to control
the address translation in their address space such that different virtual
addresses map to the same physical address. Although, not what we require
to address the problem of references, this capability will be useful later for
sharing memory between Worlds.
The key to a solution is that x86-64 cpus combine virtual memory with
a lesser-known memory management technique: memory segmentation.
Memory segmentation, as illustrated in Figure 4.4, allows for the creation
of memory segments anywhere in virtual memory.
Within these memory segments, segment offsets serve as segment-local
addresses. Any x86 instruction that accesses memory can be modified
such that the instruction works with a segment offset instead of a virtual
address, and a special segment register selects the current segment. As a
result, a single segment offset can resolve to different locations in memory,
depending on the selected memory segment.
Combined with virtual memory, the entire hardware supported address
translation from a segment offset to a physical memory address happens in
these two steps:
1. The segment offset is added to the segment address that is stored
in the segment register, which yields a linear address pointing to a
location in the virtual address space (Figure 4.4).
2. The linear address, which is a virtual address, is mapped to a physical
address.
By combining the large 48 bit virtual address space with memory segmentation, Parallel Worlds where the same address can resolve differently in
each World can be created as follows:

4.4 efficient parallel worlds

• Each World is backed by a fixed-size memory segment. Each segment
occupies a large enough range of the virtual address space to hold
the entire program state.
• Within a segment, object references are not represented with virtual
addresses but with segment offsets. The same object lives at the same
segment offset in all segments. Thereby, even objects with references
to other (locally-modified) objects can have identical underlying
memory across Worlds.
• Every x86 instruction that accesses memory is modified such that it
works within the current segment. The current segment is selected by
setting the segment register to the segment’s start address. Depending
on the selected segment, a segment offset resolves to different virtual
addresses.
The stm system manages a fixed number of such Worlds, which are created
at vm startup and destroyed at vm shutdown. When a thread attempts to
start a transaction, it requests exclusive access to a World from a scheduler.
The scheduler then grants access by setting the segment register to an
available World. The thread can then execute one transaction in the assigned
World, and release the World afterwards. Hence, the number of Worlds
determines the degree of parallelism, but it is otherwise independent of the
number of threads, which can change at any time.
With this process to set up Worlds, we achieve the important property
that identical program state is represented with identical memory across
Worlds. The next step is to use that property such that Worlds actually
share memory.
4.4.2

Page Sharing

The final step in the address translation, as described above, is the mapping of virtual addresses to physical addresses. x86 cpus divide the virtual
address space into pages, blocks of contiguous virtual memory addresses.
Each virtual page can be independently mapped to a page in physical memory, and this mapping can partially be controlled by a user space process.
Particularly, user space processes can change the mapping of virtual pages
such that several virtual pages map to the same physical page of memory.
Additionally, processes can also unmap virtual pages such that they do
not map to any physical page. With these mechanisms, memory sharing
between Worlds becomes possible.
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Figure 4.5: Mappings of virtual pages from segments WX and WY to physical pages.

Across all Parallel Worlds, an object is identified by the same segment
offset. For pages, we follow a similar approach: While pages technically
exist in the virtual address space and are usually numbered in that space,
here, we number the pages within a segment’s address space. For example,
the 5th page in a segment holds the same part of program state as the 5th
page in another World since both pages start at the same segment offset.
Henceforth, we refer to pages by their segment-local ordinal number and
not by their absolute ordinal number within the entire virtual address space.
Memory segments each occupy a large, fixed-size range of the virtual
address space. In other words, all memory segments consist of the same
number of pages. However, these pages are initially not backed by physical
memory pages; segments start out with all their pages being unmapped.
Only if the program state grows and more memory is required, initially
unmapped pages are mapped to actual physical memory.
If pages with the same ordinal number are identical in all segments, they
can all map to a single page of physical memory. We call these pages shared
since their memory is shared among segments. In contrast to shared pages,
private pages do not share physical memory across segments. Private pages
map to memory that belongs only to one segment.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the differences between unmapped (U ), shared (S),
and private (P) pages. Page 0 is unmapped in both segments and thus needs
no physical page. Page 1 shares one physical page across both segments.
Page 2 is unmapped in one segment, but not the other. And page 3 is
completely private in both segments, thus needing a physical page per
segment. The mapped physical memory pages are allocated on-demand
and can appear in an arbitrary order.
Now that identical program state can be represented with identical memory across segments, Worlds can share state page-by-page by controlling
the mapping of virtual memory pages. This page-wise sharing allows for
the creation of isolated, memory-efficient Worlds, without violating the
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expected thread and process encapsulations (Section 4.1). Still missing,
however, are the rules for when and how pages can be shared among
Worlds. In the following, we describe the algorithmic aspects for page-wise
state management and show how the stm algorithm interacts with this
implementation of Parallel Worlds.
4.5

page management

The memory management level discussed here should not be confused with
the stm’s algorithmic level: While segment memory management works
with page granularity, the stm algorithm works with object granularity,
i.e., write and read barriers deal with individual objects within these pages
(or objects that span several pages). The two levels have different concerns:
The memory management level is responsible for managing the memory
pages of Worlds, and it attempts to do that transparently for the algorithmic
level. The stm algorithm can then ensure the consistency of Worlds on the
object level, without concern for the state of pages.
In the following, we explain how the two levels interact. Specifically, the
question of when a page can be shared, when it must be private, and when
a private page can become shared again, requires coordination between
these levels. Essentially, the state of a memory segment, i.e., the state of a
World, is influenced by the life-cycle of the transaction running within.
4.5.1

Challenges

Sections 4.3.1ff describe the transaction life-cycle and how a commit log is
used during commit and validation for reconciling program state in Parallel
Worlds. The commit log is a list of atomic changes to program state, each
change representing a revision. Since revisions are only created through
atomic commits, revisions always represent consistent program states.
Whenever a transaction validates, it moves its World forward to the
most current revision. However, since validations are asynchronous with
commits, Worlds can stay at old revisions for an arbitrary amount of time. In
particular, if the number of transactions ready to execute is lower than the
number of Worlds, a World may be without a transaction for an extended
period of time. In this time, no validations will move the World to the
most recent revision.4 Hence, different Parallel Worlds can be at different
4 Indeed, a synchronized validation of all Worlds is enforced before each major collection of the
garbage collector. When all Worlds are at the most recent revision, older revisions are not
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WX

WY

WZ

Initial state

rev 0 , S 5

rev 0 , S 5

rev 0 , S 5

Modification in WX

rev 0∗ ,

P5

rev 0 , S 5

rev 0 , S 5

Commit in WX

rev 1 , P5
..
.
..
.

rev 0 , S 5

rev 0 , S 5

rev 1 , P 5 |U5
..
.

rev 0 , S 5

Validation in WY
Validation in WZ

rev 1 , P 5 |U5

Table 4.1: Asynchronous commit and validation: A commit to page 5 in WX is
followed by validation in WX and WY .

revisions, and this disparity has consequences for the underlying memory
segments and the page sharing mechanism.
The first issue can be explained with an example: Consider an object o A
living in page 5. Page 5 can be shared among segments since o A is identical
in all segments. The initial states of three Worlds are shown in the first
row of Table 4.1: WX , WY , and WZ all are at revision rev 0 and have a shared
mapping of page 5, i.e., S 5 (S for shared).
Now, a transaction in World WX modifies o A . The state change in WX
is shown in the second row of Table 4.1. Page 5 must be made private in
WX (→ P5 ), otherwise the modifications would become visible through the
shared page to WY and WZ before commit. Note, we can think of another
solution where page 5 becomes privatized or unmapped in WY and WZ
instead, but to illustrate the problem, we follow the strategy of keeping
pages shared for as long as possible.
After some time, the transaction in WX commits the changed o A and
enters a new revision rev 1 in the commit log. At this point, WX is the only
World that is at rev 1 . Eventually and independently of each other, WY and
WZ will validate to the new revision.
WhenWX commits rev 1 ,WY andWZ are still at rev 0 , hence their mapping
of page 5 must contain the page contents at rev 0 . To move WY to rev 1 ,
the changes that were committed to o A are imported during validation.
However, if done naively, a validation in WY could import changes to S 5
and thereby also affect S 5 in WZ . Modifying another World’s pages violates
World isolation and must thus be prevented. To avoid affecting other Worlds,
page 5 can either be unmapped (U5 ) or privatized (P5 ) before the validation.
needed anymore, and the commit log can be pruned. However, the interval between major
collections can be arbitrarily long.

4.5 page management

With an unmapped page, changes do not need to be imported, and with a
private page, other Worlds will not be affected.
Isolation Challenge Modifying a page, committing changes
to a page, as well as importing changes during validation must
never influence other Worlds. Hence, a mechanism is needed
that privatizes (or unmaps) pages when required such that
Worlds stay fully isolated.
The second issue concerns pages that are unmapped in one segment while
they may be mapped and receiving changes in other segments. For example,
if o A and its underlying page 5 was never accessed in the segment of WX ,
we may choose to keep that page unmapped in this segment. Keeping a
page unmapped has the advantage that the page requires no memory and
that validation does not need to import changes to that page, even if new
revisions are created by other Worlds. However, if suddenly a transaction
in WX accesses o A , the correct revision of that page must be found and
mapped. Now there are three possible scenarios:
1. The requested page is mapped in another segment and is at the
requested revision.
2. All other segments are at more recent revisions.
3. The requested revision is more recent than any other segment’s
revision.
Only in the first scenario, there seems to be a simple solution: copy the
page from, or map to the same page as the other segment. In the other
scenarios, the correct revision of the page may not exist. And even if the
correct revision of a page is found in a segment, the segment may have
already modified that page. The page may not be at a clean revision. Hence,
there must be a way to reconstruct the page at the desired revision.
Reconstruction Challenge When a previously unmapped
page is required, the stm must be able to reconstruct the page’s
contents at the correct revision. Reconstruction may also require undoing modifications of an unclean revision.
To address both challenges, the stm needs a way to react to page accesses
before they happen, a set of rules for transitioning the mapping state of a
page, and a way to reconstruct a page to any revision.
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4.5.2

On-Demand Page Mapping

Reacting to page accesses on-demand requires that the page state can be
checked before an object is accessed. The stm already employs read and
write barriers that are invoked before an object is accessed. Hence, these
barriers could also check the states of an object’s pages and transition
these states as required. But this check must be performed every time a
transaction accesses an object; and with this frequency, checking becomes
expensive. However, x86 cpus again offer a solution that performs such a
check within existing hardware, which reduces the cost. This check is part
of the memory protection feature of the cpu.
Memory protection assigns each page a protection level of either inaccessible, read-only, or read-write (among others). If an attempt is made to read
from or write to an inaccessible page, the hardware notifies the operating
system, which sends a signal to the thread whose transaction attempted
the access (in the case of writing to a read-only page the corresponding
steps are taken). That signal can be caught by a signal handler, which can
then react to it by adjusting the page’s protection level such that the access
becomes valid. The signal handler then instructs the operating system, and
finally the hardware, that the access should be retried. If the protection
level is now compatible with the type of access, the transaction’s read or
write succeeds.
A transaction does not know if an attempt to write to an object was
successful or if the signal handler was involved. The hardware makes
the signal handling completely transparent. This transparency helps with
decoupling the stm algorithm from page management concerns. The stm
algorithm can assume that objects are always accessible, and the signal
handler will ensure that this is the case.
However, the above description of the chain of events for handling a
signal already shows that this is a costly event. That is, if an object access
happens in a page whose protection level is incompatible, the access will
take more time (in the worst case, the access can take 3 orders of magnitude
more time). On the other hand, if the access conforms to the protection
level of the page, the check is free. Memory protection is built into the cpu
and the protection levels are always verified when a page is accessed for
the first time. Hence, we only pay an additional cost whenever an access is
not compatible with the protection level, and after adjusting the level, the
additional cost is gone. The cost of signal handling is only paid once.
The three protection levels inaccessible, read-only, and read-write match
our previously used page states of unmapped, shared, and private. Unmapped
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Figure 4.6: Transitions between the page states inaccessible (ia), read-only (ro), and
read-write (rw), as they are enforced by the signal handler.

pages have no underlying physical memory and therefore should be inaccessible; shared pages should not be modified since they may be visible
in multiple segments, and they therefore should be read-only; and private
pages can be freely modified, and they should therefore be read-write.
Hence, page state transitions can be implemented using these protection
levels and a signal handler. For example, writing to a shared read-only
page triggers the signal handler, which transitions the page to a private
read-write page. Thereby, the write will not be visible in other segments.
Figure 4.6 shows the transition rules enforced by the signal handler.
Generally, the signal handler’s first priority is to correctly handle the Isolation Challenge. When necessary, pages are transitioned to the private
read-write state to avoid affecting the pages of other Worlds. As a second
priority, the transition rules are designed to keep pages shared within the
read-only state to save memory.
Once a page is read-write, it stays read-write until the stm makes an
attempt to re-share pages. This re-sharing happens rarely and outside of
the signal handler in a safepoint while all threads are paused.5 Read-only
pages stay read-only until there is a write access, which transitions them to
the read-write state. And inaccessible pages transition to either read-write
or read-only, depending on if the access is a write or a read attempt.
However, besides the type of memory access to the page, the is_rw(P)
condition checks if the page P is currently read-write in another segment.
This condition is important to uphold the following invariant: If a page
is read-only, i.e., potentially shared among several segments, the same page
5 During major collections of the garbage collector, we validate all Worlds to the most recent
revision. As a result, the state in all Worlds is reconciled and can be re-shared effectively.
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cannot be read-write in any other segment at the same time. A read-only page
can only co-exist with inaccessible and read-only mappings of that page
(see also Figure 4.5, which shows all allowed combinations). To that end, a
transition to the read-write state involves making read-only mappings of
page P inaccessible in all other segments. This task is accomplished by the
IA_all(P) action on state transitions.
Note that in the initial example in Table 4.1 of Section 4.5.1, we did not
uphold this invariant. Instead, we depended on the validation to unmap or
privatize pages if required. In contrast, the invariant destroys shared readonly mappings by making the pages in other segments inaccessible, which
may appear to be the worse strategy. However, in reality, when a segment
needs a page in read-write mode, it means that a transaction is modifying an
object in that page. When that transaction commits, all other segments must
import the changes eventually. At this point, during validation, the other
segments cannot keep their shared page as read-only anyway. The signal
handler, therefore, ensures correctness by eagerly transitioning read-only
pages of other segments to the inaccessible state.6
Implementing the above page state transitions with a signal handler
addresses the Isolation Challenge described in the previous section. For
addressing the Reconstruction Challenge, a way to reconstruct the
contents of pages at specific revisions is required.
4.5.3

Page Reconstruction

In an inaccessible page, there is no underlying memory. Hence, for transitioning a page from inaccessible to read-only, the underlying memory
page must be retrieved from somewhere. According to Figure 4.6, this transition is only valid if that page is not currently read-write in any segment.
Consequently, there must exist one or more read-only mappings of the
page, and they must all have the same content. This content must further
be valid for all revisions that Worlds can be in. If there were two revisions
that required different contents for the same page, the page must have been
modified at some point, requiring a transition to the read-write state. However, since read-write mappings cannot co-exist with read-only mappings,
no read-only mappings would exist after this point,7 and the transition from
6 Transitioning to the read-write state would also be correct, but read-write pages occupy memory, may never be accessed, and require updating during validations. Hence, the inaccessible
state is the more light-weight choice.
7 Except if the page was meanwhile re-shared. In this case, the page is read-only with the same
content in all segments.
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Figure 4.7: Process of reconstructing a page in Wt ar дet at revision rev 1 by copying
the corresponding page from WY , which is at a more recent revision.
rev 1 to rev 3 are the revisions in the order they appear in the commit log
(from oldest to newest), and rev 3∗ is rev 3 with additional uncommitted
modifications.

inaccessible to read-only would be invalid according to Figure 4.6. Hence,
if the page is not currently read-write anywhere, it must mean that the
contents of existing read-only pages match and are valid for all revisions.
The new read-only mapping can therefore share the same physical page
with the existing read-only mappings.
The transition from inaccessible to read-write, however, takes more effort.
In this case, there may be several read-write versions of the page around,
and those pages can be modified and be at different revisions from the
one we require. Hence, the new read-write page needs its contents to be
reconstructed at a specific revision and without any modifications.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the basic process of reconstructing a page in Wt ar дet :
First, a more recent version of a page must be found in another world Wy ,
the page is copied into Wt ar дet , potential modifications of Wy are reverted,
and committed changes from more recent revisions are also reverted. The
result is a page at the required target revision.
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In more detail, the algorithm to reconstruct a target revision revt ar дet of
a page P in segment Wt ar дet , i.e., the page Pt ar дet , follows these steps:
1. Find a suitable page Py to copy from: Look for the segment Wy that
has page P and that is at the most recent revision. In Wy , page P is
mapped as a read-write page Py .
2. Copy page Py from Wy to the read-write page Pt ar дet in Wt ar дet .
3. Revert any of segment Wy ’s modifications in Pt ar дet by applying
Wy ’s backup copies that were recorded for page Py .
4. If the revision of page Py is more recent than the required revision
for Pt ar дet , i.e., revy > revt ar дet , go backwards through the global
commit log and revert any changes that are recorded for page P.
Step 1 may find that page P is only mapped in a segment Wy that is at an
earlier revision than segment Wt ar дet , i.e., revy < revt ar дet . This situation
can arise if Wy did not validate or commit for some time. If no changes
were committed for page P in any of the revisions after revy , Wy still has
the most up-to-date page contents. Hence, the page’s contents are still valid
at revt ar дet , and there is nothing to do in Step 4.
With the above algorithm, the Reconstruction Challenge is addressed.
However, Step 4 of the algorithm has consequences that affect the mechanisms for reconciling the states of Worlds, as will be explained in the
following section.
4.5.4

World Reconciliation

Step 4 of the page-reconstruction algorithm is significant because it requires
that revisions can be reverted. That requirement has consequences for how
the commit log and the validation work in practice. Section 4.3.2 introduced
the commit log entries as (positive) changes that were applied to a revision.
However, if the entries recorded only the new values written to memory,
reverting memory to a previous revision would not be possible without
keeping an infinite history. Hence, to revert changes, the commit log should
record the old values, i.e., the overwritten memory.
In our design, recording old values is straightforward since that data is
already required for aborting a transaction. The backup copies created by
write barriers contain the information that must be recorded in the commit
log entries. Hence, a commit log entry is not a list of positive changes, but
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w_dest = segment under validation
for entry in log:
w_src = entry.committer
for bk_obj in entry.bk_copies:
page_state = state of bk_obj.page in w_dest
if page_state is RW:
copy obj from w_src to w_dest
elif page_state is RO:
# cannot happen
elif page_state is IA:
# nothing to do.
within w_dest, revert all current modifications of w_src

Listing 8: Sketch of how the validation algorithm imports committed changes from
other segments.

a list of the backup copies that were recorded by the transaction which
created the revision.
Step 4 in the reconstruction algorithm for page P can thus go back in time
by reverting one committed revision at a time. Reverting one revision is
now similar to what an abort of a transaction must do: The backup copies of
the (committed) transaction are copied over objects, but only within page P.
Backup copies of objects that are not within page P are ignored, and for
objects that span multiple pages, only the parts in our page of interest must
be copied.
However, since we record backup copies instead of positive changes,
validation becomes more involved. Validation imports new revisions and
therefore new data, but the commit log entries record backup copies, i.e.,
old data. Hence, validation cannot simply retrieve the new data by copying
from the backup copies of a log entry. Instead, for each log entry, validation
must import the changes by copying from the actual memory pages of the
segment that created the log entry. And any local modifications of that
segment need to be reverted by applying the segment’s backup copies.
The algorithm for validation in a segment is sketched in Listing 8. This
simplified version does not show how objects that span multiple pages are
handled and how conflicts are detected, i.e., what happens if one of the
backup copies recorded in the commit log is for an object that is currently
modified in our segment. In short, the former situation can be handled by
considering the object parts in different pages separately, and the latter
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must entail a transaction abort after the validation completes. The rest of
the algorithm is explained here.
In the algorithm, w_dest is the segment under validation. This segment always validates to the most recent revision, otherwise the algorithm does not
work. Changes are directly copied from the segment w_src that appended
the log entry, i.e., the committer of the revision. However, the committer of
that entry may have moved on and committed more revisions, or another
segment committed a more recent revision of an object in the current log
entry. Hence, copying from the committer of the current entry can yield
stale data. But by always validating to the most recent revision, later log entries will eventually overwrite the stale data with the most recent revision.
The algorithm therefore processes entries from oldest to newest.
In lines 4 to 11, the algorithm then goes through all backup copies that
are recorded in a log entry. Note, however, that the backup copies do not
hold the revision of the object represented by the entry. Instead, backup
copies hold the object at the previous revision due to their purpose for
reverting a revision when reconstructing page contents. Hence, copying
from these backup copies yields outdated data, and the current revision of
an object must instead be retrieved directly from the page of the committer,
i.e., from w_src.
The recorded backup copies, however, hold the information of what
objects were modified in the revision represented by the log entry, and
where they are located (in which page). Depending on the state of the page
in segment w_dest, the object must be retrieved. If the page is inaccessible in
w_dest, the object is inaccessible and therefore does not need to be imported.
If the page is read-write in w_dest, the algorithm copies the object from
w_src into the page. And finally, the page being read-only in w_dest is
impossible.
It is impossible to be in the situation of importing a change to a read-only
page because of the page state transition invariant that read-only pages
cannot co-exist with read-write pages. The reason is that if there were a
commit to a page P, that page must have been transitioned to the read-write
state at some point. From thereon out, no read-only version of page P can
exist in any segment. The page state transitions of Figure 4.6 are also the
reason why the committer, i.e., w_src, is always an accessible source to
copy from. There is no page state transition that would make the read-write
page of a committed object inaccessible.
Finally, after importing all objects of a revision, any modifications currently done in w_src must be reverted in w_dest. Otherwise, the objects
that were just imported could have arbitrary modifications. For that, the
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current backup copies of w_src are applied (not the ones recorded in the
log entry). While reverting w_src’s changes in page P, care has to be taken
to only overwrite objects that were imported from w_src. Some objects
in page P may have been modified in w_dest before the validation, and
validation must therefore not revert those modifications (if not followed by
a transaction abort).
With the page state transitions done using a signal handler and the
ability to restore pages to required revisions, the stm addresses both, the
Isolation and the Reconstruction Challenges presented in Section 4.5.1.
However, for creating opportunities to share pages, stm bookkeeping also
needs careful design. The main challenge for bookkeeping is that certain
metadata cannot be stored within the pages, i.e., be attached to objects.
Metadata that is attached to objects can prevent page sharing by making
the underlying memory look different in separate segments, even if the
program state is the same.
4.5.5

Efficient Bookkeeping

Any attempt to write to an object is always preceded by a write barrier.
That write barrier writes a flag on the object itself. Setting the flag marks
the object as being recorded in the transaction’s write set and as having a
backup copy. If the write barrier encounters an object that does not have
the flag, the object must be processed, i.e., a backup copy has to be made. If
the flag is set, nothing needs to be done. Hence, the write barrier executes
conditionally based on this flag.
Setting the flag is a modification to the object’s page and causes a page
transition to the read-write state. Hence, the flag can be set on a per segment
basis and is thus private to a transaction. But the flag thereby also prevents
sharing of the page with other segments. In this case, however, the page
transition is not an issue since the page must be private anyway for the
upcoming modifications of the object. Modifying an object to set a flag is
not an issue if writes to this object will follow. However, reading from an
object must clearly not cause a page transition that prevents page sharing.
The fact that a transaction has read from an object must be recorded for
conflict detection during validation. During validation, the set of objects
recorded in a commit log entry is compared against the transaction’s read
set to detect if the transaction read an object that was changed in the
meantime (see Section 4.3.2). Indeed, maintaining a set of read objects is not
required and it is sufficient to merely mark objects that were read. However,
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using a flag to mark objects would cause unwanted privatization of pages,
which is why the stm must maintain this information externally (outside
of the object’s pages).
A straightforward solution is to maintain an actual set of read objects and
make the read barrier check if an object is already in the set, and otherwise
add it. But that would make the read barrier expensive. The set membership
check would have to be done unconditionally since there is no flag. Instead,
a different solution based on memory segmentation is possible.
At the start of each segment, a section of memory is reserved. That
section contains one byte, a read marker, per object in the segment. The
read marker records if an object was read in the current transaction. We
define that the minimum size of an object is 16 bytes. Hence, objects are
always located at 16-byte-aligned segment offsets, and one read marker per
1
object is required. Therefore, the read markers section can be 16
of the size
of the entire segment and consists only of unmapped or privately mapped
read-write pages.
To mark an object as read, the read barrier takes the object’s segment
offset, divides it by 16, and writes a byte to the resulting segment offset. This
byte is a number between 1 and 255 that identifies the currently running
transaction. Validation can then check if an object was read by comparing
the object’s read marker with the current transaction’s number. Every 255
transactions in a segment, the read markers must be reset to 0. This resetting
works by unmapping the read marker pages such that they are filled with
zeroes on first access by the operating system.
This design makes the read barrier extremely efficient. The unconditional
write of a byte is efficient as it affects only segment-local memory that
can stay in the cache of one cpu. And the cpu instructions of the read
barrier usually do not have dependencies, which enables reordering and
instruction-level parallelism in modern cpus. These low-cost read barriers are a key to reaching overall high performance with limited parallel
computing resources.
4.6

related work

The combination of software transactional memory (stm) and dynamic languages can deliver a high-level and convenient programming model [44]. In
this work, however, we do not employ stm as a synchronization mechanism
for the guest language. Instead, the use of stm is transparent to the Python
programmer. Since stm serves as the foundation of a parallel vm, design
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considerations are entirely different: As a backend to a parallel vm, the stm
synchronizes the entire vm instead of focusing on guest language objects.
The design space of stm systems is vast and evolves continuously. In our
context, work that focuses on lowering the overhead of stm in few-core
environments is the most relevant [45, 46]. The master and helper design
by Wamhoff et al. [45] may be particularly suitable for dynamic language
applications in a few-core environment.
The memory protection of cpus has found use in stm systems before
for providing strong atomicity in the interaction of transactional and nontransactional code [47]. However, with the quantized atomicity of Parallel
RPython, all code is part of a quantum and therefore part of a transaction.
Hence, interactions are limited to the invocation of external code. And these
invocations are integrated into Parallel RPythonL ’s execution model and
do not require a similar protection scheme. Instead, we use the memory
protection for the on-demand memory page management and thereby
ensure a safe memory sharing between Worlds.
The concept of transactional Worlds bears some similarity to transactional orthogonal persistence. Earlier work [48, 49, 50] introduced programming language designs that make persistence transparent to the programmer, similarly to how Parallel Worlds are transparent to the guest language
interpreter. Orthogonal persistence was also integrated into operating systems [51]. And more recently, the availability of non-volatile ram spurs
new research into whole-system persistence [52].
Persistence deals with failure models, and depending on transactional
semantics is one way to recover from failures. Orthogonal persistence
in a programming language can be thought of as a single World, with
transaction aborts and retries, but without the need to reconcile multiple
Worlds. With Parallel Worlds, we use transactions for speculative parallel
execution, not for failure recovery. And we maintain consistency across
several such Worlds that each hold a revision of the entire program state.
Similar architectures to maintaining multiple Worlds that mirror the
program state can also be found in the field of Distributed Shared Memory (dsm). dsm [53, 54, 55, 56] provides a shared address space across several
machines (nodes). As is the problem with multiple Worlds, the view on the
shared state on multiple nodes must be kept consistent. And similarly to
our approach, software-based dsm approaches employ on-demand page
management through the memory protection of the cpu. Later extensions
to dsm also include a transactional model [57], which layers a distributed
transactional memory on dsm, and an implementation with remote memory
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access hardware [58], which enables existing multi-threaded applications
to transparently execute on multiple nodes.
dsm approaches must work with relatively high-latency network communication and, for this reason, often relax memory consistency. In contrast,
the design of Parallel Worlds provides transactional consistency, and its
central commit log heavily depends on the low-latency, relatively cheap
synchronization mechanisms available in a single machine. Due to the
use case of a virtual machine backend for dynamic languages, we further
must retain the multiple-threads-per-process encapsulation, which, in the
distributed setting, is violated by the one-process-per-node architecture.

5
CASE ST UDY: PYPY

The claim of this dissertation is that a high-performance, parallel vm for
Python can be built with the approach presented in the preceding chapters.
To support this claim, this chapter presents a case study of building such
a vm. The case study will report qualitative findings about encountered
challenges and how to address them. A quantitative evaluation follows in
Chapter 6.
The presented approach builds on the existing RPython approach to vm
construction (Section 3.1). The design of Parallel RPython is detached
from the gil, but otherwise preserves the simplicity of the gil approach.
Hence, building a parallel vm with an RPython-built vm as the starting
point should be conceptually straightforward. PyPy is such a vm, and in
this chapter, we will build a vm that is capable of parallel execution based
on the serializing PyPy.
In the following sections, we first present the core changes that are required to introduce parallel execution in PyPy. And afterwards, a qualitative
discussion of performance challenges and how to address them follows.
5.1

parallelization of pypy

With Parallel RPython being an evolution of RPython, introducing parallel execution to PyPy is an evolutionary change. The core change was already discussed in Section 3.2.2: The bytecode dispatch loop’s yield_gil()
logic must be replaced with the qbreak() instruction. The result is PyPystm, a Python vm capable of parallel execution for Python code.
Due to PyPy’s centralized usage of the gil, the switch to the qbreak()
instruction is the essential change. The remaining work is done by Parallel
RPythonL transformations for the concurrency control component. These
transformations apply global changes throughout the entire PyPy inter-
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Figure 5.1: PyPy’s vm threads directly synchronize with a gil.
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Figure 5.2: PyPy-stm’s vm threads are isolated from each other. Quantum execution
is synchronized and scheduled by the stm component, which is based
on Parallel Worlds.

preter such that every bit of Parallel RPythonL code can be synchronized
by the concurrency control component. By changing to Parallel RPython,
PyPy can now be translated with either a gil or an stm component.
While the change for the vm developer is evolutionary, the inner workings of the vm change significantly. PyPy’s architecture is illustrated at a
high level in Figure 5.1. Python threads are backed by RPython threads,
and the RPython threads coordinate their execution directly with the gil.
After switching to Parallel RPython, the picture changes significantly.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the changes in the architecture. Parallel RPythonL
threads do not need to coordinate their execution with each other. Instead,
the threads are detached from the synchronization mechanism by the quantum abstraction in Parallel RPython. Threads produce streams of quanta,
and these quanta are scheduled and executed by the concurrency control
component, which uses the Parallel Worlds of the stm system.
With the localized introduction of qbreak() in the bytecode dispatch
loop, and with the help of Parallel RPythonL transformations, a global
change to the vm was made. At creation time, the vm can now choose
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the concurrency control component to be used, without affecting the concurrency semantics. However, with the choice of a concurrency control
component follow certain performance characteristics.
The most prominent performance characteristic of the two presented
components is whether the component supports parallel execution or not.
The gil component serializes the execution, and the stm component can
benefit from parallel hardware through speculative parallel execution. The
second most prominent performance characteristic is the performance
overhead that comes with the stm component. The synchronization (read
and write barriers) inserted by the stm transformation slows down the
execution as compared to the gil component. The gil transformation does
not introduce such additional synchronization. This trade-off between the
benefits of parallel execution and the overhead of synchronization will be
explored quantitatively in Chapter 6.
There is, however, one more source of performance degradation for
the stm component, and this source does not have a direct equivalent
with the gil component: stm depends on speculative parallel execution. If
speculative execution fails, the benefits of parallel execution may be lost
and only the aforementioned overhead remains. Failure of speculation is
caused by conflicts (Section 4.3.1), which makes conflicts an important
consideration when building a parallel vm with Parallel RPython.
5.2

the impact of conflicts

Conflicts detected during the execution of a transaction require a transaction to be aborted, and aborting means the reversal of all modifications
in the transaction’s World. Reverting modifications takes time, and this
time, and the time the transaction spent making those modifications, is lost.
Conflicts, therefore, wipe out work that was already done.
In the presented stm system, conflicts are only detected based on already
committed state. A conflict can only occur because of a transaction that
committed successfully. Hence, in the worst case, each commit causes a
conflict with all other transactions currently executing. That is, of N parallel
transactions, N − 1 transactions abort and only 1 transaction can commit
its changes. As a result, the execution of transactions effectively reverts to
serial execution.
With serial execution in the worst case, a vm with the stm component
should not be slower than a serializing vm relying on the gil component.
However, in reality, the overhead of the additional synchronization (and
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also World reconciliation) makes serial execution slower than with the gil
component. With the presented stm component, not all such overhead
can be avoided. Hence, only if speculative parallel execution is successful
can the stm component outperform the gil component. Avoiding conflicts,
thus, is of paramount importance.
There are two levels of conflicts worth distinguishing: Conflicts on the
Python level and conflicts on the vm level. On the Python level, conflicts are
caused by access patterns in the Python application, and they are therefore
not directly under the control of the vm. For example, if two Python threads
continuously write to a shared global variable, the transactions in the stm
component will encounter conflicts, as there is no way for the vm to run such
code in parallel under Python’s sequentially consistent execution model.
Conflicts on the Python level are therefore the responsibility of the Python
programmer. In contrast, if there are conflicts within the interpreter, i.e.,
on the vm level, then the Python programmer may observe unpredictable
performance. Additionally, there may be no way for the programmer to
avoid these conflicts.
Conflicts on the vm level must be avoided by the vm developer. If, for
example, the interpreter wrote to a shared global counter on each method
call, no two transactions could call methods in parallel without encountering
a conflict on the shared counter. And for the Python application, there is
no clear way to avoid the conflict and to reach high performance. Hence,
sources of conflicts within the vm must be found and eliminated. And indeed,
with no additional changes, the converted PyPy-stm interpreter contains
several sources of conflicts. The conversion, therefore, cannot be considered
complete after merely switching out yield_gil() with qbreak().
5.3

inline caching

One source of vm-level conflicts is a technique to improve the performance
of the interpreter: An important optimization for language interpreters
for object-oriented dynamic languages is inline caching. Inline caching
aims to avoid the cost of repeatedly looking up a method or an attribute
of an object. In Python, finding the correct method to call may involve
walking the (dynamic) inheritance chain of an object’s attached class. To
avoid redundant walks, a cache of the most recent lookup(s) is maintained.
The PyPy-stm interpreter implements a variant of monomorphic inline
caching that maintains one table per Python function. A table has as many
entries as there are names in that code object, and each entry stores the
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result of the most recent lookup of that name. If the same Python function is
called in two different threads concurrently, there will be two transactions
that potentially update the same table with lookup results. Hence, frequent
conflicts and transaction aborts are the result.
Conflicts due to a cache update are often unnecessary. A cache rarely
needs to be updated. If the interpreter does not find the required entry in
the table, it can revert to doing the full lookup. The lookup itself does not
modify any objects and thus does not cause conflicts. Hence, not inserting a
result would avoid the conflict and work as expected. But that would mean
not maintaining the cache, and to give up on the cache is not an option.
One way to avoid conflicts on a cache is to introduce several caches,
one for each thread. Modifications thereby remain thread- and transactionlocal, and they cannot cause conflicts. However, thread-local caches do have
disadvantages: To get to a thread’s cache, an indirection through threadlocal storage is introduced. Additionally, local caches must be warmed up
separately in each thread. Instead, we introduce a special kind of object
that gets special treatment in the stm system when a conflict is detected. To
the interpreter, this special kind of object, which we call no-conflict object,
looks like a normal object. However, modifying such an object will never
cause a conflict.
During validation in the stm system, conflicts on no-conflict objects are
ignored. Instead, the committed (conflicting) changes are imported and
the validating transaction’s modifications are overwritten. As a result, the
semantics of this object are special but compatible with caches: Changes a
transaction made to a no-conflict object may suddenly disappear, and new
(committed) changes may suddenly appear. It is possible for two consecutive
reads from a no-conflict object to return two different results in the same
transaction if a validation happened in-between.
The advantage of no-conflict objects lies in their ability to propagate
changes to other transactions while they are still running. If a transaction
updates a no-conflict object and successfully commits, the changes will
become visible to other transactions while they are still running. So not
only do these changes not cause conflicts, but they can also propagate more
quickly to concurrent transactions.
Making the table of the inline-cache a no-conflict object can have the
following effects: An entry that was checked for can suddenly disappear,
and new entries can appear out of nowhere. But in all cases, either an entry
exists or not. When the entry is not found, it is recomputed. And if a new
entry shows up, the entry is valid since it was placed there by a validation.
This validation moved the transaction’s revision forward to a consistent
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state where the cache has the new entry. Hence, no-conflict objects work
for caches such as the inline cache of method lookups. For other uses of noconflict objects, however, the property that they can “forget” modifications
may be problematic.
As a result, with special support from the stm component, PyPy-stm’s interpreter receives an implementation of inline caching that avoids conflicts,
warms up quickly, and requires no indirection.
5.4

built-in data types

vm-level conflicts can also originate from data types that are not concurrencyready. Built-in data types, such as dict, set, and list, are an important
part of the language Python. As a feature of the guest language, these data
types are implemented within the interpreter. Their implementation in
PyPy’s interpreter is not optimized for concurrent accesses since the gil
has always serialized accesses anyway. These data types are therefore not
concurrency-ready.
In PyPy-stm, concurrent use of these data types is possible and safe
due to quantized atomicity, but such a use-case will create conflicts. For
example, the implementation of dict uses one array to store key-value pairs.
Concurrent modifications to values of different keys still apply to that same
array, and therefore cause conflicts. A concurrency-ready implementation
of dict would avoid false conflicts and allow for conflict-free modifications
of different keys.
Without additional work, built-in data types are therefore not suitable
for a use-case with modifications from multiple concurrent threads. In the
case of PyPy-stm, we chose to add a separate type, called stmdict, which is
an stm-aware hash table [59]. In theory, the implementation of dict could
be replaced with stmdict, but the two implementations have different
performance characteristics: The former is optimized for serial accesses,
the latter for concurrent accesses. Hence, we provide such stm-aware data
structures through a separate Python module, called pypystm.
The pypystm module includes a similarly stm-aware implementation of
set. Hence, for the Python programmer, the default of dict and set works
as expected in the serial case, and for the concurrent case, a specialized
implementation is available.

5.5 findings

5.5

findings

For introducing parallel execution in PyPy, the required manual changes
are few and localized. The required global changes throughout the vm are
accomplished through Parallel RPythonL ’s transformations. Switching
from yield_gil() to qbreak() yields a vm that is capable of parallel execution under the same concurrency semantics. Like PyPy, PyPy-stm therefore
does not suffer from the atomicity violations exhibited by Jython and
IronPython (see Section 2.2.2). However, we also found that the quantum
abstraction is leaky with respect to performance.
To not impede the performance of PyPy-stm, sources of conflicts within
the vm must be avoided. In PyPy, we identified inline caching as a source of
conflicts and avoided the problem in PyPy-stm with the help of no-conflict
objects. Built-in data types, however, are a source of conflicts that required
the re-implementation of the types in question. But due to the implementations having different performance characteristics, the default was not
changed. Instead, a concurrency-ready alternative is offered for concurrent
use cases. The Python programmer chooses which implementation to use.
These findings lead us to the following conclusions:
1. With an RPython-built, serializing vm as a starting point, building
a parallel vm with Parallel RPython requires only few manual
changes.
2. For performance, additional changes are required to eliminate sources
of conflicts in the interpreter.
3. Concurrent use cases of existing data types require alternative, concurrency-ready implementations.
4. The Python programmer may have to choose the provided alternative
if necessary.
In PyPy’s case, the sum of changes was moderate. None of the changes
were global, only individual components of the interpreter were affected.
However, the changes do not completely eliminate the difference in performance characteristics between PyPy and PyPy-stm. Indeed, the Python
programmer must be aware that an application running on PyPy-stm can
perform differently. And in some cases, concurrency-ready alternatives of
data types should be used. Note, however, that these concurrency-ready
alternatives can fall back to the default implementation when not running
on PyPy-stm. Hence, once adapted, applications can run on any compatible
Python vm.
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In the previous chapters, we presented an approach for building a parallel
vm for Python. In particular, the challenges were to faithfully replicate
Python’s strong memory model (sc) and its atomic operations (ao) under
parallel execution (Chapter 2).
The presented Parallel RPython approach addresses the problem of
emulating Python’s concurrency semantics on the implementation language
level with the introduction of an execution model with quantized atomicity
(Chapter 3). Quantized atomicity allows for a straightforward specification
of Python’s concurrency semantics, and a concurrency control component
is responsible for transparently synchronizing the execution of quanta at
runtime. Parallel execution for quanta is supported by an stm component.
The design of an efficient stm component that fulfills the requirements
of the vm components posed a new set of challenges. With a focus on jit
compilation, we addressed these challenges with the introduction of the
concept of Parallel Worlds (Chapter 4). Parallel Worlds enable speculative
execution and isolation of concurrent computations with the help of a
custom stm. The stm system uses a combination of software techniques
and the capabilities of modern hardware to implement Parallel Worlds
efficiently on stock hardware.
In a case study (Chapter 5), we reported on building PyPy-stm, a parallel
Python vm, with the gil-based PyPy as a starting point. In this study, we
eliminated classes of sources for performance degradation for a parallel
vm with an stm component. As a result, PyPy-stm is in a state where a
meaningful quantitative performance evaluation is possible.
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6.1

python vm representatives

In this evaluation, we run a set of benchmark programs on several Python vms and measure their execution time. To highlight the effect that jit
compilation has on the overall vm performance, we compare vms with and
without jit compilers. The set of Python vms without a jit is as follows:
PyPy-noJit An RPython-built, serializing Python vm with the jit disabled. Version: 5.7.0
PyPy-stm-noJit A parallel Python vm built with Parallel RPython, uses
the stm component and has the jit disabled. Version: 5.7.0
CPython [1] Python’s reference implementation, a serializing vm without
a jit. Version: 2.7.12
The set of Python vms that use a jit compiler for better performance is as
follows:
Jython [9] A parallel Python vm built on top of the Java vm (jvm), uses
the fine-grained locking approach, compiles Python code down to
Java bytecode and thereby benefits from the jvm’s jit compiler. Version: 2.7.0
IronPython [10] A parallel Python vm built on top of the clr, uses the finegrained locking approach, compiles Python code using the Dynamic
Language Runtime (dlr) [60], which leverages the clr’s jit compiler.
Version 2.7.9 on .NET Core 2.2.1
PyPy [2] The same as PyPy-noJit but with the tracing jit enabled. The jit
compiles Python code down to native machine code for the host cpu.
Version: 5.7.0
PyPy-stm The same as PyPy-stm-noJit but with the tracing jit enabled.
The jit is a version of PyPy’s jit that is adapted to work with Parallel RPython. Version: 5.7.0
CPython serves as the representative for the standard experience of a
Python developer. CPython is the reference implementation and by far
the most widely used Python vm. A version of CPython is pre-installed in
1 The recommended way to run IronPython on Linux is using Mono as the clr, but we found
that .NET Core delivers significantly better performance.

6.2 benchmarks

many Unix-like operating systems, such as macOS and various Linux-based
operating systems.
Jython is the oldest representative for the fine-grained locking approach
to a parallel Python vm. Its fields of application are more limited than
CPython’s due to its reliance on the jvm. Jython is, for the most part, a
compatible Python vm (an exception is discussed in Section 2.2.2).
IronPython follows in the footsteps of Jython and also uses the finegrained locking approach to a parallel Python vm. The architecture of
IronPython is different due to its use of the dlr, and IronPython’s level
of Python compatibility is higher than that of Jython. Similarly to Jython,
IronPython’s fields of application are limited due to the clr dependency.
PyPy is considered to deliver the highest performance among these Python vms. However, the jit compiler requires warming up to reach a steady
state in performance; and for short execution times below 1 second, PyPy’s
performance is often lower than CPython’s. Hence, PyPy’s benefits take
effect with long-running applications. The inclusion of PyPy-noJit allows
for a comparison between the performance of PyPy’s and CPython’s interpreters, as well as to measure the effect of jit compilation on a Python vm’s
performance.
PyPy-stm is the product of this dissertation. Based on PyPy, but built
with Parallel RPython, it shares many of the performance characteristics
of PyPy. In addition to the jit, PyPy-stm is able to reduce the execution time
of multi-threaded programs with parallel execution. Compared to Jython
and IronPython, synchronization under concurrency is achieved through
transactional memory instead of fine-grained locking. The noJit version of
PyPy-stm allows for a comparison of the effectiveness of jit compilation
in a parallel vm (PyPy-stm and PyPy-stm-noJit) with the effectiveness in a
serial vm (PyPy and PyPy-noJit).
6.2

benchmarks

The main goal of the evaluation is to get an understanding of PyPy-stm’s
performance and potential. To this end, we use a collection of multi-threaded
Python programs [61] and measure their execution time on the set of
Python vms. We collected these programs from several sources2 and, since
Python programs that use multithreading for performance are still rare,
manually parallelized a selection of them for our evaluation.

2 The origin of a benchmark is noted as a comment in the source file.
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Benchmarks
fannkuch
nucleotide

Normal

Increased?

10

11

(default)

(not available)

128 768 768

128 4096 2048

2000

3000

nqueens

9

10

parsible

(default)

(not available)

16

300

256 512

5120 4096

small

(default)

30

10000

mandelbrot
mersenne

perlin-ex
raytrace
regex-dna
richards

Table 6.1: The parameters used for the benchmarks with normal and increased
workloads.

The benchmarks do not make use of aos that involve multiple objects,
which would require extra synchronization for Jython (and potentially
IronPython). They also do not require or use any of the concurrency-ready
data structures presented in Section 5.4. They depend only on Python’s
built-in data structures and the implementations that are optimized for a
non-concurrent use case.
As pure Python programs, the benchmarks therefore run on all vms. A
benchmark can be configured to distribute its workload on any number of
threads. With only one thread, a benchmark processes the workload serially,
which is how we determine sequential performance. When the number of
available threads is increased, we expect a reduction in the benchmark’s
execution time on a parallel vm. In the Normal column of Table 6.1, we list
the parameters that are passed to each benchmark program. The Increased?
column is relevant for Section 6.7.
The benchmarks perform various tasks, as characterized in Table 6.2. In
all benchmarks, the concurrency pattern follows the fork-join model, and
the computations on concurrent threads are largely independent. Pythonlevel conflicts are therefore rare. Even though each program is small, the
programs exercise various aspects of a vm, and we argue that these programs
give insights into the class of applications that can profit from the same,
prevalent concurrency pattern.

6.3 host environment

Benchmarks

LoC

Task

Dominant computation

fannkuch

266

Fannkuch game

list manipulations

nucleotide

222

DNA frequencies

string slicing, sorting,
searching

mandelbrot

239

Mandelbrot set

mersenne

236

Mersenne primes

complex number
calculations
big integer calculations

nqueens

217

N-Queens problem

list/set iteration,
generators

parsible

479

Log parsing

regular expression
matching, input/output

perlin-ex

269

Perlin noise

integer operations

raytrace

302

Ray tracing

object manipulations,
float calculations

regex-dna

223

DNA gene search

regular expression
matching, input/output

richards

497

OS kernel simulation

object manipulations

Table 6.2: Benchmark characterization showing lines of Python code (LoC), the
performed task, and the dominant computation.

6.3

host environment

Unless specified otherwise, the stm is configured with W = 8 Parallel
Worlds, i.e., 8 segments of memory allow for up to 8 transactions running in parallel. For PyPy-stm, this means that up to 8 Python threads can
make progress at the same time, and if there are more than 8 threads, a
scheduler assigns Worlds dynamically. Hence, the operating system never
needs to handle more than 8 threads competing for cpu resources.
The limit of W = 8 is a deliberate choice to represent the prevalent host
environment of dynamic language vms. In general, Python is not the first
choice for high-performance computing, except in the limited capacity of a
scripting language. Hence, we argue that Python’s predominant environment is not a many-core environment. Rather, Python is used on commodity
desktop computers that usually exhibit between two and eight processor
cores. Nevertheless, we evaluate the situation of going beyond the limit of
8 Worlds in Section 6.7.2.
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The low-core environment is challenging for the stm system. stm systems
often achieve significant speedups over sequential execution only with
high core counts [62, 63]. However, for Python programs, it is essential that
parallelization efforts pay off in low-core environments as well. And we
therefore cannot depend on the availability of tens of processor cores.
Our evaluation system, however, offers plenty of resources: The system
has 512 gb of memory and two Intel Xeon E5-2699v4 cpus (release date:
2016), each with 22 cores. But for the aforementioned reasons, we limit
the benchmark programs in the numbers of threads they can use, and we
limit all benchmarking to a single cpu with 22 cores and 256 gb of memory
to minimize the impact of Non-Uniform-Memory-Access (numa) effects.
The restriction was enforced with numactl3 by restricting execution and
memory allocation to node 1. Thread scheduling within the node was left
to the operating system (Linux 4.4.0-65-generic Ubuntu x86_64)
6.4

methodology

The vms are tested in their default configurations and we exclude the startup
time in our measurements. Additionally, before starting to measure, we
first run a manually configured, benchmark-specific number of warm-up
iterations. The number of warm-up iterations was determined by manually
inspecting the measurements to determine when a benchmark’s performance reached a steady state. Note that the steady state does not always
imply peak performance [64, 65]. However, we argue that the steady state
is representative of the experienced performance and therefore relevant for
a vm comparison.
Unless noted otherwise, the reported time is the mean of 18 measured
benchmark iterations. These 18 iterations result from 6 fresh vm instances,
each doing 3 in-vm benchmark iterations. The figures include the standard
deviation as error bars. For comparing the speedup between two configurations, we report the mean over all possible pairings of the 2 × 18 measured
execution times.
Before every benchmark iteration, a call to gc.collect4 allows the vm
to free up memory. Hence, garbage collection cycles should influence the
measurements only if they are systematically induced within a benchmark
iteration. Similarly, we disable future just-in-time compilation for PyPy and
3 https://linux.die.net/man/8/numactl
4 See https://docs.python.org/2/library/gc.html (all evaluated vms implement this functionality)

6.5 speculation overhead

PyPy-stm after warm-up. The underlying vms of IronPython and Jython,
i.e., the clr and the jvm, do not support this functionality. Consequently,
the measurements can be influenced by systematic garbage collection and
jit compilation. Still, the validity of the relative performance results is
confirmed by the low standard deviations in the results.
6.5

speculation overhead

To connect to the case study of Chapter 5 and for a better understanding of
the set of benchmark programs, we first evaluate not the performance, but
the amount of work lost due to conflicts on PyPy-stm. Benchmarks may
differ in the frequency of conflicts, hence comparing the benchmarks’ speculation overhead can be informative. With frequent conflicts, a benchmark
may be unable to scale with increasing numbers of threads due to a failure
of speculative parallel execution.
Transactional memory is an optimistic concurrency control mechanism,
and speculatively running transactions in parallel requires optimism. If
speculation fails, all the work that was speculatively executed is lost, i.e.,
the speculation was overoptimistic (in retrospective). Hence, the goal of
the stm component should be to minimize the number of overoptimistic
choices. To evaluate the quality of its choices, we look at the time that is
lost in aborted transactions, i.e., the speculation overhead.
Table 6.3 presents the speculation overhead as the ratio of cpu time spent
in aborted transactions to cpu time spent in committed transactions. cpu
time refers to the execution time accumulated over parallel threads, i.e., if
two simultaneously running threads each run for 1 second and successfully
commit, the cpu time spent in committed transactions is 2 seconds, whereas
the overall execution time is just 1 second. Hence, the ratio of cpu times is
a measure of overhead. For example, 100% means that half of all cpu time
spent over all threads was lost due to aborted transactions.
Aborted transactions have two main causes: First, systematic Pythonlevel or vm-level conflicts. Second, avoidable conflicts induced by overoptimism when merging several quanta together into a single transaction. In
the above benchmarks, we removed all clear sources of conflicts. The first
cause is therefore minimized. Hence, any large percentages in Table 6.3 are
rooted in overoptimism.
Merging quanta together into a single transaction increases the transaction’s length. Thereby, the overhead of committing transactions is amortized
better. However, with the increasing length of the transaction, the prob-
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Benchmarks

T =1

T =2

T =4

T =8

fannkuch

0.0%

0.0% ±0.0 0.9% ±0.3 1.2% ±0.6

nucleotide

0.0%

3.7% ±0.9 1.4% ±0.2 0.9% ±0.2

mandelbrot

0.0% ±0.0 0.1% ±0.0 0.1% ±0.1 0.5% ±0.4

mersenne

0.0%

nqueens

0.4% ±0.1 0.4% ±0.1 1.0% ±0.4 0.8% ±0.8

parsible

0.3% ±0.0 0.2%

perlin-ex

0.0%

raytrace

0.1% ±0.1 0.1% ±0.1 0.2% ±0.1 0.0% ±0.0

regex-dna

0.1%

0.5%

richards

0.0%

4.7% ±5.8 4.3% ±3.9 4.1% ±3.0

9.4% ±1.0 11.2%
0.3%

12.0% ±1.6
0.6% ±0.2

0.1% ±0.0 0.5% ±0.1 2.1% ±2.1
1.2%

3.5% ±1.6

Table 6.3: cpu time overhead caused by aborted transactions, in percent of cpu time
of committed transactions. Benchmarks are configured to use T threads.
The numbers are averaged over 5 vm instances; standard deviations below
10% are omitted. Cases with ≥ 5% overhead are highlighted.

ability that a conflict with another transaction occurs increases as well.
Additionally, longer transactions entail that more work is lost if an abort
is required. Hence, the stm component has to decide on a trade-off: Short
transactions lead to fewer conflicts, but they entail more frequent commits,
which leads to a higher overhead due to commits. Long transactions lead
to fewer commits and thus a lower commit overhead, but they increase the
probability of otherwise rare conflicts.
The stm component estimates the length of a transaction indirectly based
on the amount of memory allocated by the transaction. If a transaction’s
allocations exceed a limit, the next quantum break will commit the transaction and a new transaction will start. If, however, the transaction must
abort and retry, this limit will be lowered such that the retrying transaction
will be shorter. With this mechanism, the stm component dynamically
adjusts to high contention scenarios with a lowering of the limit, which
then results in shorter transactions that have a lower risk of encountering
conflicts. And in low contention scenarios, the limit increases such that
the overhead due to transaction commits is amortized better with longer
transaction.
In Table 6.3, we see that the percentages of aborted cpu time are low.
mersenne exhibits percentages above 10%, but we argue that values below

6.6 performance classification

50% are acceptable. As we will see in the following evaluation of execution
times, PyPy-stm achieves significant speedups for mersenne, hence showing
that this benchmark’s scalability is not limited by overoptimism of the stm
component. The decisions of the stm component, therefore, appear to
be appropriate in each benchmark, and few overoptimistic choices are
observed.
6.6

performance classification

This dissertation is about reaching high performance with a parallel vm.
Therefore, as a first step, we look at the performance levels of the Python vm
representatives and make a performance classification. First, we compare
the single-threading, i.e., the sequential performance of the vms on the set
of benchmarks.
Figure 6.1 shows the relative speedup of the vms on all benchmarks with
CPython as the baseline. The height of the bar is the speedup, meaning
how much faster a benchmark iteration completed on a vm as compared to
CPython. A number above the baseline of 1.0× means that the benchmark
executed faster on the corresponding vm than on CPython. The legend
additionally shows for each vm the geometric mean of speedups over all
benchmarks.
Jython runs out of memory on nqueens, therefore no result is reported.
Apart from that, Jython performs better than CPython in around half of
the benchmarks, and worse in the other half. In both cases, the performance
differences can be rather significant. The speedups of Jython are between
2× faster and 2.7× slower. The geometric mean of Jython’s speedups is
0.9×, and Jython’s sequential performance, therefore, roughly the same as
CPython’s (with a large variance).
IronPython performs similarly to Jython’s. In 4 out of 10 benchmarks,
IronPython is up to 1.7× faster, and in 6 benchmarks up to 2.9× slower than
CPython. With a geometric mean speedup of 0.7×, IronPython is slower
than CPython, but still manages to outperform CPython significantly in
several cases.
The noJit versions of PyPy and PyPy-stm are not competitive with
CPython. In all but mersenne, PyPy-noJit and PyPy-stm-noJit run significantly slower than CPython. The PyPy interpreter is apparently not
on the same level as CPython’s interpreter. The exception, mersenne, depends heavily on arbitrary-precision arithmetic, and the implementation
is apparently faster in PyPy-noJit and PyPy-stm-noJit than in CPython
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Speedup on 1 thread over CPython on 1 thread

Speedup

60.0×
40.0×
20.0×
0.0×
2.5×
2.0×
Speedup

1.5×
1.0×
0.5×

PyPy-noJIT (⌀ 0.6×)
IronPython (⌀ 0.7×)

PyPy-STM-noJIT (⌀ 0.4×)
PyPy (⌀ 5.2×)

richards

regex-dna

raytrace

perlin-ex

parsible

nqueens

mersenne

mandelbrot

nucleotide

0.0×
fannkuch

96

Jython (⌀ 0.9×)
PyPy-STM (⌀ 3.7×)

Figure 6.1: Speedup of single-threaded execution relative to CPython (higher is
better). The lower figure shows the same data as the upper figure but
with the y-axis limited to 2.5× speedup. Missing values are indicated
with //. The geometric mean speedup for each vm is shown in the legend.

for this benchmark. The arbitrary-precision arithmetic further does not
benefit from jit compilation, which is why PyPy and PyPy-stm perform
similarly to their noJit versions in this case. In other benchmarks, however,
the addition of a jit compiler makes PyPy the fastest vm (mean speedup of
5.2×), and PyPy-stm often takes the 2nd place (mean speedup of 3.7×).
The results of PyPy and PyPy-stm highlight the importance of jit compilation for the performance of a Python vm. Their noJit versions are around
half as fast as CPython, but the jit makes them several times faster. The
result also shows that Parallel RPython does not inhibit the effectiveness
of the jit in the single-threaded case. For both vms, the speedups due to
the jit are comparable.
A notable behavior is exhibited by PyPy on parsible. PyPy with its jit
compiler is barely faster than CPython on this benchmark. parsible is

6.6 performance classification

also the one benchmark where Jython outperforms PyPy-stm. The reason
for this behavior is that parsible is a log-parsing benchmark that heavily
depends on regular expressions. 98% of the cpu time is spent in regular
expression matching. Hence, this benchmark is more a test of the regular
expression engine used by the Python vm than it is a test of Python performance. Consequently, the jit compilers of PyPy and PyPy-stm can only
speed up the remaining 2% of the time that is spent in Python code, which
does not have a significant effect on the overall execution time.
This comparison of the single-threading performance lets us classify
the vms in roughly three levels of performance: low, medium, and high.
PyPy-noJit’s and PyPy-stm-noJit’s mean speedup is less than 0.6×, i.e.,
benchmarks run significantly slower than on CPython. Hence, we classify
them as low-performance vms. On average, Jython and CPython exhibit
approximately the same execution times. The mean speedup of Jython with
0.9× is close enough to 1 to consider both to be in the same performance
class, i.e, as medium-performance vms. IronPython, while slower with a
mean speedup of 0.7×, still often outperforms CPython. Hence, we also
classify IronPython as a medium-performance vm. Finally, PyPy and PyPystm, are classified as high-performance vms. These vms both show more
than 3.7× mean speedup over CPython and are rarely slower than the
other vms. Hence, these vms are what we call high-performance vms.
The class of low-performance vms is not interesting from the perspective
of this dissertation. This class only serves to show the impact that the jit has
on the performance of a vm. PyPy without the jit is not competitive with
CPython, but with a jit, PyPy is one performance class above CPython.
Henceforth, we focus on the medium and high performance classes.
The classification puts Jython and IronPython together with CPython
as medium-performance vms. However, Jython and IronPython are capable of parallel execution and can therefore take advantage of the parallelism
in modern hardware. Thus, a classification based on the multi-threaded
execution of benchmarks should turn out differently.
6.6.1

Parallel Performance Levels

For each benchmark, Figure 6.2 shows the execution times on the vms with
1 to 8 threads available. PyPy-noJit and PyPy-stm-noJit are not shown
due to their low performance distorting the graphs, and nqueens is still
missing for Jython for the same reason as before.
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Execution Time [s]

fannkuch

nucleotide

30

30

20

20

10

10

0

0

Execution Time [s]

mandelbrot

mersenne

20

15
10

10

5
0

0

Execution Time [s]

nqueens

parsible

2
10
1

5

0

0

Execution Time [s]

perlin-ex

raytrace

20

20
10

10
0

0

regex-dna
Execution Time [s]
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richards

4
10
2

0

5

1

2

4
# Threads
CPython

6
Jython

8

0

IronPython

1

2
PyPy

4
# Threads

6

8

PyPy-STM

Figure 6.2: Absolute execution times of benchmark iterations on several Python vms.
The number of available threads varies between 1 and 8.
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Speedup on 8 threads over CPython on 1 thread

Speedup

80.0×
60.0×
40.0×
20.0×
0.0×

Speedup

10.0×

5.0×

CPython (⌀ 0.4×)
PyPy (⌀ 3.3×)

Jython (⌀ 3.4×)
PyPy-STM (⌀ 13.1×)

richards

regex-dna

raytrace

perlin-ex

parsible

nqueens

mersenne

mandelbrot

nucleotide

fannkuch

0.0×

IronPython (⌀ 2.4×)

Figure 6.3: Speedup of 8-threaded execution relative to the single-threaded execution
on CPython (a higher bar is better). The lower figure shows the same
data as the upper figure but with the y-axis limited to 13× speedup.
Missing values are indicated with //. The geometric mean speedup of
each vm is shown in the legend.

Figure 6.2 not only shows raw numbers, it also provides insight into the
behavior of the vms under concurrency: First, CPython does not display
medium performance on multiple threads. Instead, the performance of
CPython actually degrades significantly with each additional thread. PyPy
similarly slows down in many cases, albeit less extremely. And second,
Jython, IronPython, and PyPy-stm exhibit faster execution with more
threads available. As a result, with 8 threads available, the performance
classification changes.
Figure 6.3 again shows the relative speedup of the vms compared to
CPython’s single-threading performance, but this time with 8 threads
available. On CPython, a benchmark takes, on average, 2.5× more time
with 8 threads than with just 1 thread (mean speedup of 0.4×). PyPy’s
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8-threaded execution time is still 3.3× faster than the single-threaded execution on CPython, but PyPy’s speedup in single-threaded execution is
5.2× (Figure 6.1). Thus, PyPy slowed down by a factor of 1.6× when using
8 threads instead of 1.
With 8 threads, Jython is now 3.4× faster than CPython, and therefore
roughly on par with PyPy. IronPython also manages to reach a significant
speedup of 2.4× over CPython and is now only slightly slower than Jython
and PyPy. And PyPy-stm is now 13.1× faster than CPython (up from 3.7×
on a single thread).
Due to CPython’s significant slowdown, CPython now falls to the
performance level of low. On the other end of the performance spectrum,
PyPy-stm marks the new high-performance level. And between the two
extremes, Jython, IronPython, and PyPy achieve medium performance.
The underlying reason for slowing down with multiple threads on PyPy
and CPython is the gil. If the gil serialized the execution without additional overhead, the lines in Figure 6.2 would be flat. However, with
multiple active threads, the contention on the gil increases. In general, if
a lock cannot be acquired, the acquiring thread goes to sleep and must be
woken up when the lock is released. Waking up a thread takes time, and the
more contention on a lock, the more frequently threads must be woken up.
Additionally, lock implementations may wake up multiple threads at the
same time; and of those threads, only one can actually acquire the lock; the
other threads must go to sleep again. Hence, with an increasing number of
threads, the gil-acquisition takes up increasing amounts of cpu time. And
as a consequence, both PyPy and CPython drop one class in performance.
Additionally, the slowdown on multiple threads with CPython and PyPy
has the following consequence: In a scenario where background threads
are used to increase the responsiveness of an application, the application’s
performance degrades in gil-based vms. For example, a Python application
may start a long-running task on a background thread while the main
thread handles the user interface. What Figure 6.2 shows is that the program
execution can slow down by up to a factor of 2× with two threads, and
even more than 2× with higher numbers of threads. In such scenarios, the
performance advantage of a parallel vm not only comes from performance
gains through parallel execution, but also from simply not slowing down
when multiple threads are active — a feat achieved by all parallel vms
evaluated here.
In contrast to gil-based vms, Jython, IronPython, and PyPy-stm profit
from increasing numbers of threads and stay in their performance class. Jython, although a performance class below PyPy-stm, often approaches (and
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Benchmarks
fannkuch?

Jython

IronPython

PyPy

PyPy-stm

5.1 → 60.1 21.3 → 261.9 2.6 → 30.5 3.9 → 46.5

mandelbrot?

16.2 → 223.6 3.5 → 47.8 0.9 → 10.5 0.8 → 9.8

mersenne?

14.4 → 62.1 11.6 → 47.5 7.1 → 28.7 10.1 → 41.5

nqueens?

n/a

1.2 → 11.4 0.2 → 1.6 0.4 → 2.9

perlin-ex?

4.6 → 84.0 4.8 → 89.7 0.8 → 12.4 1.0 → 16.1

raytrace?

7.2 → n/a

regex-dna?

1.5 → 76.2 4.1 → 229.9 0.5 → 10.1 0.6 → 11.5

richards?

4.1 → n/a

6.5 → n/a 0.1 → 13.0 0.2 → 18.8
7.0 → n/a 0.1 → 26.6 0.2 → 34.7

Table 6.4: Changes in the benchmarks’ single-threaded execution times with increased workloads (in seconds). Missing values are due to reaching a
60 min time limit during benchmark runs.

sometimes overtakes) the performance of PyPy-stm. PyPy-stm’s results
also show that its jit compiler can work effectively in a parallel setting.
However, the picture for PyPy-stm is not yet clear. In many instances,
PyPy-stm’s execution times are already low and the scalability thereby
limited. If the total execution time of a benchmark is too low, distributing the
workload onto multiple threads often gives no benefits due to the additional
overhead of thread management. Hence, to reveal the entire picture of PyPystm’s performance, we increase the workload for the following benchmarks
(marked with ?): fannkuch?, mandelbrot?, mersenne?, nqueens?, perlin-ex?,
raytrace?, regex-dna?, and richards?.
6.7

comparison with increased workloads

The new parameters for the benchmarks are shown in Table 6.1 in the
Increased? column, and the effect of the increased workload is shown in
Table 6.4. Single-threaded execution times increase by factors between 4×
and 213×. Unfortunately, the increased workloads make the evaluation
of CPython, PyPy-noJit, and PyPy-stm-noJit impractical. These vms
often exceed a time limit of 60 min while running a benchmark, which
makes collecting a reasonable number of measurements impractical. In the
following evaluation, these vms are therefore missing, and PyPy’s singlethreading performance is the new baseline. Jython manages to run 5 out
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Speedup on 1 thread over PyPy on 1 thread

Speedup

1.0×
0.8×
0.5×
0.2×
0.0×

Speedup on 8 threads over PyPy on 1 thread
8.0×
Speedup

6.0×
4.0×
2.0×

Jython (⌀ 1.2×)

IronPython (⌀ 0.7×)

PyPy (⌀ 0.6×)

richards★

regex-dna★

raytrace★

perlin-ex★

parsible

nqueens★

mersenne★

mandelbrot★

nucleotide

0.0×
fannkuch★
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PyPy-STM (⌀ 3.7×)

Figure 6.4: Speedup of single- and 8-threaded execution relative to PyPy’s singlethreaded execution (higher bars are better). The legend shows the geometric mean for each vm over all benchmarks on 8 threads. Missing
values are indicated with //.

of the 8 benchmarks that have increased workloads. In nqueens?, raytrace?,
and richards?, however, Jython exceeds the time limit as well. IronPython
manages to run more of the benchmarks than Jython, but also exceeds the
time limit on raytrace? and richards?.
Figure 6.4 shows the speedups for single-threaded and for 8-threaded executions relative to the PyPy baseline. The upper half shows single-threaded
execution. With the larger workloads, the performance gap between PyPy
and both, Jython and IronPython, increases. By increasing the workload,

6.7 comparison with increased workloads

the slowdown of Jython relative to PyPy increases from 2.5× to 2.9×.5 For
IronPython, the increase is from 3.4× to 4.1×. With the longer execution
times due to the increased workload, relatively more time is spent in the
frequently executed parts of the program. Those program parts are also
where jit compilers focus their compilation efforts on. Consequently, the
quality of the jit-generated code has a larger impact on the execution time,
and larger workloads thereby emphasize the differences in effectiveness
between the tested jit compilers.
PyPy-stm also exhibits lower performance than PyPy due to the synchronization overhead of the stm. On average, PyPy-stm’s sequential performance is 30% lower than PyPy (on both, light and heavy workloads) due
to the extra synchronization throughout the vm. Still, PyPy-stm remains
significantly faster than Jython in all but one benchmark. parsible is still
an exception where Jython leads in the regular expression matching.
IronPython remains slightly slower than Jython, but outperforms
Jython in mandelbrot? and mersenne?. Additionally, IronPython manages
to run the nqueens? benchmark, where Jython runs out of memory. Hence,
while Jython has a performance advantage over IronPython, the result is
not clear-cut.
In the lower half of Figure 6.4, the speedups with 8 threads available
are shown. Due to PyPy’s reliance on the gil, we observe that PyPy slows
down by an average of 1.7× (a speedup of 0.6×) compared to its singlethreading performance. In contrast, Jython achieves a mean speedup of
1.2× relative to a single-threaded PyPy execution. Note, however, that these
numbers include mandelbrot?, perlin-ex?, and regex-dna?, where Jython
is particularly slow; and they do not consider nqueens?, raytrace?, and
richards?, where Jython reaches the 60 min timeout or ran out of memory.
This number should therefore be regarded with appropriate caution.
IronPython, even with multiple threads, cannot compete with PyPy’s
single-threaded performance. The mean speedup of IronPython over PyPy
is 0.7×. Only on mersenne? and parsible does IronPython’s scalability
improve the execution time to a level that beats PyPy. Compared to Jython,
only on mandelbrot? and perlin-ex?, where Jython is particularly slow,
does IronPython exhibit faster execution times. Generally, IronPython
cannot compensate for its lower single-threading performance compared
to Jython.
PyPy-stm achieves a mean speedup of 3.7× relative to the baseline. Compared with Jython, PyPy-stm’s performance on 8 threads is on the same
5 Average over benchmarks that Jython runs with the increased workload.
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level for benchmarks that run well on Jython. That is, on benchmarks
where Jython is not particularly slow, the vms reach a similar level of
performance. This high sensitivity to the benchmark makes it difficult to
draw a conclusion regarding the relative performance of PyPy-stm and
Jython. It is not clear if Jython’s extreme cases are performance bugs, or if
they are inherent in its design. For example, in regex-dna?, perlin-ex?, and
mandelbrot?, Jython and IronPython exhibit low performance, the same
is true for the benchmarks where they both reach the time limit, raytrace?
and richards?. These results suggest that the designs of Jython and IronPython share a property that makes them perform worse on this kind of
programs compared to PyPy-stm. However, it is unclear if this property is
the fine-grained locking approach or, e.g., the vm architecture of running
on top of a managed vm (jvm or clr).
6.7.1

Scalability Comparison

In the above evaluation, we found that Jython is generally slower than
PyPy-stm in single-threaded execution. But with 8 threads, Jython’s performance can approach PyPy-stm’s performance level (fannkuch?, nucleotide,
mersenne?, parsible). One possible explanation is that Jython scales better
than PyPy-stm with the number of available threads and thereby makes up
for the disadvantage in sequential performance. Hence, we now continue
with the evaluation of the scalability of the vm.
Figure 6.5 shows how well a program on a vm scales with the number of
threads. The metric is the speedup of an execution compared to the singlethreaded execution on the same vm, i.e., the execution time of the singlethreaded execution divided by the measured execution time. Speedups
greater than 1× mean shorter execution time than the single-threaded
execution time on the same vm.
As already established, PyPy does not scale. The speedups of executions
with more than one thread are below 1×, which means that the execution slows down. With increasing numbers of threads, the execution time
increases as well.
Jython and PyPy-stm often show similar scalability. In fannkuch?,
mandelbrot?, parsible?, and regex-dna? the curves of both vms are close
together. In nucleotide and mersenne?, Jython shows better scalability than
PyPy-stm. In both of these benchmarks, Jython’s 8-threading performance
recovered exceptionally well in comparison to PyPy-stm (see Figure 6.4),
which supports the explanation that Jython’s scalability can be better than
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Figure 6.5: Scalability of vms with the number of threads available. The baseline for
each vm is the vm’s single-threading performance. Values greater than 1
signify a shorter, and therefore better, execution time.
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PyPy-stm’s, and that this scalability can make up for its disadvantage in
sequential performance. Particularly in mersenne?, the scalability displayed
by Jython is super-linear. However, the opposite is the case for perlin-ex?,
which appears to be an outlier for Jython.
There are two data points where Jython’s scalability is superior to PyPystm’s, and four data points where their scalability is comparable. From this
data, we conclude that both vms scale well on our set of benchmarks, with
a slight advantage for Jython.
IronPython’s scalability is usually lower than both, Jython’s and PyPystm’s. In fannkuch?, nqueens?, parsible, and regex-dna?, IronPython scales
comparably to the other vms, and the performance degradation of Jython
in perlin-ex? is not mirrored by IronPython. However, in the majority
of benchmarks, there is a visible stagnation in scalability starting with 6
threads. The 8-threading performance is often similar to the 6-threading
performance. Hence, IronPython cannot make up for its medium sequential performance with scalability, and we conclude that IronPython’s
scalability is limited to 6 threads.
6.7.2

Scalability and the World Limit

In Section 6.3, we argued for the choice of setting the number of Parallel
Worlds to W = 8. In the above evaluation, we also limited the number of
threads T to the same number since W also defines the maximum number
of threads that can run in parallel. Hence, we did not observe the behavior
of PyPy-stm in the case that the number of threads exceeds the number of
Worlds, i.e., T > W . In this section, we evaluate the effect of this World limit
on the scalability of PyPy-stm by comparing configurations of PyPy-stm
with W set to 4, 8, 12, and 16. These configurations are respectively called
PyPy-stmW4 , PyPy-stm, PyPy-stmW12 , and PyPy-stmW16 .
Figure 6.6 shows the scalability as before in Figure 6.5, but with the
number of threads going up to 16. The figure compares the scalability of
Jython, IronPython, and the above configurations of PyPy-stm.
Under the assumption of perfect scalability, for configurations of PyPystm, we expect the maximum speedup to be reached at the point of T = W ,
i.e., when the number of threads matches the number of Worlds. For T < W ,
a benchmark does not exploit all available parallelism, and for T > W ,
the benchmark’s threads may have to compete for Worlds. Jython and
IronPython are not bound by a World limit, therefore, they should display
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Figure 6.6: Scalability of vms with the number of threads available. The baseline for
each vm is the vm’s single-threading performance. Values greater than 1
signify a shorter, and therefore better, execution time.
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the maximum speedup when the number of available threads is at the
maximum, i.e., at T = 16.
Jython shows that the benchmarks fannkuch?, nucleotide, mandelbrot?,
mersenne?, and regex-dna? allow for more parallelism than can be extracted
with 8 threads, i.e., more than 8 threads helped to further reduce the execution time. PyPy-stmW16 shows that the same is true for richards?. In
contrast, the benchmarks nqueens?, parsible, perlin-ex?, and raytrace? appear to have limited parallelism. Beyond T = 10, no vm shows a significant
improvement in execution time. Limiting factors for a benchmark’s parallelism are a limited amount of work to distribute onto threads and overhead
from thread management, which cancels out the parallelization benefits.
A particular behavior is exhibited by fannkuch?, which shows no scalability between 8 and 15 threads, but then sharply improves on 16 threads. The
cause for this behavior is a load imbalance within the benchmark, which
internally distributes the workload onto 16 tasks. As a result, the benchmark’s execution time is dominated by threads that execute 2 tasks while
the other threads are idling after completing 1 task. The load is balanced
again at T = 16, at which point all threads execute just 1 task.
Compared to Jython, IronPython’s scalability is lower, except in regexdna?, where both vms scale identically, and perlin-ex?, where Jython
displays exceptionally low scalability. As we have seen before, IronPython’s scalability is also generally behind PyPy-stm’s and often stagnates
or degrades with more than 6 threads. Often, IronPython’s scalability
barely exceeds that of PyPy-stmW4 , which cannot scale beyond 4 threads
due to its low World limit.
Comparing the configurations of PyPy-stm, the different World limits
become especially apparent in mandelbrot?, mersenne?, regex-dna?, and
richards?. In these benchmarks, PyPy-stm shows better scalability than
PyPy-stmW4 , PyPy-stmW12 better than PyPy-stm, and PyPy-stmW16 better
than PyPy-stmW12 . Each vm scales up to its respective World limit. When
the number of threads starts to exceed the World limit, the performance
degrades continuously. The performance degradation is expected since distributing the same amount of work onto more and more threads increases
the overhead of starting, managing, and synchronizing these threads. Additionally, threads that must wait for a World to become available are put
to sleep, and waking them up when the World becomes available takes
extra time. The behavior with T > W is similar to the non-scalability of the
gil. The quantum scheduler, which is responsible for assigning Worlds to
threads, therefore behaves as expected.
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IronPython

PyPystmW4

PyPystmW12

PyPystmW16

Benchmarks

Jython

fannkuch?

T= 4
=16 44.39 T =16
6.03 T±0.2
±6.3 11.87 ±0.1

=8
=12 4.15 T =16
6.28 T±0.4
6.21 T±0.1
±0.4

=16 13.05 T =10
1.87 T±0.1
±0.5

=14
4.10 T±0.4
=6
2.66 T±0.2
T= 4
11.82 ±0.2
0.90 T = 4

=16 6.02 T =10 6.40 T =10
3.50 T±0.2
±0.7
±0.6

T= 4
±0.1
T= 4
±0.2
T= 4
±0.7
T= 4
±0.1
T= 4
±1.4

= 8 3.06 T =12 3.17 T =12
3.08 T±0.1
±0.2
±0.1

nucleotide
mandelbrot?
mersenne?
nqueens?
parsible
perlin-ex?
raytrace?
regex-dna?
richards?

=10
11.54 T±0.4
16.48
T
=10
4.41
9.45 ±0.2
T
=8
—
2.86 ±0.1
T
=
8
T
=6
2.46 ±0.2 4.73 ±0.1
= 2 24.82 T = 8
49.15 T±0.4
±0.3
T =16
±0.1
T =16
±0.1

—
5.11

T =16

—

—
15.25

T =16

—

3.81
4.51
5.49
3.04
9.66

PyPy-stm

=12 0.94 T =12
1.30 T = 8 1.01 T±0.1
T =14
= 8 4.12 T =12
6.07 T±0.2
±0.1 3.67 ±0.1
= 8 0.63 T =12 0.69 T = 8
0.65 T±0.1
= 8 3.51 T = 8 3.74 T = 8
3.10 T±0.1
±0.2
±0.2
= 8 3.37 T =10 3.46 T =12
4.26 T±1.2
±0.3
±1.1

1.64 T = 8 1.18 T =12 0.97 T =16
= 8 3.37 T =12 2.91 T =16
4.81 T±0.2
±0.1
±0.2

Table 6.5: Mean execution times of benchmark iterations in seconds (standard deviations below 5% are omitted). The mean is additionally annotated with the
number of threads T on which the time was achieved. The best execution
time for each benchmark is highlighted.

From these results, we conclude that the scalability of a parallel vm
built with Parallel RPython can be limited by the number of Worlds.
However, for benchmarks to benefit from a higher World limit, the amount
of parallelism in the benchmark and the host hardware must be high enough.
Otherwise, the benchmark cannot benefit from additional threads, which is
true also for Jython and IronPython. Further, the scalability of Jython
tends to be superior to PyPy-stm, even when choosing a high World limit
for the latter. Hence, even if the results are inconclusive, we identify a
potential for higher scalability at high thread counts in Jython. This better
scalability can make up for the lower sequential performance if compared
to PyPy-stm.
The scalability of a vm is an important factor to reach high performance.
However, the scalability can only partially make up for a low sequential
performance level. In the end, the absolute execution times are the determining factor of a vm’s performance. In Table 6.5, we report the lowest
execution times that were measured for each benchmark and on each vm.
The results are annotated with the number of threads with which they were
measured.
For the majority of benchmarks, Jython achieves its fastest execution
times at T = 16, i.e., Jython scales up to 16 threads. For nucleotide, this
scalability leads to the overall shortest execution time as measured on any
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vm. parsible and perlin-ex? display a different behavior: Jython’s scaling
ends at T = 8 and T = 2, and execution times get longer after that point.
Hence, parsible’s and perlin-ex?’s shortest execution times were measured
at those thread counts. For parsible, this time turns out to be the overall
shortest execution time achieved by any of the compared vms.
IronPython shows mixed results. Only 2 out of 8 benchmarks achieved
the best result at T = 16. Again, these results show that IronPython’s scalability is behind that of Jython and PyPy-stm. In no case does IronPython
have the shortest execution time of all vms.
In a majority of benchmarks, PyPy-stmW16 achieves the overall best
performance. The high World limit of W = 16 allows programs to scale
up to T = 16, and the effective jit ensures the efficient use of hardware
resources. The exceptions are nucleotide, nqueens?, parsible, and perlin-ex?,
which run faster with a lower World limit. These cases show that increasing
the World limit can have drawbacks. With more Parallel Worlds, more time
is spent in World reconciliation. Even if not all Worlds are active, i.e., the
number of threads is smaller than the number of Worlds, not all overhead
due to the additional Worlds is avoided. Hence, for applications with limited
available parallelism, the choice of W = 8 can yield higher performance
than W = 16, a number of Worlds that may not be fully utilizable by such
an application.
6.8

summary

The standard experience of a Python developer is currently defined by
CPython — with medium performance for single-threaded applications
and low performance for multi-threaded applications. With the help of
jit compilation, PyPy offers an alternative experience that shifts the performance to high for the former and medium for the latter. And Jython
and IronPython offer medium performance for the former and (spotty)
medium to high performance for the latter. Only PyPy-stm, the product of
this dissertation, manages to provide a high performance level independent
of the number of threads, although PyPy-stm is 30% slower on average than
PyPy in sequential performance.
These results support our thesis that a parallel vm with Python’s concurrency semantics can be built with software transactional memory as
the foundation, and that this vm can outperform the current top-of-class in
performance. At the top of the performance class is currently PyPy, and
possibly Jython for multi-threaded applications. Both can be outperformed
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Benchmarks

Jython IronPython PyPy-stm
0.63 ×

T =8

0.42 ×

T =8

1.45 ×

0.36 ×

T =8
±0.1
T =8
±0.1
T =8

0.89 ×

8.03 ×

3.89 ×

T =8

2.99 ×

T =8
±0.1
T =8

0.57 ×

T =8

1.11 ×

T =6

1.70 ×

0.50 ×

T =8

3.99 ×

fannkuch?

3.16 ×

nucleotide

2.15 ×

mandelbrot?
mersenne?
nqueens?

—

parsible

2.14 ×

perlin-ex?

0.25 ×

raytrace?
regex-dna?
richards?

T =8
±0.1
T =2

—
1.01 ×
—

0.34 ×
—

4.73 ×
2.53 ×

3.26 ×

—
T =8

4.87 ×

T =8

6.17 ×
5.54 ×

T =8
±0.3
T =8
±0.1
T =8
±0.8
T =8
±0.1
T =8
±0.3
T =8
±0.1
T =8
±0.2
T =8
±0.8
T =8
±0.1
T =8
±0.2

Table 6.6: Speedups relative to PyPy’s single-threaded execution. The reported mean
speedup is the best that was achieved on a number of threads between 1
and 8. The speedups are annotated with the standard deviation (≥ 5%) and
the thread configuration on which they were achieved. The best result
for each benchmark is highlighted.

by PyPy-stm. The key to PyPy-stm’s high performance is the concept of
Parallel Worlds, which enables speculative parallel execution and, in contrast to the fine-grained locking approach in Jython and IronPython,
allows the jit compiler to work effectively. PyPy-stm’s results confirm that
the combination of speculative execution and jit compilation currently
yields the best performing parallel Python vm.
In Table 6.6, we present the final overview of the speedups that can be
achieved on up to 8 threads, with PyPy’s top-of-class sequential performance as the baseline. In 8 out of 10 benchmarks, PyPy-stm achieves the
greatest speedup and outperforms all other vms.
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To conclude the dissertation, we begin by reviewing the first part of the
thesis statement:
Python’s concurrency semantics, which is based on a strong memory model
and atomic operations on large entities, creates challenges for an efficient
vm for parallel programs.
In Chapter 2, we described Python’s concurrency semantics and discussed
the challenges of building a parallel execution model with this semantics.
Since sequential consistency and atomic operations are not currently supported by stock hardware, the overarching challenge is an efficient emulation
of the semantics in a parallel vm.
For the emulation of concurrency semantics, a vm can rely on the capabilities of the implementation language. However, of the presented Python vms,
none uses an implementation language that offers capabilities that would
facilitate the emulation of Python’s high-level semantics. Instead, state-ofthe-art Python vms achieve this emulation with two basic locking schemes:
A single global lock or numerous fine-grained locks.
With a single global lock, i.e., the gil, emulation is straightforward but
parallel execution is prevented. And with fine-grained locking, the development complexity increases with the number of locks, and performance
overhead due to frequent lock acquisition is introduced. But fine-grained
locking supports parallel execution. Hence, the state of the art presents the
problem of emulating Python’s semantics as a trade-off between implementation complexity and the potential for using the hardware’s parallelism.
Increasing the number of locks makes the required locking schemes more
complex, but at the same time, the potential for parallel execution increases.
An additional challenge is the importance and the effectiveness of jit
compilation in dynamic language vms. Under the sequential consistency
requirement, fundamental compiler optimizations are inhibited. And in
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combination with the dynamism of Python and its unrestricted concurrency, concurrent state management becomes increasingly difficult. A jit is
thereby significantly constrained in the making of assumptions about the
constancy of program properties, a prerequisite for optimizing a program.
No existing approach to the construction of a parallel Python vm addresses the entirety of these challenges. Hence, no efficient vm for parallel
programs currently exists. To resolve the situation, a new way to design
parallel vms had to be found, which leads to the second part of the thesis
statement:
We show that such a vm can be built with a customized software transactional memory system, and that it can outperform a current top-of-class
vm on stock hardware.
In Chapter 3, we introduced a new approach for building parallel vms for
languages with high-level concurrency semantics. The goal was to break
the apparent fallacy that implementation complexity must be traded off
against the potential for parallel execution. The emulation of Python’s
concurrency semantics should be straightforward for the vm developer
and, at the same time, not inhibit parallel execution. To reach this goal, the
specification of semantics is separated from the implementation aspect of
vm synchronization.
With the introduction of a new parallel execution model that is based on
quantized atomicity, the RPython approach to vm construction evolved
into the Parallel RPython approach. Quantized atomicity brings the quantum abstraction, which facilitates the emulation of Python’s concurrency
semantics and eliminates the need for locking schemes. The quantum abstraction successfully hides the actual synchronization mechanism from the
interpreter in the vm, while the synchronization mechanism becomes the
concern of a separate concurrency control component. For parallel quantum execution, this concurrency control component uses a transactional
memory system.
In Chapter 4, we presented the realization of Parallel RPythonL ’s execution model, with a special focus on allowing a jit compiler to optimize
effectively. While sequential consistency already inhibits compiler optimizations, quantized atomicity gives even stronger guarantees. However,
these guarantees do not need to be given by the jit. Instead, the jit can
benefit from the same guarantees and depend on the isolation of quanta to
optimize code under the assumption of no concurrency. The jit is thereby
relieved of concurrent change management and its optimizations become
effective again. To provide the required complete and transparent isola-

7.1 implications

tion, a software transactional memory system with the concept of Parallel
Worlds was introduced.
Parallel Worlds provide threads with a copy of the entire state of the vm.
To avoid prohibitive memory requirements, the implementation of Worlds
depends on modern x86-cpu capabilities for sharing memory. By combining
virtual memory, memory segmentation, and memory protection, efficient
on-demand page sharing between Worlds is achieved, without breaking
the Worlds isolation.
In Chapter 5, we presented a case study that demonstrates the conceptual
simplicity of designing a parallel vm with Parallel RPython. However,
challenges arise due to the performance characteristics of the stm. Sources
of conflicts on the vm level can have a profound impact on the vm’s performance and must therefore be eliminated.
Finally, the evaluation in Chapter 6 shows that the product of this dissertation, PyPy-stm, is a parallel Python vm that can outperform PyPy,
the current top-of-class in performance. PyPy-stm achieves speedups over
PyPy in the range of 1.5× to 8.0× with 8 threads available, resulting in a geometric mean speedup of 3.7×. Compared to CPython, Python’s reference
implementation, the geometric mean speedup of PyPy-stm is 13.1×. PyPystm is the only Python vm that consistently delivers high performance in
sequential, as well as parallel scenarios. These results show that Parallel RPython is successful at producing a vm that is capable of parallel
execution without preventing the efficiency gains of jit compilation.
7.1

implications

As previously discussed in Section 2.4, related work not only focuses on
the language Python, but also Ruby. Ruby’s situation is similar to Python.
Both languages depend on a gil (called Giant vm Lock in Ruby) in the corresponding reference implementations, and sequential consistency thereby
became a part of the languages’ concurrent execution models. With regard
to atomic operations, however, the developers of Ruby are more conservative: Mentions of the atomicity of certain functions can be found on the
internet,1,2,3 but, to the best of our knowledge, nowhere does the official

1 https://www.jstorimer.com/blogs/workingwithcode/8100871-nobody-understands-the-gilpart-2-implementation
2 https://stackoverflow.com/questions/3371770/ruby-atomic-operations-in-multithreadedenvironment
3 https://www.ruby-forum.com/t/is-a-b-c-d-atomic-or-do-i-need-a-mutex/220459
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documentation acknowledge their atomicity. Hence, atomic operations are
a Python-specific feature.
Due to the similarity between Ruby and Python, we argue that the approach presented in this dissertation can be applied to Ruby to a large
extent. That is, a compliant, high-performance Ruby vm that is capable
of parallel execution can be built with the Parallel RPython approach.
However, no major Ruby vm currently uses RPythonL as its implementation language. Hence, to be applicable, a Ruby interpreter either has to be
written in Parallel RPythonL , or the ideas of Parallel RPython have to
be adopted by other, suitable implementation languages.
Other dynamic languages, such as PHP, Lua, and JavaScript, do not come
with unrestricted shared-memory concurrency. To not provide programmers with a multi-threading, shared-memory programming model may
be a well-reasoned choice made by the language designers. However, a
demand for this kind of parallel programming certainly exists: For these
languages, extensions are being developed with the aim of introducing
multi-threading capabilities.4,5,6 And often, these extensions must work
around the problem that interpreters are not yet thread-safe. As a result,
shared memory is limited to special data types, and the interpreters are
otherwise executing under isolation.
vms for these languages could benefit from implementation languages
that provide large-scale atomicity such as quantized atomicity. With largescale atomicity, interpreters can be made thread-safe and atomicity semantics of guest languages can be emulated easily (see Section 3.2.2). Hence,
ideas from the approach presented here may provide these languages with
a way towards a shared-memory parallel programming model.
For high-performance vms, which depend on jit compilation, quantized
atomicity can further help with putting under control the combination of the
dynamism of dynamic languages, a strong memory model, and concurrency.
Transparent quantum isolation relieves the jit and its generated code from
concurrent change management. Thereby, quantum isolation successfully
restores the optimization potential that is destroyed by a strong memory
model and the introduction of concurrency.

4 https://github.com/krakjoe/pthreads
5 https://lualanes.github.io/lanes/
6 https://tc39.github.io/ecma262/#sec-memory-model

7.1 implications

7.1.1

Implications for Python

Up until now, Python’s multi-threading capabilities were only of limited
use for increasing performance. Python’s concurrency was mainly useful
for the background task scenario, where one thread has to stay responsive
during a long-running computation. With PyPy-stm, Python’s threads can
finally be used to increase the performance of an application on modern
parallel hardware. Before, only Jython and IronPython allowed for a
similar use of threads, but their baseline sequential performance is lacking
in comparison to PyPy-stm. Hence, with this work, the use-cases of Python
threads have been extended.
For concurrent programming, Python provides functionality for concurrency control, such as various locks and synchronized queues. With the
new use-case of Python threads, new functionality may be required. For
example, Python does not yet offer an equivalent to Java’s AtomicInteger,
which enables synchronizing operations such as compare-and-swap or
increment-and-get.
With regard to the stm component in PyPy-stm, established Python
functionality and programming patterns can be detrimental to performance.
Certain program patterns are incompatible with the optimistic concurrency
control of transactional memory, and in some cases, there is no appropriate
way to avoid these patterns with Python’s current capabilities: For example,
if an application must frequently produce unique IDs, a global counter that
produces strictly monotonic increasing numbers may be an appropriate
implementation in current Python. However, a concurrently incremented
counter is a clear source of conflicts for the stm system, which significantly
degrades performance.
However, conflicts are not the only issue of a monotonically increasing
counter. The increasing values additionally impose a serialization order on
the transactions. A problematic example is the time() function of Python,
which returns the current time as a number. Two transactions that each call
time() will receive two different values. The one with the lower value must
come before the other transaction in the serialization order. To ensure this
ordering, transactions may turn inevitable before calling time() such that
they are guaranteed to commit next. However, for such a frequently used
function, turning inevitable can ultimately lead to the defeat of speculative
parallel execution and a serialization of the execution.
Hence, alternative implementations of such functions are required. These
alternatives can avoid conflicts and do not impose an order on the transactions by not giving the monotonicity guarantee. Instead, an alternative
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time() may return an approximate timestamp, which is sufficient for certain

scenarios. And a global counter that is used to produce unique IDs may be
replaced by a simple get_id() function, which guarantees the uniqueness
but not the monotonicity of the returned numbers.
If the usage of PyPy-stm becomes more widespread, we expect to find
several more of these issues. And these issues will lead to an extended
awareness for concurrency and parallelism in Python. As a result, Python
may become a strong performer in the space of parallel programming
languages.
7.2

closing remarks

Python has become one of the most popular languages despite the lack
of a vm that is capable of parallel execution. Hence, Python’s popularity
has to be rooted in other qualities of the language. One important quality
of Python is the perceived simplicity of the language, which follows the
principle of least astonishment. The Zen of Python,7 a set of principles that
guides the development of the language, lists principles such as “Explicit
is better than implicit.”, “Simple is better than complex.”, and “There should
be one — and preferably only one — obvious way to do it.” And Python’s
concurrency semantics follows these principles.
For example, even under concurrency, calling sort() on a list should
simply sort the list as expected and without introducing concurrency issues.
And sequential consistency provides a simple mental model for a program’s
execution by retaining a total order on all operations. This straightforwardness of the semantics is beneficial for the Python programmer. And the
semantics is faithful to Python’s design principles, which may be responsible for the language’s success.
However, without a way to utilize the parallelism in today’s hardware,
we see Python’s popularity under threat. Successful applications eventually
develop the need for more performance, and currently, this need cannot be
satisfied with the arguably most prevalent means of program parallelization,
i.e., shared memory multi-threading. With this work, we show a way out of
the dead end that is serial execution and create new opportunities for the
wider Python community, without threatening Python’s core principles.

7 https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0020/

A
APPENDIX

a.1

jython atomicity violation

The Python program shown in Listing 9 checks if the Python vm executes
the atomic operation l1.extend(l2) atomically. The program starts two
threads. Thread 1 runs l1.extend(l2) and thread 2 runs the reverse operation l2.extend(l1). The program then verifies if, after the threads executed,
the contents of l1 and l2 are a possible result under atomic execution of
the extend() operations.
Under atomic execution of extend(), either thread 1 or thread 2 executes
the operation first and to completion. In the former case, l1 will first be
extended with l2, and then l2 gets extended with the result of the first
extension. Meaning, l1 will be l1++l2 and l2 will be l2++(l1++l2) (++
representing concatenation). In the latter case, where thread 2 executes
first, l1 will be l1++(l2++l1) and l2 will be l2++l1. If the program observes
anything else, a violation of atomicity is detected.
IronPython, CPython, and PyPy successfully execute the program
without a violation of atomicity. Jython, however, fails this test. In some
cases, the observed result is l1 being l1++l2 and l2 being l2++l1. That
is, neither of the threads observed the result of the other thread when
executing their operation.
a.2

ironpython atomicity violation

The Python program shown in Listing 10 checks if the Python vm executes the atomic operation l1[:] = l2 atomically. The program starts two
threads. Thread 1 assigns a list that contains only 1s (ones), thread 2 a
list that contains only 2s (twos). The program then verifies that, after the
threads executed, the contents of l1 are now a copy of either ones or twos
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and never a combination of both lists. If the operations execute atomically,
either thread 1 or thread 2 must execute the assignment last.
However, running the program on IronPython sometimes fills the list l1
with a concatenation of ones and twos, which is a violation of the atomicity
of l1[:] = l2. Jython fails this test as well due to its generally lower level
of Python semantics reproduction than IronPython. CPython and PyPy
successfully execute the program without a violation.

A.2 ironpython atomicity violation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

import threading
# two lists with unique numbers
l1 = list(range(0, 10))
l2 = list(range(10, 20))
# r11 = l1++l2
r11 = list(l1)
r11.extend(l2)
# r21 = l2++l1
r21 = list(l2)
r21.extend(l1)
# r12 = l1++(l2++l1)
r12 = list(l1)
r12.extend(r21)
# r22 = l2++(l1++l2)
r22 = list(l2)
r22.extend(r11)
# the thread executes the extend-operation
def thread(a, b):
a.extend(b)
for i in range(10000):
# Thread 1 executes l1.extend(l2)
# Thread 2 executes l2.extend(l1)
a = list(l1)
b = list(l2)
t1 = threading.Thread(target=thread, args=(a, b))
t2 = threading.Thread(target=thread, args=(b, a))
t1.start(); t2.start()
t1.join() ; t2.join()
# two allowed (serializable) outcomes:
#

1) a.extend(b) before b.extend(a)

#

2) b.extend(a) before a.extend(b)

test1 = a == r11 and b == r22
test2 = a == r12 and b == r21
if not test1 and not test2:
print "execution of extend was not atomic"

Listing 9: Program that checks for violation of the atomicity of l1.extend(l2).
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

import threading
# allowed results:
r1 = [1] * 100
r2 = [2] * 100
ones = [1] * 100
twos = [2] * 100
# mutating threads
def T1(l1):
l1[:] = ones
def T2(l1):
l1[:] = twos
for i in range(1000000):
l1 = []
t1 = threading.Thread(target=T1, args=(l1,))
t2 = threading.Thread(target=T2, args=(l1,))
t1.start()
t2.start()
t1.join()
t2.join()
# two allowed outcomes:
#

1) l1[:] = ones before l1[:] = twos

#

2) l1[:] = twos before l1[:] = ones

ok = (len(l1) == 100 and (l1 == r1 or l1 == r2))
if not ok:
print "Violation:"
print "len l1:", len(l1), "values:", l1

Listing 10: Program that checks for violation of the atomicity of l1[:]

= l2.
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